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Teacher transformations of innovative teaching strategies:
why and how to investigate?
General perspective and research questions
The general perpective adopted in the STTIS project is that teachers, when
confronted with innovative tools or strategies, are not passive transmitters.
The STTIS WP3 research area focuses on the transformations done by teachers
when « adopting » innovative teaching strategies. As recalled in the Italian National
Report on this WorkPackage (Monroy et al. 1999), « the introduction and maintenance of
didactic innovation in the school system is a complex process involving many
components playing different roles and the relevance of the research about teachers
transformations is supported by several undeniable evidences. Among these a nonexhaustive list is:
-innovation at school, and particularly in science education, is increasingly
needed to foster a better scientific literacy of the citizen;
-the teachers, main actors of any innovative didactic process, necessarily do
not passively implement the intentions of innovation’s designers and need
positive assistance in coping with the transfer of didactic innovation into the
actual class-work;
-policy makers and people in charge of teachers’ training programs need
recommendations coming from research results about how the innovation is
transformed according to the boundary conditions existing in the schools and the
global world of the teacher.
Our research target is linked to a fundamental position. As stated in report WPo
(STTIS 1998) « we adopt a transformative view of the nature of communication and
change. Communications are not simply 'received' but are re-made, re-constituted,
transformed by the receiver. Communication has to be seen as action; as minds acting
on other minds which then act in response. Those acts of response are necessarily
transformative, making new meanings relate to previous ones. »
In this WP, the specific questions that are addressed are, according to the same
document:
-What specific requirements are expected of teachers in some selected welldefined curriculum innovations in science?
-How do teachers understand these expectations? How do they act on these
understandings in the classroom? What transforming mechanisms can one
conjecture to be involved?
This perspective should not be taken for trivial nor confounded with the concern
of consulting teachers during the process of designing and implementing a new teaching
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sequence, which is not a new idea. Any reasonable committee in charge of developing a
new curriculum includes some experienced teachers in its work, to a certain extent,
whether great or small. But, this does not mean that, in implementing innovations,
teachers’ main transforming trends are consciously taken into account. This, in our
view, requires research beforehand. Amongst the designers of innovations, while there
is a rather diffuse consensus in valuing and taking into account the students learning
difficulties, this is not yet the case as far as the transformations done by the teachers are
concerned. One may object that a lot of investigation has been done on teachers,
especially concerning their views on the nature of science (see for instance Brickhouse 1990,
Desautels et al. 1993, Koulaidis & Ogborn. 1995, Millar 1988), their views and expectations about
labwork (see the European Project: Labwork in Science Education, Séré et al. 1998) as well as their
understanding of different subject matters (for instance: Viennot and Kaminski 1991). Such
information is very important to understand how teachers act in classroom. But it does
not encompass all the aspects of teacher actual practice, especially the fine grained
strategies that so critically determine the outcomes of teaching.
The research results on the transformations done by teachers when adopting
innovative teaching strategies are important elements to be used at least on two levels:
- to enlight teacher training, in order to optimise the teachers acceptance of the
specific innovations
- to be taken into account since the design phase of interventions and materials for
science education in order to find strategies which will bridge the gap between what
researchers hope teachers will do and what really happens in the classroom.
To sum up, we think that a better knowledge of ordinary teachers as innovation
transformers is crucial in order to make the design and communication of researchbased teaching strategies easier.

Methodology: main features
« The research methodology adopted is qualitative in nature, because we believe
this to be the right way to address the essential problems in this case. As indicated
below, quantitative methods might become appropriate at a later stage, after the
qualitative diagnosis and description of the problems has been done. It is this first stage
of diagnosis and description which the research in STTIS addresses » (STTIS ibid.).
However, each time some convergence seems to arise from a comparison between
numerical results found in different data sources , although with small samples, we
consider this event as a semi quantitative clue.
Indeed a major methodological feature is that (ibid.), « (S)uch investigations place
a heavy demand on cross-checking - on 'triangulating' - data and interpretations of these
data, from a variety of sources ». Our investigations rely on multiple data sources.
Interviews with teachers give some data about purposes. Interviews before and after
teaching can cross-check stated purposes against reasons for observed actions which
may seem to have different purposes. Class observation can notice both how purposes
are translated into action, and actions which appear to serve unstated (even opposed)
purposes. Analysis of tasks teachers give students to do (e.g. questions they set) can
give evidence of teachers' conceptions of desirable outcomes, and give concrete content
to aims otherwise only stated in general (perhaps not very clear) terms. ». Textbooks
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analysis provides additional information, in particular because textbook writers often
are, or have been, teachers themselves; it is also likely that they adapt the product to the
market.

Although these multiple kinds of data will constitute an opportunity to observe
some convergence on 'strong' aspects of teachers' transformative action, it may also
happen that we find gaps between different indicators. For instance, teachers may not be
completely aware of their own reactions to an innovation. Therefore, their comments
may not be consistent with their actions. Or else, the fact that constraints of giving
written tasks to students are different from those of conducting a debate in class may
result in stressing different aspects in these two cases. Such discrepancies are also useful
to know, especially if some aspects are stable across different subject matters.
The STTIS project also provides opportunity of extending our investigations to
other countries. This permits to either detect some robust phenomena or pinpoint some
possible differences to be carefully discussed as possible topics for further research: are
they fundamental, or artefacts of method, or else significant but linked to surface
features of national contexts which in fact do not affect the deep meaning of cooccurrent similarities?
This cross-comparison of methods and results of investigation encounters several
difficulties.
The first difficulty is that not every kind of innovation exists in every country.
Thus, WP3 calls for planned, documented innovations.
Planned introduction of compulsory work at national scale is something
traditional in France. This is not the case in all partner countries. The Italian Education
system up to now has been a centralised one, therefore curriculum and syllabus of
Secondary School have been decided at national level. But for the past two decades a reorganisation of the content and structure of Secondary School has been discussed and at
this moment (1999) some moves toward local autonomy have started. In Spain and in
UK, the notion of national compulsory syllabus is unknown, although it is not excluded
that an innovation be launched at national scale.
As for documenting in detail an innovation, this is an attitude rather linked to
research-based elaboration than to national contexts. A recent syllabus launched in
France (1993) for secondary science education combines the two features - national
implementation and detailed specifications, which was not the case before in this
country - a list of items and some general comments not being what we call « detailed
specifications ». It also happened, in other contexts, that we used texts written by
research teams as « Quasi-Official Instuctions », for instance in Italy and in Spain.
Thus, the existence of various models of innovations was not a practical obstacle, but
cultural reasons might raise some differences in the reactions of the teachers in
different countries.
A second difficulty, is that, having used innovations already launched in the
involved countries, the variations between national cultures and between content, kind
and context of innovations, are initially mixed. On the one hand, we replicated in
several countries some parts of investigation previously conducted in a given country ,
on the other, we had to admitt that, stricly speaking, an innovation is not « held
constant » whilst national context varies.
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Given this complexity, we chose to start our international comparisons by first
helding the topic and written texts of a given innovation constant, on the basis of the
different available data sources. Only after this first step did we extend our crosscomparison to the various topics.
Need for well defined innovative sequences
This research addresses the question of the nature of difficulties arising when
teachers are expected to adopt an innovative teaching strategy.
By a 'teaching strategy', we mean a complex scenario containing actions and tools
to present a specific content with the aim of helping students to build their knowledge
system as far as that content (and its correlations with other contents) is concerned. We
expect actual teaching strategies employed to relate to teachers' conceptual difficulties,
to their epistemological views, and to their previous practice. Our goal is to analyse in
more detail how teachers' non-neutral interpretation of a proposed teaching sequence
may result in transformations with important conceptual consequences.
The predominant idea orientating the research is that of transformation of
didactical intentions by teachers. This means that we will not try to analyse "difficulties"
as such, but that we will refer our observations to precise didactical intentions. So, we
need to work on well planned, documented innovations, with specific didactical
intentions, preferably described in written texts. We consider, following Ogborn et al.
(1996), that "to teach is to act on students' minds, who then react in response". For a
given innovative sequence, we should therefore be able to locate connections between
precise didactic intentions and specific types of action by the teacher.
This has been done with six innovative sequences which were specified in detail
by the innovators themselves, all the more so when a research team in didactics was
involved in its design.

The corresponding list is, (by alphabetic order or countries):
« Optics at grade 8 » in France
(national scale);
« Colour » in France
(local scale);
« Motion and Force » in Italy
(local scale);
« Energy and Transfer » in United Kingdom (national scale);
« Energy and Change » in United Kingdom
(local scale);
« Energy Transfer and Degradation» in Spain (local scale).
Having thus clearly specified what teachers were expected to aim at in their
teaching strategy, i.e. what was the "frame of reference" of all our observations, we
focused on these aspects, thus leaving aside many other possible ways of looking at the
same materials (a situation which arises quite generally in research, of course).
Data collection
We rely on multiple data sources in order to triangulate our observations. The
materials used are of the following types, so far as is practicable in different cases:
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1a- Interviews with teachers concerning the texts of official instructions, or more
generally from written texts defining an innovation, this in order
to see
what teachers read into the text, and what they think they will keep/ modify in
their practice.
1b- Interviews after training sessions concerning an innovation
to see
what teachers consider salient in the received training and what they think they
would keep/ modify in their practice.
2- Logbooks written by teachers, or interviews after teaching, with their analysis
of "successful" and "not successful" episodes
to see
the planned conceptual path: respective emphasis, order of introduction, chaining;
how they organise experimental activities
3- Tasks teachers give students to do
to see
what they chose to assess, their conceptions of desirable outcomes.
4- Class observations: video recording or observational, or fewer case studies over
a longer period
to see
what purposes appear to orientate activities,
how teachers conduct debates in class concerning the conceptual target of the
sequence.
5- Textbooks published after a change at national scale (France and UK)
to see
what the textbook writers have chosen to emphasise, and how, with attention to
the part played by images.

Data of the different types are connected to actual practice to different extents,
respectively:
type 1
type 2,
type 3,4

what teachers say they will do; (WP3.1)
what teachers say they have done; (WP3.3)
what teachers do in the classroom. (WP3.3)

Data of type 5 (textbooks; WP3.2) have a multiple status, possibly reflecting:
-the practice of the writer, who often is or has been a teacher
-what the writer imagines that teachers expect
-actual inspiring sources for the teachers who use them.
Thematic analysis prevails, strongly orientated by the specific conceptual goals of
each sequence. For instance, concerning elementary optics in France, we want to know
how teachers have made a distinction between what "shows" rectilinear propagation and
what "shows" that a necessary condition to see an object is that some light from this
object enters the viewer's eye. Or else, concerning energy, we want to know if teachers
who substitute, as recommended, the word 'transform' by 'transfer' consistently consider
two systems, instead of only one, when explaining why things happen.
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It has been possible to obtain complementing data: three countries have been
involved, France, Italy and Spain; each country responsible for a given innovative
strategy passed on the corresponding texts to the (one or ) two others, which have used
them to conduct a parallel investigation.
Table 1 sums up the samples corresponding to each data source and topic/country
for the investigations in the four countries which participates in this workpackage,
texbooks excluded. In all, this research study involved 171 teachers from four countries.
As explained above, textbooks are also likely to be related to teacher practice
through several channels. French and UK teams have examined, respectively, five
(topic: Optics) and twenty four (topic: Energy and Transfer) textbooks.
Having analysed each sequence in the terms proper to it, we have looked for
transversal aspects in our results, in order to point to some particular risks of
transformation, whatever the topic, in the process of 'transmission' of innovations to
(that is, through) teachers.
Transformation of didactic intentions: Lines of Analysis
We are conscious that the “ legibility ” of the texts describing an innovation is not
an absolute notion, and that we, as researchers in didactics, probably consider some
elements as very clear although others may not see them to be so. What we read in these
texts is not obvious and transparent. Anyhow, in order to analyse teacher tranformative
trends, we had to decide which didactic intentions would serve as a reference for
comparison between what is intended by the designers and what is actually done by
teachers. In each study, we selected some lines of analysis which framed our reading of
the texts as well as our analysis of the data. For instance, Motion and Force in Italy,
these lines are the following:
-Line 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and reasoning
strategies: emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models.
-Line 2. Integration of different types of activities and focus on real timeexperiments to foster constructive learning .
The choice of such lines is particularly decisive to select the precise teaching
actions that we searched for in teachers’ practice.
This being said, we do not consider whatsoever that such lines should determine
two separate channels that would be used to extract information from our data. Rather,
we determined, in each of our data sources, the salient features which might relate to
one or the other, or both of, these lines. Then we integrated in a recap, when relevant,
the findings relating to each line. In other words, the chosen lines of analysis are
provisional tools and not exclusive glasses.
When cross checking our results, we did not either felt strictly constrained by
our lines of analysis as considered separately, and we grounded our comparisons on
findings at various levels of possible transversality.
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Country (data collection)
Topic/country
France
optics gr.8 (Fr)
colour ≥gr.11 (Fr)
motion/force (It)
energy (Sp)
Italy
optics gr.8 (Fr)
motion/force (It)
energy (Sp)
Spain
optics gr.8 (Fr)
motion/force (It)
energy (Sp)
UK
energy/transfer (UK)
energy/ change (UK)

Inter.bef.T. / quest
before teaching, on texts

Logbooks/ Interviews
after teaching

Tasks

N=11
N=10 after training*
N=23
N=34 after training
N=3
N=5

N=11
N=6 N=2 after training

N=8+8 teachers (39 tasks) N=2 (6 lessons, video)
N=3**

N=4

N= 2 (77 worksheets)

N=4
N=6 includ.4 after training
N=3
N=4
N=3
N=13
N=5 after training
N=3

Class observation

N=7 (notes)

N=6***

N=7*** (video)
N=9*** (notes)

N=4
N=2 ( 7 interviews) one
after training

N=4 (6 lessons, notes)
N=2 (7 lessons, notes)

*Unless specified, teachers have had no training concerning the innovation under scrutiny.
**Not in bold: teachers already counted in a preceding column.
***On going processing
Table 1. WP3 Data collection: in total, this research study involved 171 teachers from four countries.
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Geometrical optics in grade 8 (a French case)
This chapter is, to a large extent, constituted of excerpts from the French national report on WP3
(Chauvet, Hirn and Viennot 1999). Some preliminary results have been also presented at the Second
International Conference of the European Science Education Research Association (ESERA), Research
in Science Education. Past, Present and Future, Kiel 1999 (STTIS Symposium, 1999; Hirn and Viennot,
1999). See also Hirn and Viennot (1999).

Laboratoire de Didactique des Sciences Physiques (LDSP), Université Paris 7
Situation in the STTIS project
As recalled above, the WP3 research themes are subdivided in three areas:
WP3.1: « Analysis of the interpretations given by the teachers to the official
instructions of a specific innovative strategy »,
WP3.2 : « Analysis of textbooks after the publications of the corresponding
official instructions »
WP3.3 : « Analysis of the teachers’ practice when adopting in class these specific
innovative strategies ».
For this innovation, the French group has worked on the three sub-Work
Packages.
After the presentation of the innovation, the report deals with
-some elements of analysis of the textbooks written just after the corresponding
change of syllabus (WP3.2),
-then with teachers’ practice: « what they say they will do, or would do » (WP3.1),
« what they say they have done » and « what they do » (WP3.3).
The procedure of data collection will be presented separately for each of these
parts of the chapter (see also General introduction, table 1).
The innovation
The French syllabus of optics for grade 8, a sequence of about 16 hours, is
specified in the official texts distributed nationally. The specifications includes:
-the syllabus itself (BOEN 1992), a series of items and suggested “ back-up
activities ”, which are connected to precise expected competencies;
-the “ commentaries ” following the syllabus in the same official document
(BOEN 1992), explaining some difficulties, and recommending ways of teaching.
-the “ accompanying document ” (“ document d’accompagnement ” MEN 1992), which
does not have the same official status but is also nationally distributed provides, along
with other documents, more elaborated explanations, some examples of assessment
tasks, an example of timing (duration allotted to each item) and a list of materials
needed.
Here, as compared with preceding official instructions (the 1987 syllabus), many
more informative elements are given to teachers, and many of these elements are similar
to those researchers in didactics would have advised, a fact due to the composition of
the committee.
This is very important for our investigation: if the transformation of an innovation
by teachers is to be analysed, the initial message has to be as clear as possible. It is
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especially useful, in such a study, to specify precise actions which are expected from the
teacher, in correspondance with more general didactic intentions. In this research study,
the specification of desired and observed actions is envisaged on a small scale, because
some differences in teaching that, at first sight, might be considered slight, may affect
pupils’ understanding significantly (see for instance Millar 1989).

General objectives and main conceptual goals of the sequence
The official instructions for optics at grade 8 begin with general statements of the
teaching objectives.
Some are very global, such as:
“ -stimulate pupils’ curiosity by informing them about their environment,
-lead them to acquire technical know-how,
-make them want to analyse phenomena in a way that is as rigorous as possible,
-induce them to distinguish between situations and everyday-life devices that they
can, even partially, explain and those that they do not understand at all. ”
Other goals are specific to the theme “ image and vision ”. “ Everyday-life ”,
“ reasoned experimentation ” and “ bringing to bear rigorous reasoning using a few
simple laws ” are the first key expressions of this section, to which the following ideas
are added: development of careful and precise handling of practical devices, using
graphs in relation to experiments, perception of space, understanding that the validity of
a law is not fluctuating, and acquiring confidence in one’s own aptitude to make and test
predictions.
The list of topics to be taught is rather classical for elementary geometrical optics:
sources and diffuse reflection, rectilinear propagation, vision, converging thin lenses.
Apart from the fact that “ vision ” is given the status of a full paragraph, with perception
explicitly mentioned, the list itself is not a revolutionary one.
More striking is the orientation toward a conceptual construction, founded on a
chain of concepts, some of which are first a target of a teaching session then a building
block for what follows. Practical activities are described as a support for reasoning
much more than as a mere opportunity for contemplation or, even, for demonstration.
From the standpoint of conceptual coherence, two rules of physics are sufficient to
uphold this process of conceptual building: “ (in the air) light propagates in straight
lines ”, and “ vision of an object can occur only if some light coming from this object
enters the eye of the observer ”. Their validity, at this embryonic stage of epistemology,
is considered as unrestricted: a law is a law and cannot be used at random.
For a more detailed level of analysis, we need to specify which angle(s) of attack
we decided to use to select and illustrate the characteristic features of this programme
(see below our Lines of Analysis).
Two lines of analysis
As said above, what we read in these texts is not obvious and transparent. Our
reading is oriented by our choice of two particular lines of analysis. These lines are in
resonance with what seems to us, at first sight, to be present in the texts, on the one
hand, and on the other with the teaching strategies we consider appropriate from a
perspective of conceptual construction. These lines are the following:
-(L1) the relative importance and sequencing of the different concepts in teaching;
-(L2) types of intellectual activity expected from pupils, especially during
practical sessions.
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Correspondingly, our research questions are:
-How do teachers organise the chaining of concepts and laws to be taught? To
what extent do they seem to aim at a conceptual construction which will lead to an
integrated understanding of the domain?
-What types of intellectual task do teachers organise for the work of their pupils,
especially during practical activities, but also in assessment: do teachers prompt their
pupils to use laws in order to predict and to explain phenomena?
The developers’ intentions
In order to describe teachers’ transformative role with respect to the developers’
intentions, we present the latter in terms of actions, along with the corresponding
reasons. Such actions constitute a reference for our investigation. By “ reference ” we do
not mean an indicator of value, but a reminder that we are comparing teachers’ actions
to something which is specified in detail. As said above, we consider such actions,
although apparently “ small ”, as constitutive of the proposed teaching sequences, i.e. as
defining its very content and not only a way of teaching some given topics: the “ what ”
and the “ how ” are interwoven.

- The relative importance and sequencing of the different concepts in teaching
(L1)
The themes to be taught are, at first sight, very classical. However, concerning
their relative importance and sequencing, the following aspects can be identified.
Vision, in particular the geometrical necessary condition (briefly: light in the eye),
is dealt with as a salient theme. In the innovators' intentions, a recurrent question to be
put to pupils is to analyse the path of light to the eye in order to explain what is seen.
This being said, a substantial focus on this point comes only after some
preliminary work on sources and diffuse reflection, and on rectilinear propagation. For
these two paragraphs, “ Sources ”, and “ Rectilinear propagation ”, the use of secondary
screens is proposed in order to show where the light goes after its diffusion by an object
(as in fig 1) , this with no emphasis on what happens to light afterwards (see also Viennot
1994, Viennot and Chauvet 1997).
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Red s c r een

Red s c r een
w hi t e s c r een
( c ol o ur ed i n pi nk
by d i f f us ed l i ght )

bl ac k paper
Whi t e l i ght

Fig 1: Using a secondary screen to show the light diffused by a first (coloured) screen (Kaminski
1991, Viennot and Chauvet 1997).

This strategy is coherent with the fact that a bright area on a screen easily leads
pupils to comment that “ some light is there ”, knowing that the next conceptual step,
i.e. this light reaches the observer’s eye, is much more problematic (Guesne 1984, Kaminski
1989).

Thus, rectilinear propagation is analysed first by shadow effects. Then, in order to
explicitely address the necessary geometrical condition for vision, a transition is
organised between this work about rectilinear propagation, with discussions on the
different degrees of illumination of some areas, on the one hand, and the question of
what is seen in different situations from different points, on the other hand.
A typical experiment used in that spirit is the following:
Some holes are punched in more or less brightly illuminated areas of the
secondary screen as in fig.2 (a similar device can be found in Kaminski 1989). A first step is to
ask questions about what can be seen of the source (the whole source?, a part of it?,
which ?) through each hole. Indeed, if the lighting of an area on the screen is maximum,
for instance, this consistently goes with the fact that, through a hole punched there, one
sees a large part of the source.
Such reasoning is aimed at, because it links rectilinear propagation, illumination
of the pupil of the eye and the geometrical condition for vision, while fostering a clear
distinction between these points.
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Extended source

Opaque object

Punched screen
Fig.2: An experimental set-up for the question: what will you see through each hole?

Once the necessary condition for vision is admitted, vision is used as a means of
detecting the path of light coming from an object. This is in particular utilized in order
to analyse what thin converging lenses do to light.
These are investigated with “ normal ” objects, that is diffusing objects lighted by
a torch. Directive sources with a lamp behind a punched letter are avoided, because they
might foster the idea of “ image projection ” (Galili 1996) and also because it prevents one
from observing directly -with the naked eye- a specific point of the source.
The path of light from a given point is determined by visual investigation (pins in
line, straws). Image constructions are purely experimental, no special construction ray
(“ central ”, “ parallel ”) is introduced, nor any algorithmic construction of image, nor
any calculation of size of image. With this procedure and the two basic laws, pupils are
led to explore the properties of lenses: any ray coming from a point and passing through
the lens passes through the image of this point ( a point), therefore the whole illuminated
part of the lens participates in image formation, and a given part of the lens may form
the entire image of an object. This means that a very substantial content is addressed on
the basis of two simple laws alone, provided they are consistently used.
Perceptual effects are also envisaged in this programme, the conceptual target
being the part played by brain.
In such a perspective, some classically valued strategies are not considered
appropriate. This is, in particular, the case for the so-called “ materialised ray ”, which is
very often used to introduce the rectilinear propagation of light and the concept of a ray
of light. Concerning a “ materialised ray ” - in fact a series of illuminated particles understanding what the path of light is, is not obvious, nor how it reaches the
observer’s eye. Moreover, when a blackboard lantern is used, or when a rectilinear
“ track of light ” is present on a sheet of paper, it is impossible to identify such a
luminous line to a ray of light, because the source - obviously not on the same plane as
the blackboard nor that of the sheet of paper - is not in line with this so-called “ ray ”. If
coherence is a major goal of this course, such short-cuts are to be avoided. Finally, the
traditional demonstrative strategy is likely to foster the idea that light can be seen from
the side, an idea very commonly found amongst pupils (Kaminski 1989). These reasons are
consistent with the conceptors’ recommendation that this topic should be dealt with
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cautiously, preferably not as an introductory item, and in any case with a substantial
explanation. What is suggested is to introduce rays of light as entities that represent
paths of light, which themselves are deduced from the positions of a source and of more
or less illuminated areas on screens. Such rays can be drawn, but they are not ordinary
material objects that would be visible from anywhere.
Colour is another topic for which a traditional approach is not recommended.
Commonly, this theme is introduced by filters and spectra, this being followed by rules
of additive and subtractive mixing, which permit one to deal with the colour of objects
illuminated by coloured lights. In the proposed sequence, the theme of colour is not
emphasised. The use colour as a help is suggested, in order to show diffuse reflection
(see fig 1). The only expected competency concerning colour is to establish a link
between the particular colour of an object and a particular diffused light, even if other
motivating activities are proposed. The innovators’ suggestions therefore mean that
teachers can use colour as a tool, the priority being given to what happens to light,
without dealing extensively with this theme per se.

-The types of intellectual task expected from pupils, especially during practical
sessions (L2)
As already illustrated above, reasoning is emphasized and coherence is a key
word. In particular, before looking at the result of an experiment, pupils are asked to
make a prediction: in the column “ expected competency ” of the programme, the word
“ predict ” is used four times, “ prediction ” is also mentioned in the suggested back-up
activities and in the accompanying document. Confrontations and debates are supposed
to accompany predictions and observation, the rule of the game being always to relate
some laws (possibly previously introduced) to some observed facts. This, in our view,
implies a series of attitudes on the part of teachers:
- When planning a session on a topic which the teacher expects will prove difficult
(because of the existence of well-known erroneous common ideas), teachers meeting the
innovators’ wishes have an idea about the way they will deal with the difficulties raised
in the debate, they do not rely solely on letting pupils observe phenomena.
-Similarly, the status of diverse drawings or images used in teaching is not
considered straightforward, especially in this domain - optics - where rays, although
drawn on images, are actually not visible.
-In assessment tests, explanation and reasoning are asked for, not only
memorisation and algorithmic procedures. For instance, asking pupils to sort sources
into categories such as “ primary ”, “ secondary ” - is completed by a request to explain
the path of light in diverse cases. Or else, asking pupils to draw the path of light in a
given situation is not presented as a problem in itself but is systematically put in
correspondence with explaining a given observable phenomenon.
-A more subtle implementation of the general effort toward consistency would
lead such teachers to link questions which bear, respectively, on the lighting of an area
of a screen and on what is visible from behind a hole punched into this area, as
explained
above. »
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Some aspects of French textbooks
Data collection
We outline here the results of an analysis of textbooks that were written right
after the publication of the Official Instructions describing the new syllabus in Optics at
grade 8 (Groupe Technique Disciplinaire de Physique 1992, Ministère de l’Education Nationale 1992).
Textbooks indeed witness teachers’ transforming tendencies in two ways. First,
textbook writers are or have been teachers themselves, second, they adapt, in principle,
the product to the market.
Five textbooks have been analysed (ed: « B »: Bordas, « C »: Colin, « Hach »: Hachette,
« Hat »: Hattier, « N »: Nathan). All published in 1993, they represent about 90% of the
French market.
Textbooks: the main themes (L1)
As expected from the official instructions, the following themes are dealt with in
the textbooks: sources, rectilinear propagation, vision: first elements, principle of image
formation (with converging thin lenses) and conditions to see these images. It is worth
noting however that the headlines of the corresponding chapters are various and not
stricly conform to the official labels. For instance: « eye and vision » (B, N, Hach) instead
of « vision: first elements » (C), or « converging lenses » (Hach) in contrast with « image
formation »(N, C).
More importantly, although not presented as a main topic, colour appears in the
books as a theme per se: the analysed textbooks all include a full chapter devoted to this
topic. As for the preceding themes, the headlines are various: « colour » (B); « light and
colour », (N, C); « colour of bodies » (Hach); « colours, light and bodies » (Hat).
To sum up, five themes take a comparable importance in the consulted textbooks:
sources of light (with various emphasis on diffusive reflexion), rectilinear propagation
(shadows, eclipses), vision (geometrical condition, perceptive effects), image formation
and colour.
Table 1 outlines the number of pages, as an indication of relative importance, and
the order of introduction of chapters related to these five themes.

Approximative
number of pages

Order of
introduction

B
C
Hach
Hat
N
B
C
Hach
Hat
N

Sources

Colour

7
6
8
6
10
1
1
1
1
1

9
6
8
10
10
2
2
2
5
5

Rectilinear
propagation
16
6
10
10
10
3
3
3
2
2

Vision
9
6
8
10
8
4
4
4
4
4

Image
formation
9
18
30
18
10
5
5
5
3
3
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Table 1: Global organisation of the textbooks: importance and order of the main themes. The
order of introduction that would better fit the didactic intentions of the conceptors if colour was a theme
per se, according to us, is that of the columns.

This table shows some variability from a textbook to another, and, in addition to
the introduction of a fifth theme (colour), some divergences from the suggested order.
In what follows, we comment especially on what concerns colour and vision, i.e.
on a theme that was not at all presented as crucial in the instructions (colour), and on
another that is, in contrast, quite essential in this syllabus (vision). In both cases, the
conceptual goal of analysing the path of light to the eye will guide our analysis (the
didactic intentions for each theme are reminded in italics). The particular role played by
images will be also examined.
Colour
Didactic intentions: In the official texts, colour was presented as a possible help to introduce the
phenomenon of diffuse reflexion: lit up with white light, a coloured screen (say red) diffuses some (red)
light that may colour in the same shade a nearby screen made of white paper. This demonstrative
experiment can be convincingly proposed to pupils without a previous teaching of colour. Notions about
spectra and filters are useless at this stage, the point being to understand that a red screen diffuses some
red light. Concerning colour, this conceptual goal is indeed the only one which is presented as desirable
in the instructions, even if subsequent activities concerning filters, spectra, and coloured objects are
proposed. Teachers on their side are used to teach colour in an analytic way, as in the previous syllabus:
filters and spectra first, all this ending with rules permitting to forecast the colour of coloured objects lit
in coloured light.

-Hypertrophy and instrumentation
The consulted textbooks show the same trends as those observed in the
investigation with teachers (Hirn 1998, Hirn and Viennot 1998). There is an hypertrophy of
the theme, by cumulation of the old and the new. Moreover, two out of five books (N,
Hat) deal with colour only at the end of the section concerning optics, thus excluding any
supporting role of colour to the comprehension of diffusion. In four cases, it seems as if
instrumentation was a guarantee for a serious approach to colour: only one book (Hach)
is content with introducing colour with (coloured) objects and (white or coloured) lights.
An extreme case (N) consists of presenting the suggested experiment of a diffusing
coloured screen with, instead of a simple observation of the nearby white screen
coloured by the diffused light, a device to analyse this light, as if in order to conclude
that the final screen was pink it were necesary to have a spectrometer. This suggests a
kind of defiance towards vision as a valuable way of detecting coloured light.
-Colour: a story of light
In the same line, colour is not presented as an opportunity to analyse the path of
light from the primary source to the observer’s eye. Colour is instrumentally analysed or
visible on a screen , but even in this last case, the idea that colour is a perceptive
reaction to a light arriving in the observer’s eye is not underlined in any of the five
textbooks.
Rules are presented for additive and subtractive colour mixing, most of the time
with the classical « three circles » schemas (fig 3). Drawing on Chauvet’s ideas (Chauvet
1994, 1996a, 1996b), we observe that such schemas do not give any idea of what happens
to light in such mixings, all the more so when no indication is provided concerning the
used apparatus. This is the case in three out of the five books (B C, Hat). In this respect,
Hach and N do more than three inevitable circles, and provide a representation of
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sources and incident beams of coloured light in the case of additive mixing (fig 3), and
of filters put in the way of a beam of white light in the case of subtractive mixing. This
is useful, because, the overselectivity frequently observed in the representation of
additive and subtractive mixings (« three circles »), as well as the possibility left to the
reader to interpret circles as filters whatever the case, in a realistic approach to the
schema (see, concerning image reading: STTIS 1998, Chauvet et al.1999, Colin et al.1999) have
been shown by Chauvet (ibid.) to be important obstacles in the way of a proper
comprehension of colour, i.e. a comprehension which integrates vision. Still, it remains
difficult to understand what happens to light. For instance, how to understand why, in
fig 3, the surroundings are white if no light is sent on this external area, and also why
the luminous cones are represented in colour, as if they were visible?
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Fig 3: Additive mixing, according to a textbook (Hach, p79): in this book the different areas on the
screen are coloured as indicated, the center and the surroundings are white, the cones are coloured.

Vision
Didactic intentions: As recalled above, vision is a central theme in this syllabus. It is suggested to
work explicitely on this topic, especially in the second part of the course. Indeed, given the well-known
difficulties attached to the necessary condition for vision - some light coming from the seen object enters
the observer’s eye - the conceptors suggested to work first on diffused light and on rectilinear
propagation and shadows by using screens as light detectors, leaving provisionaly aside a thorough
analysis of why the (detecting) screens were seen. The proposed progression consisted then of punching
some holes in the (detecting) screens and to discuss and predict, check, debate about, what is visible if
one puts one’s eye behind such and such hole (Viennot and Chauvet 1997, Hirn and Viennot 1998). In
such a way, it is possible to establish a link between the lightening of a screen, the light received by the
eye, and, for instance, what part of an extended source is visible in the presence of a mask. Coherently,
the vision of a « ray » which is « materialised » by some dust or a luminous line on a sheet of paper is not
considered as trivial, nor as obviously « showing » the rectilinear propagation of light. Rather, this
difficult theme is proposed as to be discussed in the second part of the course. Finally, it is suggested that
image formation be investigated by direct sighting through a converging lens, the path of light being then
deduced from the fact that the light emitted by an observed point arrives or not (with pins in line) in the
eye.

-Importance and ranking
As shown in Table 1, three consulted books include a chapter on vision in the
middle of the course, in accordance with the official texts, whereas two others (N, Hat)
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situate such a topic after the chapter devoted to image formation. Obviously, in the latter
case teachers are not encouraged to using direct sighting through lenses, and the fact that
a point object is invisible behind pins in line will not easily be used for a further
deduction. The fifth position adopted by two authors for their chapter about vision is a
first clue of a limited adoption of the conceptors’ intentions.
-A condition to see ordinary objects: diffuse reflection of light
If ordinary objects are visible, it is most of the time because they provoke diffuse
reflexion of light. Understanding this point is therefore crucial to understand why we
can see objects, including these screens that so often serve as (intermediate) detectors of
light.
Four books (Hat, B, Hach, Nat) include and exploit a description of an experimental
setting showing this phenomenon. In such cases, the setting is similar to that suggested
in the official texts (a screen lit up by another, diffusing, one), a fact that confirms the
positive impact of proposing a new device (even if only two books -Nat, Hat- use
coloured screens).
Similarly, an explanation of a « materialised ray » is clearly formulated in only
two books (Hach and B) by contrast with incomplete explanations such as « particles
make the beam visible » (N). Not surprisingly, two books (N, Hat) demonstrate, as it
seems, rectilinear propagation with materialised tracks of light.
What is missing in the latter cases is an explanation of what happens to light, first
when it meets the material obstacles, and later on.
-Geometrical necessary condition for vision
Once diffuse reflexion has occurred, or after direct emission by a primary source,
some light coming from the seen thing has to enter into the seer’s eye for vision to
occur: this is the geometrical necessary condition. This chaining of events from source
to the visual system is presented in only one book (Hach) in the case of a diffusing
object, two others suggest this idea in the simpler case of a primary source seen by an
observer, whereas for two books (N, C), « vision » equals « eye », an object to be
analysed as such. The three books already quoted as explaining the chained events of the
light story (Hach, B, Hat), and only them, make explicit this condition, whereas that
condition remains very casually presented in the third one:
« One can see an object because it emits or diffuses some light which reaches the observers’ eye »
(N, p8)

or implicit in the last one:
« In vision, some light emitted by the object forms, on the retina, a sharp image. The optical nerve
tranmits the information collected by the retina to the brain that analyses it. The result is vision. » ( C, p
148).

-Paths of light through a lens
The last topic to be taught, in principle, is very critical to detect a wish of
analysing, or not, the paths of light from the source to the eye, this time through a lens.
In this perspective, one has to trust vision as a valuable indicator of what happen to light
after its diffusion by a secondary source and crossing of lens: a series of chained events.
By contrast, our analysis evidenced some tracers of the classical way of doing,
which is focused on image position and size, with the use of optical benches, primary
sources and screens to « receive » the image. Optical benches, primary sources and
diffusing screen remain present in one case: B (p57), as if not trusting direct sighting,
suggests to put a translucid screen at image position and to look at it from behind: a
useless concession to newness. Hat suggests to trace the light by putting a translucid
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screen at successive positions across the beam, or by placing a horizontal sheet of paper
in the beam. Actually, although both involving a kind of materiality, these two methods
are quite different on the ground of modelling. In the first case, the path of light is
inferred from a series of impacts. In the second case, although impacts of light are still
in play, it is tempting to think that a ray is a quasi-material object, a « visible ray ».
According to these findings, some writers think that seeing, in these cases quasimaterial objects, is appropriate and often sufficient to understand. This is, seemingly, a
widely shared idea (Hirn 1998).

Images used in textbooks (L2)
Vision cannot easily be represented in an image. What is seen can be represented,
but then the seer is not on the picture. Knowing that the precise position of this seers’
eye is decisive to forecast what will be visible, the most common type of picture
includes the set-up and the seer’s eye, as seen from aside. Then, a comment such as
« one observes... » does not say anything about who is observing: the « eye » or the
reader (that is, a person in a similar position with respect to the device). With a
grammatical analogy (see Kress and Van Leeuwen 1996), one doesn’t know if this is a direct
or an indirect discourse. This ambigüity is never clarified as such, even if in many cases
it is clear that one speaks of what is seen by an « eye ».
Moreover, one difficulty in reading images is to sort out symbols from realistic
elements (STTIS 1998, Chauvet et al 1999, Colin et al. 1999). This is especially the case in
optics, where descriptions of apparatus are commonly mixed with symbolic elements
such as rays, themselves with three possible status -symbols of paths of light, virtual
paths of light used in an algorithmic construction or limit of a zone. Teachers in Hirn’s
investigation (ibid.) are often unclear about such distinctions
Focusing on the realistic reading of drawn « rays » or « beams » of light, we found
in all the books many pictures (as in fig.3) favouring, according to us, such a drift. For
instance, concerning shadows, many images include a dark cone to illustrate the part of
space where a screen would appear dark. What meaning might have a « dark » space,
knowing that what is at stake is only a virtual darkness? In the absence of an appropriate
comment, there is a risk that such images foster a realistic view of light, or of darkness,
as if rays, beams, cones of shadow were ordinary objects, thus meeting a common
tendency to materialise physical concepts. The worst of cases is when a beam is
coloured in yellow, probably to suggest an idea of brightness, and a screen put on its
way is not represented as illuminated, a circle in dotted line being the only element in
charge of suggesting the impact of light (N, p 36).
One cannot conclude, from the design of such images, that the author was aiming
at a coherent conceptual construction for the concept of vision, as the conceptors had
suggested. Unawareness of the importance of graphical elements may, of course, partly
explain writers’ pictorial production, but the search for an efficient display meets a
general trend already observed in class for the same topic (see below): to show is
sufficient to explain.
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Recap on textbooks
This question posed was to see how five textbooks written after the publication of
a new syllabus (France 1992) mirrored, ot not, the didactic intentions shown in the
corresponding official instructions.
Concerning the relative importance and chaining of concepts, our findings are the
following. In addition to the four main themes - sources of light, rectilinear propagation,
vision, principle of image formation (with converging thin lenses) - a fifth one, present
in the preceding syllabus, takes a nearly equivalent importance: colour. Presented in the
official instructions as a support to the introduction of diffuse reflection, this topic
becomes, in textbooks, a theme per se. In several books, a classical arsenal including
spectra and filters appears as predominant, although not required in the official
instructions. Globally, a cumulation of the old -i.e. analytical introduction by spectra and the new -i.e. colour as a help to introduce diffuse reflection -results in an inflation
for this theme. Moreover, as shown by the images which are used to present colour
mixing, the part payed by light in colour is not underlined.
Concerning vision, a partial adoption by textbooks writers is observed. The only
fact that two out of five texbooks situate the correponding chapter at the end suggest
some reservations. The geometrical necessary condition for vision -briefly put: light in
the eye - is, as suggested, taken into account in textbooks. But, although presented in
five textbooks, the « materialised ray » is explained only in two of them, a clear clue that
what happens to light in such a situation is not a major focus for all the textbooks. More
generally, vision is given an ambiguous status especially in images. In many of them,
although an eye is represented in the figure, some elements are given a realistic status as
if the image reader might see them, from where he is, as ordinary objects: dark shadow
cones, bright yellow rays.
Textbooks:
-Classical chaining of concepts maintained.
-Cumulation of old and new: classical use of classical devices, fertile adoption of new ones.
-A trend to neglecting fine grained strategies of concept linkage.
-A trend to show efficiently rather than to explain: blurred status of images.

Hereafter, we examine what can be said on teachers’ practice, on the basis of four
data sources: interviews before teaching, logbooks, assessment tasks and class
observation .
Teachers’ practice: data collection
The principles of our data collection have been explained in the general introduction. As
regards teachers’ direct comments and practice, table 2 sums up the data sources used
for this investigation.
Data collected in |

Interviews
bef.teaching

Logbooks
after teaching

Tasks

Class
observation

N=11

N=11

N=8+8 teachers
(39 tasks)

N=2
(6 lessons video)

France

Italy
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N=4
Spain
N=4
*not in bold: teachers already counted in a preceding column
Table 2. Optics at grade 8 in France: data collection relating to teachers’ practice.

The interviews were semi directive and were conducted in the three countries on
the basis of the same guidelines (see Appendix 1, and more detail below concerning Italy and
Spain). They are organised two parts: general comments on the whole programme (global
impressions, differences with respect to other known programmes, reactions to the type
of section present in the new programme) and comments about three back-up activities
that are crucial in the planned conceptual construction:
-lighting of white screens by the light that is diffused by another coloured
screen;
-prevision, observation and debate about what is visible through a series of
punched screens or behind pins in lines;
-analysis of paths of light through a thin converging lens by direct sighting
and with drawings at real scale, in order to localise the image.
These back-up activities have been chosen as an entry into a dialogue with
teachers because they are described and justified in detail, in official instructions, as
decisive links in the chaining of concepts and laws. It is therefore important to try and
identify what the consulted teachers have understood concerning these activities.
Moreover, it is a way of putting the dialogue on the ground of what teachers intend to
do in class, rather than on general ideas.
For sake of brevity, we do not describe here the structure that was proposed to
teachers for the logbooks, nor the rather complex procedure of analysis used for the
assessment tasks (see Hirn 1998 for more detail).
Teachers’ practice in France
Relative importance and sequencing of the items, estimated through interviews,
logbooks and assesment tasks (L1)
Interviews
From the transcripts of the interviews, we have selected some responses that are
either especially developped or identical in several interviews, and we have set up a list
of salient features of answers, more or less following the chronological structure of the
interviews. From this first analysis, in particular, a general interest was observed, and
also a non negligible awareness of learners’ difficulties concerning the topic of vision.
Then, our data have been grouped according to our two lines of analysis, in order
to provide a synthetic view. This is presented hereafter as well as in the analoguous
section dealing with our second Line of Analysis.
As far as the French teachers are concerned, the respective importance and the
chaining of the different concepts which are envisaged by interviewees are far from
unanimously identical to what is expected, this mainly concerning colour and vision.
Thus, some French teachers seem reluctant to use colour as a help to demonstrate the
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phenomena of diffuse reflection before a consistent teaching of this notion as such.
Some of them comment as follows:
« - I would have thought it simpler first of all to have pupils understand what happens with a filter,
then what happens when a coloured screen is lighted with white light, then after that when this coloured
screen makes a nearby screen coloured. »

In such a view, an analytic procedure is privileged, traditional academic pieces of
knowledge are sequentially organised with, as the starting point, an object which is
common in schools: a filter. In brief, these teachers reject the idea of putting an actor colour - on the stage before having taught how its outline is shaped.
Turning to the central theme of the course - vision - the wording of the conceptual
target, according to the written instructions, is: “ necessary condition for vision: the entry of
light into the eye ”. The emphasis on this rule is very important in the official texts. Still, in
interviews, only one French teacher (out of eleven) stresses this point:
« -before, there was not enough emphasis on the fact that, for perception, the essential organ is
the eye...and how light propagates to the eye...there was not enough emphasis on this. »

Another aspect of teachers’ oral comments also indicates an undervaluation of
vision in the planned teaching as compared with what the instructions suggest. Teachers
often do not seem to make a distinction between teaching rectilinear propagation and
teaching vision. Thus, a teacher says, speaking of the paragraph concerning rectilinear
propagation and the one concerning vision:
« -we are going to do the same thing twice. »

Along the same lines, there is no indication that what they plan to do on eclipses
and phases of the Moon implies anything special concerning vision.
As for effects linked to perception, only one teacher seemed to pay attention to
this point.

Logbooks
The logbooks yield information which complements, and is consistent with, these
first results (table3).
Teacher
->
_______________
Theme
Sources
Colour
per se
as a help

Rectilinear
propagation
Vision
-Geometric. necessary
condition
(eye
implicitly
situated: eclipses)

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9

mean
T10 T11 teaching
time

time
suggested
in official
texts

2,5 3

2

1

2

2,5
1,5

2
1

2
2

0
1

3
0

5

2

6

1

0

2

2

3

2

1,5

1,5

1,5

2,0

1
1
1,5 1

2
3
1,5 0

2,5
1

2
0

4,5
0

2,1
0,8

2

2

4

6

4

3

2

6

3,8

2,5

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1,5

1,3

1,5

30
-Geometric. necessary
condition
(eye
explicitly
situated)
-perceptual effects

Lenses
Total
time
for optics

5

3

2

2

2,5 0

6

2

2,5

0

6,5

2,8

1+(5*)

0
1
5,5 3

0
0
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The teaching times are given in hours
The sum of the duration of each theme is larger than the total time allotted to the teaching of optics
because some themes are taught in association with others.The same is true concerning the official texts:
*5 hours (estimation by the authors) are devoted to working on the geometrical necessary condition
for vision while studying lenses by direct sighting.
Table 3: times allocated to each theme and sub-theme by each teacher, according to the logbooks.

Indeed, as regards the respective emphasis put on the various items, teachers were,
in terms of duration, rather close to the official instructions for the theme “ sources ”.
Rectilinear propagation appears as involved during various times, a fact due to the
frequent association of this theme with that of vision, which itself has been very
diversely dealt with (see below). This being said, this theme, as that of sources, has been
taught by all the teachers. Shadows and eclipses have been allocated a teaching time
rather homogeneous among teachers and similar to what is suggested in the instructions.
The way other themes were taught is, globally, diverse and does not conform to
instructions. According to these logbooks, colour was taught as a theme per se by all but
one teacher, and also as a support to the teaching of diffuse reflection by seven of them.
Eight of the eleven teachers concerned devoted more time than suggested (1,5h) in the
“ attached document ” to this topic , three teachers even going beyond twice this time.
Moreover, two teachers transferred the teaching of colour to the end of the teaching of
optics, without any previous demonstrative use. Therefore, it seems as if the suggestion
of illustrating diffuse reflection by coloured illumination of a secondary screen has been
widely but not unanimously adopted, traditional teaching of colour in parallel being still
more valued.
Vision is actually much at stake in teachers’ declared practice, nearly always in
combination with another topic, i.e. rectilinear propagation (as in interviews) and, still
more frequently, with lenses (7/11). However, two teachers managed not to speak of the
geometrical condition for vision at all, a fact which reminds one of the extent of
resistance to innovation. This theme (light goes from the seen object into the eye of the
observer) intervenes in the teaching scenarios declared for a mean duration of about
three hours per teacher, whereas it might have taken up twice as much, according to the
suggestion in the “ attached document ”. Perception, although one teaching hour is
ascribed to it in the suggested planning, is ignored in two thirds of the logbooks.
As regards lenses, teaching times and styles are far from homogeneous, with a
tendency of cumulating the traditional and the new approaches. Two teachers even
spend more than half of the whole sequence on this theme.
To sum up the indications obtained from the logbooks, the teaching of colour and
vision has been strongly influenced by the official instructions. This results in a certain
inflation for colour - by cumulation of the old and the new- and only semi-development
of the (new) theme of vision, in particular as regards perceptual aspects. Lenses, often
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taught in relation to
conditions necessary for vision, still do not get rid of the
traditional “ construction rays ”. The two other themes - sources and rectilinear
propagation - appear, through this data source, to be taught in better conformity with the
official texts.
Assessment tasks
As said above, the presence/absence of the five main themes - sources and diffuse
reflection, colour , rectilinear propagation, vision and lenses - was searched for in all the
items of the assessment tasks. Nearly all the teachers considered each of these five
themes as being worth assessing (sources: 15; colour 13; rectilinear propagation: 16; vision: 16;
lenses: 15). This is a lot for colour, given that no competency was specified as expected on
this topic in the syllabus itself. Ten teachers put questions bearing both on colour as a
phenomenon per se, with classical questions on the decomposition of light, filters,
spectra, and also as a tracer for diffused light. Thus the parallel presence of the old and
the new is still observable in this corpus as in the logbooks.
Concerning vision, none of the teachers who included this concept in a task set
about it in the same way. As in the analysis of the logbooks, three different aspects were
noted here. One is centred on the geometrical necessary condition for vision, and is
considered present when a question explicitly involves a precise position of the eye of
the observer. Thirteen teachers - i.e. a majority but not all - included this aspect in their
tasks, mainly (ten teachers) through the device of punched screens, a fact which confirms
that this device has been adopted to a large extent. By contrast, lenses are not frequently
used (only four teachers) to assess the understanding of this geometrical condition. The
second aspect is linked to a piece of work on planetary positions and corresponding
shadows, a theme that in principle involves a precise, although most of the time implicit,
position on the part of the observer: on the Earth. It is worth noting that this topic can be
dealt with only on the basis of geometrical projections accompanied by comments such
as “ seen from the Earth... ”, i.e. without a physical analysis of the path of light. This
classical theme is widely (eleven teachers) represented in the proposed tasks and
constitutes even, for two teachers, the only allusion to vision in their assessment tools.
The third aspect of the theme vision is centred on perceptual effects, i.e. phenomena that
cannot be ascribed to geometrical optics only. Only three teachers designed a question
on this topic, which confirms the weakness of interest in this point, already perceptible
in logbooks.
L1:
The respective importance and chaining of concepts is different from what is expected:
-colour « per se », inflation (old+new);
-mitigated attention to vision, rectilinear propagation and vision not distinguished.
Lenses do not get rid of the traditional “ construction rays ”.

Teachers’ practice in France
Types of pupils’ intellectual activity aimed at, estimated through interviews,
logbooks and assesment tasks (L2)
Interviews
Concerning the types of pupils’ intellectual activity that the French teachers seem
to foster, two blended trends emerge from the analysis of the transcripts.
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-a tendency to apprehend laws, phenomena, models through material
objects, with a dominant concern of characterising and classifying these objects at the
expense of explanation and search for coherence.
-a tendency to link each item of the syllabus to a particular device.
Let us illustrate the first of these tendencies, i.e. focusing on material objects. It
may happen that ordinary material objects are considered, for instance as light sources.
Then, the main conceptual goal, for most interviewees, seems to be a simple
classification of objects (primary, secondary sources). In their comments, these teachers
almost identify the conceptual goal and a botanic-like approach, with an emphasis on
primary and secondary sources as in the preceding syllabus, in which vision was not a
conceptual target. By contrast, in the official texts considered here, it is suggested to
conduct an analysis of sources in their environment: what they do to light, where the
light goes after having struck them, which other objects receive this light.
It may also happen that there is no material object (in the common sense of this
expression) at stake, but the teachers produce one in order to support an abstract idea.
Thus, we find, for two thirds of the interviewees, the intention of using a “ materialised
ray ”, which is an artefact to demonstrate the rectilinear propagation of light thanks to
diffusing objects (dust, sheet of paper...). Still, an explanation of what happens to light
when one sees a “ materialised ray ” does not seem to be planned by any teacher,
although it is explicitly mentioned in the official instructions as useful, non trivial, and
requiring much care. Saltiel and Kaminski (1996) found that the most common “ right
explanation ” given by the pupils involved in their investigation (grade 8) was limited to
this: “ one needs dust to see such a ray ”, which does not guarantee anything concerning
the last part of the path of light, from dust to eye. Teachers, in our investigation, do not
seem to make a concious choice concerning such a restricted explanation nor to be
conscious of the complexity of this topic.
More generally, most teachers insist on the importance of showing physical
phenomena:
« -Things have to be shown experimentally; »
« -Experiments speak for themselves. »

In this attempt to make experiments “ speak ” clearly, visual effects are often
emphasised at the expense of a more abstract approach, thus:
(concerning rectilinear propagation) « I start from a beam of light, beam in which I throw
drops of water... This seems to me more visual than pins..; (with pins) they have to imagine the ray of
light rather than seeing it. »

Of course, this emphasis on visual effects meets what we said above concerning
the trend towards identifying concepts with material objects.
Coherently with these converging attitudes, the interviewed teachers seem to
ignore the repeated injunctions of the instructions to foster reasoned experimentation
and debates, in particular by asking for predictions. The word “ prediction ” itself is not
used even once in their comments. No one specifies anything concerning how to
stimulate reasoning and conceptual construction on the basis of a given experiment.
These observations are compatible with a slogan: “ seeing is believing ”, with no clear
distinction between “ believing ” and “ understanding ”.
The second aspect of teachers’ trends concerning practical experiments is a
tendency to link each item of the syllabus to a particular device. Already illustrated with
the “ materialised ray ”, this trend also appear concerning optical images. A hole in a
screen shaped like the letter F and put on an optical bench, with a bright lamp behind it,
is spontaneously presented by all the interviewees as the source they intend to use.
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However, as said above, such a source is not presented as appropriate in the instructions.
But for these teachers, the classically used device is, at this stage, the best candidate to
serve in a new teaching scheme. Along the same lines, the expression: “ principle of
formation ” is ignored by all the teachers, as if position and size of an image on a
screen were the only things worth being studied. No one speaks of a real image visible
without a screen, although this is mentioned in the official texts. This second aspect sticking together a conceptual content and a material device- probably results from two
factors: the above described feeling that “ seeing entails understanding ”, on the one
hand, and familiarity with a given device, on the other hand. Whatever its origin, this
rigid linking clearly blocks, in the present case, the implementation of the innovators’
intentions concerning pupils’ activity around practical experiments. It does not leave
enough room for the goals expressed in the instructions: reasoned experimental practice
and debates, in search of coherence.
Logbooks
A detailed analysis of eleven logbooks provides some informative elements about
the types of pupils’ conceptual activity as organised by teachers.
A first result is that none of these explains how they would cope with pupils'
conceptual difficulties. The intellectual management of practical activities is never
elaborated upon. We therefore have to be content with rougher indicators, typically the
experimental settings they used. Globally, the devices suggested through the back-up
activities indicated in the instructions have been frequently - not unanimously - adopted:
nine teachers used diffusing screens, six used punched screens, and seven used devices
to analyse lenses by direct sighting. But this doesn’t mean that they do so in conformity
with the what the conceptors wished. Thus, diffuse reflection appears as another case of
juxtaposition of the old and the new, the old one favouring classifying sources. Are
these sources “ opaque ”, “ transparent ”, “ translucent ”, “ hot ”, “ cold ”? Such
questions, uselessly elaborated, survive in a third of the logbooks.
Colour is presented, by more than half (six out of ten) of the teachers who deal with
this theme, in an analytical manner : spectra first. Among these teachers, two specify
that they cannot illustrate diffuse reflection with a coloured screen before a substantial
teaching of this notion has been dealt with. Consequently their scenarios for diffuse
reflection are, sadly enough, in black and white.
Rectilinear propagation leads half of the teachers to make a ray visible with a
diffusive medium, whereas five rely only on shadows to introduce this law, as suggested
in the official instructions. Materialisation is therefore in favour again. Moreover, only
one teacher describes an attempt at relating the impact of light on a screen and what is
visible from behind a hole punched in that screen. Eclipses and phases of the Moon
seem to be classically taught, with no special reference to the path of light to the eye of
the observer.
As regard vision, a third of the teachers declare that they introduced the necessary
condition (light in the eye) very early on but only one of them specifies that he explains
what a “ materialised ray ” is, this with a complete explanation which is not limited to
the existence of dust.
Assessment tasks
Beyond a mere balance of themes at stake in the assessment, we tried to analyse
the types of tasks given to pupils, in terms of the goal stated above: the search for
coherence.
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Concerning sources and diffuse reflection, half of the sixteen teachers focus their
questions only on classification of sources and exemplification of categories such as
“ primary/secondary sources ”, whereas others also investigate their pupils’
understanding of diffuse reflection and the path of light from source to eye.
Colour often raises rote learning questions on decomposition of light or on
additive and subtractive syntheses (10/16 teachers). By contrast, other questions (12
teachers are concerned) -especially about coloured shadows or the colour of objects lighted
with such and such colored light - require a rather complex reasoning to be answered
correctly, but this reasoning is asked only in half of these tasks.
The same can be said of many questions about planetary positions and eclipses.
Concerning shadows and punched screens, very few teachers (3 out of the 10 who include this
device in their questions) ask pupils to relate the lighting of an area on a screen with what
can be seen from behind a hole punched in this area. More frequently (7/10), questions
on dark and lighted areas and questions about vision are unconnected.
Concerning vision, a great majority of the teachers (13/16) seem to have adopted
the necessary condition for vision as a teaching goal . However, in four cases, the entry
of light into the eye is the focus of the question but, on reading this question, it is not
possible to know what this entry of light is supposed to explain (fig 4).
The man is reading his newspaper. The room is lighted by a halogen lamp.
Draw a possible path of light from the primary source to the reader's eye.

fig. 4 - A path of light is requested, but does this (single path) explain that the readers sees a
particular object: halogen, ceiling, newspaper?

Nine teachers, i.e. over half of this sample, propose a question involving the
necessary conditions for vision calling for substantial reasoning, whereas three teachers
never ask anything about this condition. The explanation of a “ materialised ray ”, once
more, is exceptionally at stake: only one teacher asks for an explanation of why such a
beam can be visible.
In brief, concerning the role of vision in the tasks proposed to their pupils,
teachers have taken into account, widely but not unanimously, the innovators’ wish to
stimulate reasoning and search for coherence. We also observe the existence of
blockages, especially on the explanation of what a “ materialised ray ” is.
Finally lenses are especially propitious to questions that are not in line with the
official intentions described above. Two thirds of the questions on this topic appeal to
memorising. Ten teachers out of sixteen ask at least one question on the position and
size of an image, which is outside the scope of this syllabus. Ten teachers (a group
including some of the preceding ones) conform to the innovators’ wishes in asking what
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happens to a beam of light emitted by a point object, given the position of its image, but
only five of them complete their question by asking what an observer can see from such
and such position.
Globally, about two thirds of the teachers hold both the old and the new
perpectives on lenses, one with algorithmic construction of images and one founded on
the analysis of paths of light from object to image and focused on basic laws: rectilinear
propagation and necessary condition for vision. So, concerning lenses and remembering
that more than half (7/11) of the logbooks mirrored an exclusive use of “ the new ” way
of dealing with this topic, our results suggest that greater rigidity is at stake in
assessment tasks than in classroom activities.
L2:
-A tendency to apprehend laws, phenomena, models through material objects is observed.
-There is a dominant concern of characterising and classifying objects at the expense of explanation
and search for coherence.
-Links are neglected;
-There is a tendency to attach each item of the syllabus to a particular device;
-There is no evidence that teachers plan how
to cope with students conceptual difficulties;
to manage pupils’ intellectual activity during practicals.

Complementary investigation: interviews in Italy and in Spain
In parallel with the investigation conducted in France which includes eleven
interviews with teachers before teaching, four other interviews have been conducted in
Italy with the same guidelines. These interviews have been transcribed and translated in
French. Four shorter interviews conducted in Spain provide additional information. The
research question is then a first estimation of the extent to which the French results
might be dependent -or not- on national contexts.
Data collection
In Italy as in Spain, the consulted teachers had been previously given the French
official instructions translated in their language.
The interviews were conducted in a semi-directive way.
In Italy, this was done according to guidelines that are similar to those used in
France (see Appendix 1).
In Spain, the introductory part of the interviews was devoted to comments about
two Spanish syllabuses: one is the programme presently used for pupils in grade 7 and
the other is a new one - « 2° de BUP » - intended for grade 11. This part is not directly
exploited in our investigation, but it was useful for psychological reasons. As in France
and Italy, the second part of the interviews concerned back-up activities, mainly one in
this case: lighting of screens by diffuse reflection.
As for our previous study with French teachers, we have selected responses that
are either especially developped or identical in several interviews, and we have set up a
list of salient features of answers, more or less following the chronological structure of
the interviews. This is presented in the French National Report for WP3 (Chauvet, Hirn and
Viennot 1999).
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These data are presented below under the headings of our two lines of analysis.
Some elements of comparison with respect to the investigation conducted in France are
also given.
Relative importance and sequencing of the items (L1)
As seen above, the relative importance and chaining of concepts that the teachers
would adopt is not conform to that presented in the official instructions.
-A tendency to inflation
Globally, the Italian teachers suggest to inject more contents than proposed in this
programme.
In their reading of the syllabus, it seems as if a theme per se was agreed on as to
be added to the four principal topics: colour.
For a given theme, it is suggested to add other elements, such as wave fronts in
addition to the ray of light, or the prism in addition to the lens, or an analysis of the
mechanism of diffuse reflection in addition to this theme. In the two latter cases, a
concern for the mechanism itself of a given phenomenon is expressed. Still concerning
lenses, a trend towards inflation is observed, as in France, about image positions and
sizes, and practical applications of lenses.
The four Italian teachers, as compared to the French interviewees, seem to be at
least as much inclined to add their favorite pieces of knowledge to this syllabus,
especially in order to explain the detailed mechanism of a phenomenon. Allusions to
waves (E1, E3) and wave front (E2) also present some candidates for a more complete
teaching.
Some data from the Spanish interviewees echoe this tendency to inflation, as can
be seen in the section above, but the structure of the corresponding interviews, focused
as it is on one back-up activity only, imposes to be very cautious in drawing such a
conclusion.
-A lack of attention concerning the proposed chaining of the taught concepts
Only one Italian teacher (E1) underlines the importance of reusing some laws
already acquired. But the justifications of this teacher are more inspired by a general
pedagogical conviction - « I believe that in the process of learning, the fact of coming back on
things and to reuse them is fundamental » - than linked to a precise idea of conceptual
chaining, all the more so as this teacher repeatedly alluded to the pedagogy of discovery.
This lack of precise consideration of the proposed concept linkage goes with the
fact that the way of reasoning in optics which underlies teachers’ reactions is not, save
perhaps for one of them (« The competency might be to conduct the pupil to interprete, to explain
the vision itself of the object, more or less defined, through the theme of how the objects reemit light »
E3), in terms of a chain of events punctuating the story of light from the primary source

to the seer’s visual system. The detailed mechanism of each event is sometimes
considered as to be extensively studied, but the story of light as travelling in space is not
stressed upon.
This feature appears , in the Italian sample, at least as accentuated as in the French
one. The comments collected in Spain do not suggest any better consideration of the
detailed specifications concerning the conceptual path. The innovative character of the
syllabus is emphasised by only one teacher (E7). Coherently, the back-up activities are
willingly presented as providing useful and illustrative examples, rather than critical
conceptual links.
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Types of pupils’ intellectual activity aimed at, especially during experimental
sessions (L2)
Afterwards debates, but no prediction
As in the French sample, a remarkable fact is that no teacher at all, be it Italian or
Spanish, takes up the word « prediction » in the official syllabus, although it is written
five times. In addition to a general valuation of doing and observing experiments - « it is
from experiments that conclusions can be drawn (...) observation, observation » (E5) - many
comments suggest that to see is enough to understand», an attitude also pinpointed in
many French teachers.
Such comments are sometimes counterbalanced by others which stress the merits
of discussions.Thus, two Italian teachers:
« I will make them use some sources and make them arrive on surfaces of diverse nature and
observe what happens... I will always aim at a work in groups, then to discuss together. In general, kids
work in groups then write a compte rendu. We do a sheet in which the experiment is described, the
observations that they have to do are indicated... » (E2)
« ...of course, whatever the back up activity, therefore experimental, one cannot consider it as
finished in itself, because afterwards, there is a need for an activity of debate so that the pupils can
discuss all the results with the teacher... » (E1)

A need for afterwards reflection was also mentioned by Spanish teachers:
« Such an experiment might help the pupil be a better observer and think about the « why » of
his/her observations ».(E5)
« There are some things that are spectacular and beautiful, but the implied concepts cannot be
explained and this can be misleading » (E7, which continued with a critic of the pinhole camera)

So, the consulted -Italian and Spanish - teachers were unanimous, like the French
ones, not to mention any activity of prediction before the experiment is done, but some
of them seemed to have a concern for constructive debates or personal thinking
afterwards.
This goes with some allusions (E1, E2, E3) to modelling, a fact which has not
been observed in France. This concern for modelling, however, appears rather in a
declarative register: « I will speak at once of the wave front model besides the ray model» (E1),
« (...)taking the example of a stone thrown into a pond (....). I manage to make them understand,
even if it is not simple, what a model is » (E2),

than as linked to precise modelling activities planned for pupils.
In particular, the « materialised ray », in fact a luminous track fo light on a
diffusing medium, seems an unquestionned introductory device to rectilinear
propagation, although the French syllabus recommends to be very cautious about it
(especially when the source is not in line with the so-called « ray ») and to analyse this
complex phenomenon rather after teaching of the necessary geometrical condition for
vision (« light in the eye ») than at the outset of the sequence.
This favour for « materialised rays » is shared by the four Italian teachers (E1,E2,
E3, E4). The fact that such « rays » can be seen in everyday life is underlined as a help by
three of these teachers (E1,E3, E4), as well as by some of their Spanish colleagues:
« Mah, the light ray..., I introduce it as a fact of everyday life » (E3);
« (How do you introduce the light rays?) Through experiences of daily life... common, the most
common... » (E4).
« (they should) look at the rectilinear propagation through a shutter and they will see how objects
can be seen (E5) ».
« (For instance, to foster understanding of rectilinear propagation, what would you use?) -To see a
beam of light with some powder » (E5).
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Again,it seems as if to see was enough to understand, despite the complex
relationship which exists between the model of a light ray and a materialised rectilinear
track of light.
No planning of how to guide pupils’ intellectual activity during practical sessions
No detailed specification of the way pupils’ conceptual construction might be
guided during practical sessions has been observed. In particular, it is not said how
pupils’ previous ideas might be taken into account.
The importance of material devices
The decisive importance of practical devices in the consulted teachers’ planning is
patent. This focus on material set-ups is very important from our research standpoint
because it goes with a one-to-one linkage between a given device and a given teaching
strategy.
The preceding example, concerning the « materialised ray », is a striking example
of a rigid link between a classical device and a given teaching strategy, strategy which,
in this case, consists of limiting the explanation to the presence of diffusing particles, in
the best of cases.
Similarly, the use of an optical bench, although not recommended at all in the
French official instructions, is very much in favour among the Italian teachers (E1, E3,
E4), and linked to geometrical measurements:
« When doing this activity (to localise an image given by a lens by direct sighting), as far as I am
concerned, I always do it with an optical bench, and therefore with a source, I put a slit in front of it »
(E1).
« We are used to do this experiment with an optical bench, because they can realise this activity
with the possibility of measuring the positions, therefore they can realise the relationship between image
and object...» (E3).

As in France, the positive side of this phenomenon is also observed: a new device
is positively considered by the interviewees and entails a partial adoption of the
corresponding didactic intentions. Thus, in the case of the punched screens, the
geometrical condition for vision is taken into account, even if, in two teachers’
suggestions, there is a subsequent inflation towards analysing the path of light inside the
eye.
Recap on the interviews with Italian and Spanish teachers
The main findings provided by these investigations conducted in Italy and in
Spain, in echo the preceding one conducted in France, are the following.
At first sight, global interest and agreement were observed in the consulted Italian
teachers towards the French innovation. The same can be said concerning the limited
part discussed in Spain, that is, mainly, the back-up activity concerning diffuse
reflection. Despite this, a closer examination shows important gaps between what these
teachers suggest to do and what is written in the French official texts.
Concerning the respective emphasis and the chaining of concepts, the consulted
teachers seem not to be ready to act as the innovators suggest. In particular, there are
many suggestions of addition.
In Italy, the risk of overemphasis of colour seems not so strong as in France, as
spectra and filters have not been presented by any interviewee as necessary
preliminaries. But there is a stress on the theme of specular reflection, a regretted
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absence in the French programme. Diffuse reflection itself is considered as poorly
detailed, as well as the explanation of why a ray of light is deviated in a lens. Therefore
precise mechanisms for the optical phenomena would have been welcome, according to
some teachers. The Spanish interviewees meet their Italian colleagues as they wish an
extended teaching of diffuse reflection, especially by contrasting this phenomenon with
specular reflection. Their occasional comments about colour stress absorption - and
correspondingly filters - at the expense of diffuse reflection.
The theme of vision, and the idea that some light coming from the seen object
enters the seer’s eye, that are emphasised in the French official texts, are also considered
as interesting by the Italian teachers. But it is also linked, in these teachers’ comments,
to a study of the geometrical paths of light inside the eye, a prolongation which is not
suggested in the French instructions. The corresponding back-up activity -concerning
what is seen of a source from behind punched screens or obstacles in line- is globally
voted for. A reason to speak only of a semi-success, as in France, is that the fine-grained
specification of a chaining between concepts is not taken-up in teachers’ comments.
This is especially the case for the suggested linkage between lighting and -a part of a
screen is lit up- and the geometrical condition for vision - what can be seen from
behind this screen, when it is punched?
In the Spanish comments, the geometrical necessary condition for vision
disappears behind various concerns about more complex aspects: the eye as an
instrument, accommodation, the precise mechanisms of reflection (specular or diffuse),
real or virtual images. The importance of understanding how the objects can be seen is
only mentioned in convinced but general and brief claims.
As regards the intellectual activities expected from pupils, especially during
practical activities, the French official instructions mentionned
“ reasoned
experimentation ”. This wish is accompanied by the suggestion of organising debates,
on the basis of previous phases of prediction and observation, in an effort towards
coherence. In fact, in Italy and Spain, as in France, “ prediction ” is totally absent of
teachers’ comments. However, Spanish and Italian interviewees willingly mentioned a
need to avoid simple contemplation and to conduct pupils to reflect during and after the
practical activities; in the latter case they suggest discussion and group working. This
does not mean that the management of such reflection and debates is envisaged in detail
by any of the consulted teachers. Thus, despite several allusions to modelling, especially
about a possible introduction of the wave model, it is not possible to know which
precise modelling activities would be implemented by the concerned teachers.
Finally the importance of the devices seems confirmed, some new devices being
approved and at least partly understood as vehicles of new intentions, as were the
punched screens in Italy (no significative clue can be found in the Spanish sample on
this point), whereas a cortege of traditional devices -optical benches, slits and opaque
screens or materialised tracks of light - still seem to dragg along with them their
classical pedagogical use.
Italian and Spanish teachers:
-There are many suggestions of addition.
In Italy, there is less overemphasis of colour than in France; specular reflection,
precise mechanisms, are stressed, a study of the geometrical paths of light inside the eye is wished.
In Spain, the eye as an instrument, accommodation, precise mechanisms of reflection
(specular or diffuse), difference between real and virtual images as voted for.
-In Italy and in Spain,
- prediction is totally absent of teachers’ comments;
-the fine-grained chaining between concepts is not taken-up;
-pupils’ reflection during and after the practical activities is wished, but
-the management of such reflection and of debates is not envisaged in detail;
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-new (old) devices appear as vehicles of new (resp. old) strategies.

Teachers’ reactions in France: class observation (L2)
In order to provide access to actual teaching practice in class, six sessions held by
two teachers (three each) in an ordinary context were videorecorded and transcribed.
These sessions deal with rectilinear propagation, shadows and the “ coloured shadows ”
that one obtains with two sources of different colour, an extended object and a screen
(Olivieri et al. 1988). In this set of data, as stated above, typical excerpts have been
selected. They have been chosen because they constitute an echo of the facts already
analysed with other types of data. Doing so, we do not claim that we characterise such
and such a teacher, nor even such and such a session as a whole: this would require a
complete evaluation of each session over a range of indicators. Limited as it is, our
attempt at extracting some illuminating “ slices ” of actual practice fulfills several
goals. One is to back up our first results, another is to illustrate some already suspected
phenomena in more detail. In fact, only one of the two lines of analysis is involved here,
i.e. that concerning the types of pupils’ intellectual activity in class. We concentrate on
the “ seeing entails understanding ” perspective, which emerges from the preceding
analysis. This seems to have inspired, or at least to be consistent with, the following
attitudes.
No prediction asked for
No teacher asks pupils for any prediction, a fact which concurs with what has been
already seen in the interviews and in the logbooks.
Seeing is sufficient to understand
During a session, a sheet similar to fig 5 was handed out to pupils, then followed
numerous teacher’ exhortations at careful observation and drawing, which was shown to
be difficult.

SHADOWS

Point source

What is seen

opaque object

fig 5: A sheet used in a session of practical work
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« T(teacher)3(third sentence) - When the setting is ready, please, look at the sheet I gave you, you
must complete the image
T5- Has everybody been able to observe?
T6- You take the drawing at the top,
T34- Now, I am going to ask you....On the side of the sheet; there is a square. In this square, you
draw what you have seen when you were at each of these positions.
T35- If you don’t remember, you can try again, as long as you are asked to observe, not to
explain..You have all observed but when you are asked to draw what you have observed, you don’t know
any more. Therefore, if you want to try again... »

In this question, an interesting position envisaged for the observer is the middle
one (fig 5). There, no light can be received directly from the source. Pupils are asked to
draw what they see, which is paradoxical. Indeed, the “ back ” part of the object is not
lighted by the source and is, however, visible. To solve this difficulty, a halo is used:
« T39- Draw what you have seen, draw in black what appears black.
P(a pupil)13- I need some yellow too..
T40- One can see a little light, a kind of halo around... Who has a yellow highlighter? (the teacher
draws a halo of light around the black disk and pupils do the same in their exercise books). »

Here, the argumentation concerning the question of why the back part of the
object was visible was skipped over, at the expense of observation and drawing:
obviously, this is not sufficient to understand such a delicate point, and all the time used
in trying to draw is probably wasted to a large extent.
Please, do see what I want you to see
In another session, coloured shadows were used and the following dialogue
occurred:
« T5- Can we explain what we see and why?
P4- On one side of the shadow, there is some red, on the other side, there is some green.
T6- Why do we see on one side, some red, and on the other side, some green?
P5- The object prevents the colours from mixing...Colours mix on the object, but not on the paper.
T7- Your cardboard is punched with a hole. I am not sure that it is in the right place. You put your
eye behind the hole in the black area, in the green area, in the red area, and you try to get something out
of this. »

After this first dialogue, in which a pupil’s interesting comment is not taken into
account, another pupil’s observation, which is due to a perceptual effect of contrast, is
swept aside:
« P10- When one has the red and the green mixed and when one takes the green away, the red is
left, and when one takes the red away, for a time one sees the green, but not for a long time.
Various other undesired observations were made, until the teacher announced
T18- What I wanted you to see...(was that....)
T23- We have seen two projected shadows and the black zone is the part which is common to these
two shadows. »

The teacher’s viewpoint, that is forced on pupils, is focused on shadows, as if
these were objects. However, the “ common part ” of these two objects cannot be
observed since the two complete shadows cannot be seen simultaneously. By contrast,
the pupil’s comment (P5) is built on an analysis in terms of (coloured) light, analysis
which is much more in the line of the texts concerning this part of the programme. Still,
this remark was ignored.
Obviously, the teacher’s comment - “ what I wanted you to see ” - is very close to
“ what I wanted you to understand ”, but pupils are not given any support to make a
difference between these two wishes, nor to suspect that there is a distance between
“ seeing ” and “understanding ”.
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A device embodies a phenomenon (only one)
Not surprisingly, if the interpretation of an experiment is seen as unique, a given
device is attached to a given phenomenon. Class observation of session IB illustrates
this reduction.
In this lesson, which begins with coloured filters, a schema as in fig 6 has been
copied by pupils in their exercise books.
red ray

red ray

source of white light
Red filter

fig6 A pupil’s schema concerning a filter

Then, a diffusing coloured screen is used to show the phenomenon of diffuse
reflection. Concerning the distinction between a transparent filter and a coloured screen,
pupils seem to be somewhat puzzled, some using coloured screens as filters. Then:
« T58- (dictating) How to get coloured light with a diffusing screen.
P31- Sir, the other...is it a diffusing paper or a transparent paper?
T59- No, the other one is a transparent paper, it is not a diffusing one. Look (showing the schema
as in fig 6). Your classmates have drawn rays that go straight on. Light is not deviated. »

Still, one can wonder how such a paper can be visible without some diffuse
reflection on it. The teacher may not be aware of this problem or decide to ignore it: for
the pupil, the result is the same. His question has been swept aside, for the sake of
uniqueness: one device, one phenomenon. Or is it that a ray cannot be divided, in which
case one could say: one ray, one fate?

Blurred status of rays
The already observed tendency - in interviews, logbooks, assessment tasks - to
“ materialise ” the paths of light is perceptible in several of the video taped sessions.
The following excerpt shows that a certain awareness of the existence of several
registers of schemas, from realism to symbolism, does not prevent one from finally
blurring these two levels into an ill-defined one.
« T65- A light ray is a straight line.
T66- In fact a light ray has no real existence.
T67- A ray of light that shows the path followed by the light.
An arrow indicates the direction.
The direction is always from source to exterior.
Some say to the infinite, why not...That’s it.
T68-Beams of light, we are going to speak a little about them.
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T69-I am going to show them to you by means of a small experiment. You can pull the curtains.
T70-Don’t do anything, you see (at his desk, the teacher handles a “ blackboard lantern ” and a
diffusing screen).
T71-This luminous line can represent a ray of light
T72-Now, if I put several rays, one can speak of a beam of light, a group of rays. »

The expression “ One can speak of ” may be a tracer of the teacher’s scruples
about speaking too simply of light rays or beams as if they were ordinary objects. The
fact remains that an experiment of materialisation has been thought useful in order to
“ show ” the rays (T69), this at an early stage in the course and without further
explanation, contrary to what the official texts suggested.
Finally, some excerpts illustrate the serious difficulties attached to the status of
straight lines in this teaching of optics. As said above, straight lines may have the status
of borderlines, in charge of specifying the limits of a beam, the different zones on a
screen or the parts of an extended source which are, or not, visible from a given position
of the eye. Straight lines may also represent paths of light. A clear distinction between
these different functions is not obvious.
The schema reproduced in fig. 7 was produced by a pupil. During this session, the
teacher had enunciated some rules several times :
« T23- Wait, I have got the impression that you are going to draw many rays. you don't have to
draw a lot of them. It is enough to draw one on each side which limits the beam
T65- Do we have to draw one ray... No, you have to draw two rays to mark the boundaries of the
beam. »

fig7 A source is illuminating a diffusing paper: Stephane’s drawing
Commenting the schema in fig 7, a pupil said
« P35-Sir, it’s wrong, because the whole screen is lighted up , and not only on a very small part.
The teacher’s answer may appear as candidly ad hoc:
T69- (speaking of Stéphane) He was just willing to express, with his drawing, the fact that light is
sent back in all directions. »

In this case, the physical meaning of a ray is at stake, with this additional potential
difficulty of splitting a ray into many others.
Class observation
No prediction is asked for.
Seeing seems sufficient to understand.
« Please do see what I what you to see ».
A device embodies a phenomenon and only one.
The status of rays is blurred.

Cross checking results accross data sources
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Before risking a recap and some conclusive remarks, we reconsider hereafter the
question of the informative value of our data.
The need for a qualitative approach in our research is patent. In order to capture
some hints in this complex field of teachers’ practice, it would have been very risky to
rely on clear-cut indicators such as counting words in content analysis, for instance. The
meaning ascribed to the collected comments, an appreciation on a given class
observation or on a task given to pupils, typically bring to bear personal judgment. This
means that concerning non obvious characteristics of such data, it is needed to be very
careful, pinpointing some very typical instances of a given teacher trend, but avoiding to
unambiguously sort out each individual teacher’s action. Moreover, our samples are
small, as in the other STTIS investigations of this type. These limitative factors are,
however, balanced by the fact that we used several data sources.The question posed is
therefore that of the extent of convergence of our indicators.
In order to evaluate this aspect, we consider our findings about teachers’
transforming trends, briefly recalled in table 4, in order to see what comes out from the
different data sources concerning each of these.The entries used in this table (along with
the concerned Lines of Analysis) are the following.
Diffuse reflection « per se » (L1)
In the designer’s intentions, diffuse reflection was to be focussed on the story of light, as a
phenomenon which permits vision of ordinary objects. It was suggested to illustrate diffuse
reflection with diffusing coloured screens (lit in white light and colouring a nearby « white »
screen).
In contrast, some teachers favour an extensive teaching of the corresponding mechanism, « per
se », in particular by stressing the difference between specular and diffuse reflections.

Colour « per se » (L2)
Contrary to the designers’ intentions (see preceding paragraph), and despite the fact that the only
expected competency on colour is to understand the part of coloured light (a coloured object sends
some coloured light in the observer’s eye),
some teachers favour an extensive teaching of colour, with a classical arsenal of filters and
sprectra, and emphasise the rules of colour mixing.

Diffusing coloured screens used (L1, L2)
This consists of taking up the device described above: diffusing coloured screens, lit in white light
and colouring a nearby « white » screen in their proper tint.

Path of light—>eye: ignored (L1)
The necessary geometrical condition for vision, i.e. the entry of light into the observer’s eye, is
well known as a non obvious idea (Andersson and Kärrqvist 1983, Guesne 1984, Bouwens 1987,
Kaminski 1989). This constitutes a major goal of the proposed sequence.
However, some teachers never stress the story of light as a chain of events from the source to the
observer’s eye. Each topic of the syllabus is then taught separately, without a conducting thread.

Path of light—>eye: taught with punched screens (L1, L2)
In order to establish a linkage between the lighting of an area (« easy » idea : see Viennot and
Chauvet 1997) and the (often misunderstood: see above) geometrical necessary condition for
vision, the designers of sequence proposed to use a secondary screen more or less brightly lit by a
source itself partly screened. Some holes punched into bright or dark areas of the second screen
permit to see, when placing one’s eye behind, a larger or smaller part of the screened source.

Filter, only: selective transmission (L2)
Although a major focus of the proposed sequence is coherence, or else the idea that « a law is a
law », a filter is presented as an object which selectively transmits, but does not diffuse, light. If
this was true, it would not be possible to see a filter.
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Optical bench<—> traditional lenses (L1, L2)
The path of light from a given point (of an ordinary diffusing object) is to be determined, according
to the sequence designers, by visual investigation (pins in line, straws). Image constructions are
purely experimental, no algorithmic construction of image, nor any calculation of position and size
of image is introduced. With this procedure and the two basic laws, pupils are led to explore the
principle of image formation and the properties of lenses (any ray coming from a point and passing
through the lens passes through the image of this point therefore the whole illuminated part of the
lens participates in image formation, and a given part of the lens may form the entire image of an
object).
Some teachers favour optical benches and screens in association with a non recommended teaching
goal, i.e. position and size of images, as it is commonly done in traditional teaching of lenses. This
despite the additional drawback that optical benches and corresponding sources favour the non
accepted model of image projection (Galili 1996).

Direct sighting through lenses (L1, L2)
This label refers to the designers’ intentions, described in the preceding item.

Link: lighting /vision (L1, L2)
A discussion of what an observer sees from behind holes punched in different parts of a screen
may be conducted in relation to the corresponding lighting of the same screen. This is suggested
in the official texts, in order to put in coherence two kinds of observations as well as two concepts.

Materialised ray shown (L1, L2)
The « materialised ray », in fact a luminous track fo light on a diffusing medium, is used to
introduce rectilinear propagation.

Materialised ray completely explained (L1, L2)
The French syllabus recommends to be very cautious about the « materialised ray » (especially
when the source is not in line with the so-called « ray ») and to analyse this complex phenomenon
rather after teaching of the necessary geometrical condition for vision (« light in the eye ») than at
the outset of the sequence.
This label refers to the case of explanations which are not limited to the presence of diffusing
particles, but analyse what happens to light after diffuse reflection.

Planning intellectual activity during practicals (L2)
This is the case when a teacher expresses a concern for organising a conceptual path for his/her
pupil in relation to a given experience, in contrast with a mere belief in the merits of observation.

Asking prediction before experiment (L2)
Asking prediction before experiment is a repeated instruction in the French syllabus. This is
presented as an essential aspect of « reasoned experimentation ».
This item refers to teachers who take-up this instruction.

Prevalance of observation (L2)
Some teachers seem to over valuate observation at the expense of comprehension. For instance, a
teacher asks to draw extensively a situation that is very difficult to explain, because of the presence
of uncontrolled diffused light, this without any comment or explanation.

See what I want you to see (L2)
This well-known trend consists in focusing pupils’ attention on only one aspect of the observed
situation. An example was observed during a class observation, when a teacher dismissed a pupils’
remark about a perceptual effect of simultaneous contrast.
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Interview

before
Italy
4/4
2/4
3/4

teaching

Data collected in —>
Diffuse reflection « per se »
Colour « per se »
Diffusing coloured screens used
Path of light—>eye: ignored
Path of light—>eye:
taught with punched screens
Filter,
only:
selective
transmission
Optical bench<—> tradit. lenses

France
0/4
8/11
4/11
2/11

Spain
4/4

10/11

3/4

Direct sighting through lenses
Link: lighting /vision
Materialised ray shown
Mat. ray completely explained
Planning intellect.activ./practicals
Asking prediction bef.experiment
See what I want you to see
Prevalance of observation
Careless attitude about images

0/11
0/11
8/11
1/11
0/11
0/11

0/11
0/4
4/4
0/4
0/4
0/4

2/4

Logbooks
France
0/11
10/11
9/11
2/11
6/11

Assess.
tasks
France
0/16
10/16
5/16
3/16
10/16

Class
observ.
France

RI

Textb.

Trend?

France
0/5
5/5
2/5
2/5
2/5

Freq /It/S
Freq /Fr
Mit
Rem.
Mit

RI

RI

0/4

0/4
0/4
RI

RI

Horizontal entries of this table: see text.
Freq.:frequent in every relevant data source; + /: in a given country only
Mit.:mitigated, no clear convergence

7/11
0/11
8/11
0/11
0/11
0/11

RI

10/11

1/5

5/16
3/16

2/5
0/5
4/5
2/5

1/11

RI
RI

RI
RI

RI

Freq
(save
textbooks
)
Mit

Freq

0
0
RI
RI
RI
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rare, O: never found

Table 4: cross comparison between different data, for teacher transforming trends concerning the French syllabus of optics at grade 8
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Careless attitudes about images (L2)
This is particularly critical concerning the status of lines drawn on images in optics: do they
represent a real object visible from the side (« materialised » rays), are they used to determine
limits of zones (as to determine which part of a screen is lit), do they illustrate a generic ray, as
when illustrating diffuse reflection? Some instances clearly show that the concerned teacher is not
willing to clarify such points (see section 2, class observations). In particular, all the yellow rays
and dark cones « of shadow » drawn on textbooks suggest, if not commented, a realistic status for
these modeling elements. Pinpointed by Hirn (ibid) in relation to optics at grade 8, and also by
Colin (1997-1999a,b) about situations involving both geometrical optics and diffraction, the
difficulties linked to the reading of images are the focus of a specific STTIS research (WP2).

As explained above, some findings do not correspond to clear-cut criteria. This is
the case, for instance, of the importance and status ascribed by a teacher to observation.
Thus, we did not decide anything particular if a teacher simply said, even repeatedly,
that he/she intended to show some phenomena to his/her students, and therefore we do
not count teachers that would be, or nor, « over-shower ». For such a result, the
existence of very characteristics comments or events is pinpointed (« RI » as
« remarkable instance(s) », in table 1), but no number is given. This label (« RI » ) is
also used for the findings concerning class observation, because of a particularly small
sample (2 teachers, 6 class observations).
For the other findings, when precise actions are involved and when the data
source is relevant, we give the corresponding numbers of occurrence for each data
source.
It is observed that:
• a few results - such as no « prediction asked before experiment » or no
« planning of intellectual activity during practicals » or « materialised ray shown » but
not « completely explained » - appear quasi unanimously in all the data sources (their
are given the labels « Freq. », or their opposite is given the label «  », or « 0 »);
• other results, labelled « R » ( remarquable although rare results) concern
aspects that are hardly believable given the insistance of the official instructions on a
given point, for instance « path of light to the eye: ignored » whereas this constitutes the
main conducting thread in the official syllabus;
• others, labelled « Mit » as « mitigated », correspond to frequencies that are
not very homogeneous accross all the data sources. Such is the case of « the use of
direct sighting though lenses », which might be more favoured as a practical activity
than as a topic for assessment tasks, a result to be checked.
Despite the small size of the samples, a large extent of convergence arise from table
4.
This is especially true for « extreme results », such as the total absence of the idea of
prediction in teachers’ comments or pedagogical actions, or else of their lack of
planning concerning the management of pupils’ intellectual activity during experimental
sessions.
Regarding the « mitigated results », the partial adoption of a given strategy may
appear as fluctuating according to the data source. Of course, it cannot be claimed that
all these fluctuations stem from real trends.
Thus it would be worth investigating further about the possible greater rigidity of
teachers concerning assesment tasks as compared with practical activities in class (see in
table 4 the difference between column 5 and 6 concerning the direct sighting through lenses). The greater
conformity of textbooks with the official instructions, as compared to what we saw of
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teacher practice, is also worth checking, although only observed concerning optical
bench.
Some differences can be smoothed by emphasising a common core of the
concerned actions. For instance, the two first entries in table 4 can be seen as two
versions of a same trend: inflation by focusing on a phenomenon as such -colour or
diffuse reflection - , instead of stressing what happens to light on its way to the
observers’ eye, kind of zooming on a local event instead of emphasising the global
coherence of the taught conceptual field. Combining diverse clues also suggests some
hypothesis, such as the existence of a strong linkage between the adoption of a new
strategy by a teacher and the use of a new device. Such hypotheses are commented upon
in the following section.
Recap and discussion
Our research hypothesis was that, when invited to implement an innovation,
teachers are not passive transmitters. Some differences were expected to occur between
the didactic intentions of the innovators and teachers’ actual practice. We used the
opportunity of a new syllabus of optics at grade 8 in France and corresponding official
instructions to conduct an investigation on the basis of four types of data: interviews
before teaching, logbooks, assessment tasks, class observation. Knowing that a
statement of what the intentions of the conceptors were can always be contested, we
defined, on the basis of our own reading of the texts, some actions of reference, in
others words what a teacher in line with the developers’ intentions would do, this in
order to have at least a reference to process the data. These four types of data provide
converging information on the following aspects.
Concerning the respective importance of the different concepts, the teachers
involved in this investigation are far from conforming unanimously to the innovators’
intentions. For some interviewees and in many logbooks or assessment tasks, some
topics seem to have kept their previous aura and style: spectra and filters as obliged
preliminaries for colour, or graphical algorithms for optical image construction. In the
case of colour, the addition of the traditional approach to the new one has entailed a
general overemphasis with respect to what was suggested in the texts. As regards the
officially emphasised theme of vision, it is widely although not massively adopted.
Discrete in the interviews, it appears clearly as important in the logbooks, the
assessment tasks and the class observations. This topic is often used in association with
another one and is therefore a factor of coherence in this teaching. But there are some
limits to this coherence. For instance, during an observed session, a teacher excludes the
fact that a filter would be a diffusing object, despite the perplexity of a pupil who,
perhaps, wonders how this “ filter ” can be seen from the side. Moreover, the quasi
absence of explanation about “ materialised ” rays, which is obverved in the four sets of
data, is a clear clue that the topic of vision has not yet deeply penetrated teachers’
pedagogical concerns.
As regards the articulation and chaining between concepts, teachers seem
particularly far from what the conceptors suggested. On the one hand, some concepts do
not have to be linked, if we rely on our indications of the teachers’ practice, because
they are implicitly mixed into a single one: rectilinear propagation and the geometrical
condition for vision (light in the eye) thus appear sometimes in the logbooks as if each
should serve to demonstrate the other and vice-versa, or as if the planned strategy was
“ to do the same thing twice”, as one interviewee said. The fact that questions on
delimiting dark and bright areas on a screen and questions about what is visible from
behind such and such a hole in that screen are simply juxtaposed, and not linked, might
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be interpreted as another outcome of this poor differentiation between rectilinear
propagation and the geometrical condition for vision.
Other links disappear as if one of the involved concepts should be extensively
taught for itself instead of serving as a tool for the teaching of another concept. This is
the case for colour, which a number of teachers separate from diffuse reflection,
according to the logbooks, this either by preliminary and extensive teaching or by
postponing it till the end of the course and restricting themselves, at the beginning, to a
black and white illustration of diffuse reflection.
It is worth noting that when some teachers fulfill , at least in part, our requisites
for being in line with the official texts, this is often by using some of the devices
suggested by the official texts: diffusing coloured screens lighted in white light, punched
screens, devices designed to explore the properties of converging lenses by direct
sighting. According to the logbooks, these material devices have been widely adopted
and when used, they have entailed, to a lesser or larger extent, the implementation of
some innovative intentions.
Similarly, when the devices were traditional, their pedagogical use was also
traditional. Thus the good old materialised rays were quasi unanimously used without
any explanation going further than the presence of dust, in the best of cases. A concern
for a complete explanation appeared only once in interviews, only once in logbooks, and
only once in assessment tasks. The same can be said concerning colour. A familiar
repertoire of devices and corresponding teaching approaches is available, a fact which
might partly explain the tendency to decompose the notion into detached pieces, with
spectra and filters at the beginning. The strategies concerning lenses are no less affected
by such a process: optical benches and traditional image constructions limit the impact
of the new instructions, especially on assessment tasks. Concerning this one-to-one
linkage between a device and a didactical approach, we have not found yet any echo in
research litterature.
A narrow link between a device and a pedagogical use is consistent with the
“ seeing is enough to understand ” implicit slogan. Among the intellectual activities
officially expected from pupils is “ reasoned experimental activity ”. This wish is
accompanied by the suggestion of organising debates, on the basis of previous phases of
prediction and observation, in an effort towards coherence. In fact, “ prediction ” is the
great absence in teachers’ reactions, be it in interviews, logbooks or class observations.
By contrast, lengthy classroom activities have been observed, which were devoted to
drawing what was seen with such and such apparatus. Materiality seems to be the most
favoured attribute for a concept, if judged by the case of a ray of light.
A striking fact is the observed lack of planning concerning the management of
pupils’ intellectual activity during experimental sessions and more globally concerning
how to cope with their conceptual difficulties. The first of this result is echoed in an
investigation conducted by Tigerghien et al. in the Labwork in Science Education
project (In: Séré et al. 1998, p 17) about labwork sheets.
Along the same lines, assessment tasks are not mainly focused on reasoning and
explaining. Classifying sources, finding synthesized colour, constructing images by
algorithmic procedures seem sometimes more important to teachers than analysing what
happens to light in the corresponding situations.
Not surprisingly in this context, the status ascribed to schemas is often unclear.
The official texts themselves are not very ambitious on the ground of modelling. They
even specify that the limits of validity of laws must not be envisaged at this stage. A
striking attitude, however, is that of one of the teachers observed, after having repeated
that two rays were needed on schemas - in order to geometrically delimit a beam - he
gave casually, in answer to a pupil’s question concerning diffuse reflection, a more
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generic status to a drawn ray, as if this shifting was a simple matter. Or again, a certain
teacher’s comment suggests a reluctance to envisage a ray as a non material object « they have to imagine the ray of light more than they see it » - and therefore a symbolic status
for the corresponding straight line drawn on a sheet of paper. Similarly, few tasks
conduct pupils to envisage a ray as a specimen in a group, one among all the rays that
constitute a beam. Limits of zones are much more often asked for.
Such are the main features that characterise the distance between observed
practice and official instructions, as far as we have properly evaluated each term of this
comparison.
Limited as it is, this exploratory study provides converging results across different
sets of data, with small but distinct samples. Such a convergence may sometimes go as
far as total similarity, as is the case for the unanimous absence of the idea of prediction
in the four data sources, absence which therefore concerns thirty two teachers. Such
results at least deserve attention. These teachers, being volunteers, are not quite
“ ordinary teachers ”. This is a point to keep in mind, although it is not very likely that
the results pinpointed here are in any way whatsoever linked to the teachers' relatively
high professional interest.
Some results would particularly deserve experimental checking, a good example,
concerning lenses, being the difference observed between the extent to which classical
teaching strategies are maintained, as estimated through assessment tasks or through
logbooks. It would also be interesting to check the importance of the particular area of
science knowledge on some of our results. Thus, the “ seeing entails understanding ”
perspective especially might be particularly common and misleading in the case of
“ vision ”, a topic in which the phenomenon under scrutiny involves the observer
himself. At least, it is worth noting that this well-known teachers’ trend - “ seeing
entails understanding ” - does not only foster, here, a empiricist view of science, but also
an understanding of physical concepts that is not coherent with the conceptual target of
this teaching. Briefly put, this epistemological - or practical? - position is corrosive for
the concepts themselves, and not only for the pupils’ views of science.
Finally, it is worth stressing that we found a great extent of convergence between
some features of the texbooks analysed and our data sources on teachers’ practice:
classical chaining of concepts, maintained used of classical devices but also fertile
adoption of new ones, most of the time resulting in cumulation of old and new, a trend
to neglecting fine grained strategies of concept linkage, a trend to show efficiently rather
than to explain. This convergence between the results of a textbook analysis and those
obtained by examining various aspects of teachers’ practice confirms that, concerning
trends in transforming official instructions, there is, globally, a resonance between
textbooks and teachers.
An overall constatation deserves attention. Our analysis strongly suggests that the
« critical details » of a didactic strategy that deeply affect the impact of a teaching
sequence (see also Millar 1989, Viennot and Chauvet 1997, Rainson and Viennot 1999, Hirn and
Viennot 1999), are also those that are the most difficult to communicate to teachers. This
fact constitues an a posteriori validation of our content-rooted approach.
Which benefits and further research might usefully follow this investigation?
When a research-based teaching sequence is not implemented as intended, a
common reaction is to aim at a better training for teachers. The work here may be a
contribution.
When teaching or training some people, awareness is needed- a major theme in
didactic research -about which gaps may exist between the trainee teachers’ ways of
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thinking and their trainer’s goals. The teachers themselves might benefit from a good
knowledge of their possible transforming trends. Among these tendencies, the linkage
between a given set up and a given didactic approach, which was not pinpointed in
previous research litterature, is worth considering. Some others are more familiar or
expectable, such as « seeing is believing and believing is understanding » (see the
numerous studies concerning teachers’ views on science).
A specific feature in the STTIS investigations is that some fine grained aspects of
teachers’ practice are pinpointed. If it was decided to attempt at changing teachers’
views on science by appropriate training, there would be a risk of a new dogmatism. But
discussing precise examples makes it possible to realise that some strategies of the
« seeing is understanding » type, for instance, foster not only a empiricist view of
science, but also a misunderstanding of the taught physical concepts. Typical examples,
such as the « materialised ray », illustrate how this epistemological position may be
corrosive for the concepts themselves, and not only for the pupils’ views of science.
Beyond this concern about teacher training, another viewpoint is worth
considering. If the perspective is no more that of changing teachers’ views but that of
adapting a research based teaching sequence to teachers as well as to pupils, one may
think of using these results in the very design of an innovation. For instance, it is worth
exploiting positively a teacher trend, such as their easier take up of new strategies when
a new device is also introduced.
If designed in such a « bridging » spirit, the materials used to describe new
strategies and to back-up teacher training will all the more foster optimized
implementation, that is active transformation, of innovations .
Contact:
C. Hirn, L. Viennot, University Paris 7, Laboratoire de Didactique des Sciences Physiques
Case 7086, 2 Place Jussieu,75251 Paris Cedex 05, tel (33) 1 44 27 46 14 : fax (33) 1 44 27 43 74
email:
Hccolette@aol.com
viennotl@ccr.jussieu.fr
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A teaching sequence about colour (grade ≥ 8, in France)
Situation in the STTIS project
This investigation consists of analysing what science teachers have taken-up from a
training session about an innovative teaching sequence dealing with colour, intended for
grade ≥ 8. This sequence had been previously implemented and evaluated with applied
arts students (Chauvet 1994, 1996). The consulted teachers had themselves implemented
this sequence and had discussed the corresponding didactic intentions during training
sessions which were from four to twelve hours long.
The teachers’ reactions investigated here refer to the WP3.3 sub work-package:
« Analysis of the teachers’ practice when adopting in class specific innovative
strategies ». This being said, a part of this study deals with the way teachers use (ot not)
in teaching and criticise (or not) an image which is classical in this domain. In this
respect, this investigation is connected to the WP2.3 sub work-package.
Lines of Analysis
In order to examine the didactic intentions of the sequence as well as the
transformations likely to be operated by teachers, two lines of analysis were used, lines
which are the same as those defined by Hirn (Hirn, 1998†; Hirn and Viennot, 1999) and used
in the preceding chapter:
- relative importance and chaining of the different concepts, (L1)
- types of intellectual activity expected from pupils, especially during
practical activities. (L2)
Didactic intentions of the sequence
Relative importance and chaining of the different concepts (L1)
This sequence aims to clarify the concept of colour for teachers, and is designed in
relation to the most common students' difficulties. It stresses the fact that colour is a
perceived response to received light. The integration brought about by visual system is
emphasised (for more detail, see Chauvet 1994, 1996).
A structure is proposed to analyse all phenomena of colour and to guide students'
reasoning about colour : a chain of transformation of information carried by light to the
observer's eye (fig. 1).

source

object

emission of light

transformation
of light

light

eye and
visual system
light

response "colour"

Figure 1. "Chain" : analysing successive changes in information about colour carried by light to the eye.

Although the structure "chain" is represented in an abstract way (fig.1), it is
accepted that students' drawings be half-realistic, which can take two forms :
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- one is to represent the objects in a figurative way,
- the other, more questionable, is to symbolise coloured light with coloured lines.
The sequencing of taught concepts is not a traditional one. The classical spectral
analysis is postponed after two phases of teaching. The first phase consists of
destabilising students by adding coloured lights (red, green, blue). In the second phase,
devoted to absorption, a situation of coloured shadows is analysed : when an obstacle
blocks off one of the coloured lights that, when added, constitute white light, the lack of
a spectral band results in colour.
Intellectual activities expected from students, especially during practical activities
(L2)
A particular emphasis is put on learning cycles involving prediction, experiment
and debate. Questions are asked to provide opportunities for students to express their
own concepts through diagrams and drawings (for instance, when a white screen is lit
with red light and green light, where is the colour created ?)
Observation is guided†: for instance, a question deals with visibility of a coloured
object lit in coloured light, not about its colour, in order to foster reasoning about
(amount of) light, with the simple law†:"one can see only if light enters the eye".
The goal of this research is to collect some information about the way beginning
and experienced teachers understand and accept the proposed strategy .
Procedure and data collection
The research includes two parts. First, an investigation was conducted to see how
teachers implemented this innovative sequence. A complementary and more focused
investigation addresses the question of how trained teachers reacted with colour related
images.
Regarding the first part, some teachers were consulted before and after having
implemented the teaching sequence. The duration of the teaching depended on the level
of the class and ranged from one to six hours according to the teacher.
The data have been obtained by different methods (see table 1 in General Introduction).
- interviews after teaching (N =2);
- logbooks (LB) (N = 6 teachers, grade 8, grade 11 and vocational high school
lycÈe professionnel : noted LP), interviews after teaching (two of the preceding
teachers, an experienced teacher in grade 11, a young teacher LP) and assessment tasks
used by three of these teachers;
- written questionnaire about the intentions of some other teachers before
teaching (N = 10 young teachers, noted B).
In the second investigation, about reading images, two groups of teachers were
presented with the same questionnaire Tb (Appendix 2), which had been also consulted in
the study devoted to images (Chauvet, Colin and Viennot 1999, see WP2 report). The first group
was consulted before the training session and the second after training. In this latter
group, there were young teachers (N =10) and experienced teachers (N = 24). The
answers do not present significant difference and therefore constitute only one sample
(N= 34) that we compare here after with the group that was consulted before the
training session.
Of course, no statistical character is to be expected in this study.
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Addressed questions
More specifically, the following questions are addressed.
Questions linked to the chaining of the different concepts (L1)
- Is the approach an analytic one ? Is the spectral analysis made first, contrary to
the proposed sequence ?
or, as recommended in this sequence,

- does the teacher talk about colour before doing a spectral analysis? Does he start
with the unusual strategy which consists of destabilising students by mixing lights ?
- Are the two phenomena (additive or subtractive mixing) dealt with separately, with
the only use of rules, as teaching goal ?
or, as recommended,

- is absorption introduced with the idea of a blockage of a part of the light (partition
in three bands, shadows = blockage...) and is it linked with the colour of bodies ?
- Is the light understood as stopping on the object, without being diffused ?
or, as recommended,

- is the analysis based on a complete chain of what happens to light? Does it involve
the visual system ? Is it linked to a colour conception as a perception ? Does it makes
important room to the structure of analysis shown in figure 1†?
Questions linked to the intellectual activity expected from pupils, especially during
practical sessions. (L2)
-Do teachers ask for predictions ? Is experimental activity organised according to the
structure : prediction, experiment and debate.
-Do the questions focus on pupils' reasoning (i.e. questions on luminosity instead on
colour ? questions on explanation ?).
-Is the introduction of new experimental situation done with the goal of constructing
a new concept or, on the contrary, does this concept remain rigidly associated with a
given didactic setting (as Newton's disk) or strategy (as showing first spectral
analysis)?
How teachers do, or plan to, use the sequence after training
The results concerning the two lines of analysis are summed up in tables 1 and 2.
Chaining of the different concepts in teaching (L1)
Chaining of the different concepts in teaching
Didactic intentions

Destabilising first,
spectral analysis
delayed
5/10

absorption =
blockage by object

chain :
light/visual
system
8/10

Declared intentions
aft. training, bef. teach
2/6
0/6
5/6
Logbooks*
* Logbooks (LB): the corresponding teaching sequences depend on the level of the class, duration
ranging from one to six hours. Some logbooks are completed with interviews (2) or assessment tasks (3)
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Table 1: teachers’ viewpoints on the chaining of colour concepts, before and after teaching

Destabilising first
Only 2 teachers out of 6 began the teaching with destabilising students by adding
lights, without a previous spectral analysis, a proportion analoguous to that of declared
intentions. These teachers bring to bear the contradiction (« paradox ») between mixing
light or mixing paints :
« - what I have tried to do, when planning the sequence, is to put students in front of a paradox,
when using paints... (LB6, LP painters) »

The other teachers consider it as impossible to talk about colour without a previous
physical analysis based on the wave length concept, whatever the official instructions :
« - after research of objects making rainbow (LB2, grade 8)...
- or after showing a decomposition of light (LB1, LP hairdressers) . »

Some young teachers (5/10) said that they had changed their mind about exclusive
and one to one association between colour and wave length, but we don't know whether
they have actually changed, or not, the usual order of introducing concepts.
Three wide spectral band: approved and ignored aspects
When talking about additive or subtractive colour mixing, logbooks point to some
elements of the sequence that were approved by teachers :
- simplified decomposition of light in three bands (red, green, blue),
- subtraction (or absorption) of a band of radiation by coloured matter.
But one key element of the progression was not used by teachers (O/6): the
blockage of light by an obstacle in coloured shadows experience. Although this
situation gives opportunity to link addition and subtraction of lights, the teachers argued
that "they don't have much time to do that " (LB4, 3  1h 30) or that the reasoning asked to
students is too difficult :
- It's too much complicated, I'm afraid students don't see how it works (LB6).
Some teachers indicated the detailed plan of the taught sequence, which was
sometimes as long as six hours, but they did not said anything about fine grained steps
taken in building concepts and linking the different phenomena of colour.
Light received by visual system
It seems that the training session has clarified the concept of colour for nearly all
the young teachers : 8/10 mentioned this point, and more specifically that "light has to
enter the eye". They also became aware about the limits of physics in explicating coloured
phenomena : "I†have been taught that colour is a sensation depending of observation conditions".
Nearly all experienced teachers (5/6) associated light received in the visual system
and perceived colour. But even when analysing the path of light to the eye, a teacher
(LB2, grade 8) did not underline that colour is a perceived reaction to a light : in his
comments, colour remains "colour of the object".
Reasoning on what happens to light in a given situation was most frequently based
on a graphic representation. The structure of analysis in terms of a "chain" was proposed
to students as a reasoning tool and was associated to an image :
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- "What I did in the past was to explain subtractive mixing, saying that radiation are absorbed. But
I didn't think to use some schemas to explain that, ...with source of light, object, eye. I have observed that
students well understood this way" (LB4, grade 11).
- "I intend to using the "chain" diagram with the pupils" (LB5, grade 11).
- "It works well, especially with the diagram starting from the source to get into the eye. It provides
a method for analysing what happens." (LB6).

An image mixing realistic drawing and symbolic elements was widely brought to
bear by teachers :
- "... It has been summed up and simplified, particularly by the way of diagrams
with pupil's red sweater, focusing on light received or not into the eye" (LB3, grade 8).
In brief, a new understanding of colour concept, and subsequently a new approach
in analysing phenomena of colour, was strongly related to a new tool, the "chain"
diagram. This approach, as recommended in the proposed sequence, was based on the
one hand on what happens to light and on the other hand on visual effects.The "chain"
diagram was considered by the consulted teachers as a representation which is very
simple to understand.
Teaching after training (L1)
-Starting with destabilisation: a third only of the teachers
-Three wide bands: an approved simplification
-Illustrating absorption first by a total blockage: an ignored strategy
-« Chain diagram »: approved

Types of pupils' intellectual activity (L2)
Results concerning pupils' intellectual activity are presented in table 2, in which
the number of teachers who brought to bear, or planned to do, these activities is
indicated.
Didactic intentions
Logbooks
(andtasks)
Declared
intentions

Types of pupils' intellectual activity
prediction/
questions about
explanation with
experiment/ debate
luminosity
"chain » diagram
4/6

0/6

5/6

5/10

-

-

using
unnecessary old
setting
4/6
7/10

Table 2: Aspects of teaching practice relating to pupils’intellectual activity: designers’ intentions
and corresponding numbers of teachers.

Prediction - experiment - debate
When declaring their intentions, several young teachers (5/10) focused on the
working method, which they considered as"based on prediction" , "a method in three
steps". As they said"(the students) have had to bring to bear reasoning before making
experience" and "to predict the results of experiences instead of only do it".
Is such an awareness sufficient to produce changes, in teachers’ strategy ? This
remains an open question. Some experienced teachers, according to their logbooks,
used as well some pieces of the suggested teaching strategy. Some questions put to
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pupils asked for reasoning with the chain (LB2, LB4, LB6). But when discussions in small
groups were organised (LB2) in front of a setting of mixing lights, the teacher did not
specify the aim of the debate. In the same way, when asking predictions or questions
before experiments (LB4, LB6), it was only "in order to see what pupils would answer
and to check what experiences would be shown". Although nothing more was said on
the explanations asked to pupils during prediction activities, these comments are
noteworthy because, as shown in section 2 and 3 of this report, there seem to be a very
strong trend in teachers, i.e. ignoring prediction as a valuable intellectual activity.
Specific questions for reasoning
Synthesis questions about colour of bodies usually refer to lighting of coloured
objects with different types of light. It is the case in the sequence, for coloured letters.
But , using a classical device, teachers ask questions in an old way : questions are
focused on colour, not on luminosity and visibility as in the proposed sequence (0/6).
All questions in assessment tasks deal with colour (What are the colours of the French
flag lit with X or Y light ?).
More in line with the designer’s intentions, some questions, found in logbooks
and assessment tasks, ask for explanation and propose the "chain" diagram as a tool of
reasoning (5/6). This is a clue of what can change in teachers' practice when a new
concept, a new reasoning tool and a new figurative representation are put in coherence.
Predefined use of old settings, innovative use of new settings
The preceding example is only one among others that indicate a one-to-one
linkage of a device with a particular didactic approach, as in Hirn’s study. The
following paragraph recalls the traditional devices attached to colour and mentions how
often they are still used.
One may also consider the possible benefits, in terms of innovation
communication, of a new setting. The simple experiment proposed at the beginning of
the colour sequence was unanimously adopted, and therefore a reasoning on light was
fostered. Although it cannot be claimed that this practical situation suffices to deeply
modify the teachers' way of questioning (see preceding paragraph), the new experiments
seem to facilitate the adoption of innovative teaching strategies when these are
underpined by a coherent rationale.
Adding new and old settings: inflation and waste of time
In their pedagogical strategy, the consulted teachers increased the number of
experimental settings they use, by adding the old to the new. For example, two teachers
(2/6), when talking about additive synthesis, brought out Newton's disk, as an obliged
situation given to see, and this despite the analysis of corresponding difficulties
previously conducted in the training session.
In the same way, prisms and a classical arsenal including spectra appeared as
predominant for teachers (4/6), who added an analytical detailed study to a simplified
one, which was unanimously accepted. Often, a setting seemed to correspond to a
predefined use : filters and aqueous solutions were linked with the concept of
absorption and presented as a compulsoty introduction to the colour of matter.
Even when teachers condidered new settings as useful, they often juxtaposed
these new elements to old ones in their pedagogical sequence, thus spending time in
showing many situations at the expense of explaining and reasoning.
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Teaching after training (L2)
-Prediction, experiment and debate: adopted
-A classical device dragg along with it a classical way of questioning
(on tint instead of on amount of light)
-inflation by adding the old to the new

How teachers read images after training (cf. WP2.3)
Colour synthesis and classical triades of circles
During the training session, different types of images have been discussed. The
diagram called "chain" has been proposed and explained as a guide to analyse
phenomena of colour. But teachers know and use a document presented in usual
textbooks (see fig. 2), using triades of coloured circles.

Red

Magenta

Yellow

Yellow

White
Cyan
Blue

Green

Red
Black

Green

a) Additive colour mixing

Magenta

Blue

Cyan

b) Subtractive colour mixing

Fig.2: a classical way of illustrating additive and subtractive colour mixing

These classical images on additive and subtractive colour mixing are also
presented in some elementary softwares about colour as "Trichrome". Previous results
(Chauvet 1994) show that these images may raise some difficulties in students. It seems
that this is also the case in the consulted teachers. Interviewed after training, a teacher
using the "Trichrome" software said†:
- "Last year, I had only used the "Trichrome" software with these two schemes, It wasn't clear at
all in their minds and for me it wasn't clear either. This year, I have planned my strategy so as to
introduce the additive mixing with lights before using the software..." (interview and LB4)

As said above, some teachers have been consulted before training, and others after
training, to see if the difficulties frequently encountered in reading images (STTIS
WP2.1), and in undertanding students’ difficulties in this respect (STTIS WP2.2), are
affected by appropriate training . We compare these teachers' reactions, before and after
training, when they are confronted with a student's comment about a classical document
(questionnaire Tb in Appendix 2):
"The additive mixing consists of superimposing red, green and blue filters to have white at the
place where the colours cross each others."
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According to us, this comment shows a misunderstanding, the circles being
probably seen as material objects (« filters ») instead of as impacts of light, which
should be the case for additive colour mixing.

Teachers’ reactions to triades of circles
Table 3 shows the different categories that we have used to sort out the teachers’
answers, and the corresponding numbers before (column 2) and after (column 3) training
.
Answers to questionnaire Tb
without criticism concerning the
schema (shared previous ideas?)
(PrI*)
"it's student's comment that is
ambiguous or incomplete"
propose to modify of the schemas

Before teacher training
N = 23
6

After teacher training
N= 34
0

10

7

18 (one schema)
9

30 (two schemas)
-elements of description :18
-elements of explanation :12
13

14

13

0

12

Some things are missing (Sel*)
« the schema doesn't say anything
on... »
denounce a risk: symbols can be
mistaken for realistic representation
(R/S*)
"filter" or "disk"
denounce a risk: similarity of
symbols for differents things (Sim*)
*refers to a classification used in WP2 (see WP0)

Table 3: answers to questionnaire Tb, before and after training

The main features which arise from this table are the following.
Increased awareness
After training, there was no more answer (0/34 vs 6/23) without the least critique
concerning the images (table 3, line 1). Only a few teachers (7/34 vs 10/23) considered
that the student’s comment is incomplete or ambiguous, but not false in terms of light.
More frequently, teachers corrected the student's answer and completed it with their
own comments :
- "it's the mixing of lights that gives white";
- "light should have been mentioned for additive mixing".

A global critique is much more frequent after training
Nearly all teachers (30/34) suggested some changes for both images, which was
not the case in the answers to the same questionnaire before training : then, only image
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a) was taken into account by teachers (18/23). After training, teachers suggested to
change both parts of the figure. They proposed
- either to describe more completely the experimental setting (18/34) with realistic
elements, (adding spots, modifying the shape of filters in schema b)) or symbolic
elements such as limits of beams of light , "putting a black background to show that no light
reaches beyond the lit areas (schema a)" ,
or, to provide explanations (12/34) using some elements of the "chain" :
- "why not to say that the white light reaches us from below and enters the eye (the eye is above)"
or "we can give information on the composition of incident and diffused light".

After training teachers proposed to add appropriate information to better
discriminate the two parts of the image.
When proposing changes in the figure, teachers' arguments were of three types :
Overselectivity of the image often denounced: as before training
Some teachers talk first about what is missing in these images (9/23 vs 13/34), which
represent only "three circles". According to them, this selection may raise some
misunderstandings and may be in resonance with some students' difficulties, such as
considering colour as matter, because "the schema does not represent light".
Realism vs symbolism ambiguity: as before training
A third of the teachers thought that the image fosters a realistic interpretation (R/S,
13/34 after vs 14/23 before), the possibility being left to the reader to interpret circles as
filters whatever the case :
- "the circles are supposed to represent filters, the student has interpreted the image as he sees it
"(B3 B4, B5),
- "the rounds represent coloured light beams and not a filter that is super imposed on other filters"
(B10),
-" the student is mixed up between the idea of filter (that is to say subtractive synthesis) and the idea
of light" (B9),
- "circles intersecting really suggest the idea of mixing and addition" (B2).

Similarity of symbol denounced after training
Teachers' vigilance concerning the similarity of the symbols used in the two
images is increased (12/34 vs 0/23) :
- "there's no explanation about the nature of the circles",
- "the images, which can be compared in their shape, can be mistaken" (B6),
- "The use of circles without explanation is ambiguous, the student can hesitate about the
interpretation of both phenomena since the mark of the beam on the screen and the filters are
symbolised in the same way." (B1)
- "as both images have the same pattern, it easy to be mixed up" (B8).

Thus, although these usual images on colour had not been precisely analysed
during the training sessions, the work done concerning students' (and teachers’)
conceptual difficulties about colour had focused these teachers’ attention on the
similarity of symbols which are used, in these images, to represent different
phenomena. The training sessions seem to have been efficient in warning against the
possible dangers of such images.
Using images:
-Increased awareness
-A global critique is much more frequent after training
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-Overselectivity of the image often denounced: as before training
-Realism vs symbolism ambiguity: as before training
-Similarity of symbol denounced after training

Recap and discussion
In contrast with the preceding chapter, which concerns optics at grade 8, what is
under scrutiny in this section is the effect of a training session focused on an
innovation.
If estimated through the way teachers adopted the « chain » - i.e. a representation
of successive changes in information about colour carried by light to the eye- as a
reasoning tool, a good acceptance of the proposed conceptual organisation was
observed. The idea of colour as a perceptual reaction to light was taken-up by most of
teachers, even if some of these newly converted teachers still happen to speak of « the
colour of the object ».
However, the logbooks, as compared with the declared intentions, show a more
limited adoption of the proposed sequencing of concepts. Apparently, some teachers are
reluctant to postpone the classical spectral analysis to the middle of the course. Or else,
they do not bring to bear a blockage of light as a limit case that might help to introduce
the concept of absorption, thus missing an opportunity to establish a link between
coloured shadows and filtering. As reported in the preceding sections, it is often
observed that adding the old to the new, especially concerning material devices, results
in an unnecessary inflation. It seems as if a spectral analysis set-up or Newton’s disk
were firmly attached to the concept of colour and unavoidable.
Relating to the way teachers plan their students’ intellectual activity, especially
during practicals, no very detailed specification is observed in the collected comments.
However, and this is remarkable as compared to what has been said concerning
optics at grade 8, the expected learning cycles, based on phases of prediction,
experiment and debates, are partially brought to bear by the consulted teachers.
Other elements are not taken up in teachers' comments, such as the fine grained
specification of questions that foster reasoning on light. For instance, the idea of
questioning on luminosity instead of colour, when confronted to a « coloured object » lit
up by coloured light, is not at all taken-up, most probably because the practical as well
as conceptual corresponding stakes have not been understood. New practical activities,
such as coloured shadows, are proposed in pieces, without the explicit links which
might back up the conceptual construction.
The complementary study on pupils' difficulties in reading images showed that the
traditional images on colour mixing - simple triades of coloured circles - were strongly
criticised. After training, teachers had increased - in fact quasi-unanimous - awareness
about pupils' difficulties to read such images. What they proposed, then, was no longer
to simply add some elements to the one part of the image, concerning additive mixing,
in order to better differentiate the meaning of the inevitable circles. They were also able
to criticise, globally, the symbolic representation used in these classical images, in
relation with students’ difficulties.
This investigation is obviously too limited to underpin definite claims. It is
striking, however, to observe some clues of a change in teachers consulted after training
as compared to other ones consulted before training. This is particularly the case
concerning the triades of circles classically used to illustrate colour mixing. It is also
noteworthy that two thirds of the collected logbooks report phases of predictionexperiment-debate in teaching. By contrast, the idea of prediction was totally absent
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from the data sources relating to implementation of the sequence « optics at grade 8 »,
concerning teachers without previous training.
Thus, at least some important features of this innovative sequence on colour have
been taken up, despite some transforming trends probably analoguous to that previously
described.This was most probably favoured by the introduction of a new reasoning tool,
backed up by a semi figurative illustration, the « chain ». The great extent of coherence
of the specifications of the sequence in the general framing of this tool may have raised
a kind of resonance effect, fostering an approach more « reasoning oriented » than
usual.
In any case, such a conjecture should not screen a realistic constatation: the
« critical details » of didactic strategy that deeply affect the impact of a teaching
sequence, are also those that are the most difficult to communicate to teachers. In our
view, they constitute an essential component of appropriate teacher training, because
they permit to avoid any dogmatism and to illustrate the stakes of such and such
epistemological, or practical, position.
Contact : F. Chauvet
University Denis Diderot (Paris 7), Case 7086, 2 place Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex 05
email: fchauvet@club-internet.fr
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The Italian case of « Motion and Force » Proposal
This chapter is constituted of excerpts from the Italian National Rreport written by the same
authors (G. Monroy, I. Testa, G. Giberti, E. Sassi 1999). Some preliminary results have been also
presented at the Second International Conference of the European Science Education Research
Association (ESERA), Research in Science Education. Past, Present and Future, Kiel 1999 (STTIS
Symposium, 1999; G. Monroy et al., 1999).

Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche, University (Federico II), Naples.
Situation in the STTIS project
As recalled above, the WP3 research themes are subdivided in three areas:
WP3.1: « Analysis of the interpretations given by the teachers to the official
instructions of a specific innovative strategy »,
WP3.2 : « Analysis of textbooks after the publications of the corresponding
official instructions »
WP3.3 : « Analysis of the teachers’ practice when adopting in class these specific
innovative strategies ».
The Italian group’s investigation bears on a Proposal, described below, which
concerns the area of Force and Motion. This investigation refers to two sub
WorkPackages, i.e. WP3.1 and WP3.3. The corresponding main research questions can
be summarised respectively as:
WP3.1: « What have teachers read in the innovation’s Official Instructions? »;
WP3.3: « What have teachers actually done in class? What do teachers say they
have done? ».

The Proposal « Motion and Force »
The Proposal « Motion and Force » (M+F) has been designed and produced in the
framework of the 1997-1998 Italian National Project in Physics Education FISISS
(Formazione in Servizio Insegnanti Scuola Secondaria Superiore). The project, aimed at designing
and pre-testing models for in-service training of physics teachers (Sassi E and Olimpo G., in
press) in secondary school, has involved seven University research group (FISISS, 1997).
This Proposal, designed to be used with 14-17 years old students, is not an
officially approved syllabus innovation, compulsory at a national scale. Nevertheless it
has been tested in different areas of Italy (in about thirty classes), because, as far as
didactic innovation is concerned, teachers are allowed and encouraged to introduce in
their classes teaching innovations, as long as the content is coherent and compatible
with the national syllabus.
« Motion- Force » has been chosen for the following reasons:
- it is a research product of a physics education national collaboration;
- it addresses a content area which, in Italy as in many other countries, is common
to all basic physics courses of Secondary Schools;
- there is general consensus on the emblematic role played by a correct learning of
Motion and Force in the construction process of a durable and coherent physics
knowledge;
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- it has been pre-tested during two school years and the second version of the
materials has been optimised according to the reactions of the first test;
- the designers’ didactic intentions are clear to us since we have participated to its
design and realisation since the beginning.
The Proposal is neither a « catalogue » of activities to be assembled as the teacher
decides nor a complete syllabus, but an emblematic net of didactical paths characterised
by the main features of its rationale. It aims at offering the teachers an approach whose
didactic intentions are clear enough to characterise the suggested didactical paths, the
mix of the proposed activities and their relative role while fostering a finer adaptation to
the specific needs of their classes. The proposal’s rationale and the suggestions for class activities
are described in a set of « Materials for class use » (in the format of paper-supported resources), as:
Teacher’s Notes and Guidelines, Student’s Worksheets and Questionnaires, Comments on typical
erroneous answers to the questionnaires (FISISS, 1998a,b,c).

For this investigation, the description of the Proposal has been structured
according to a format similar to that used to illustrate officially approved innovations.
This document has been called Quasi Official Instructions QOI (Appendix 3). The QOI
describe the rationale, the activities, the students capabilities aimed at, some global
comments are also included.
The physics content addressed in the Proposal is structured in three « areas »:
Kinematics (FISISS, 1998a), Introduction to Force and Motion and Force (FISISS, 1998b)
and Friction (FISISS, 1998c).
The proposed activities are supposed to last respectively six, eight and eight hours
of class-work plus four, six and five hours of homework. Their specific contents are
schematically outlined hereafter.
Kinematics
The emphasis is on qualitative and quantitative analysis of one-dimensional
motions studied by means of real-time experiments (Giberti G. et al., 1997; Balzano E. and
Sassi E., 1996). This is achieved through a set of experiments starting from students »
walking, proceeding to study the motion of low-friction cart on floor, smooth tracks and
ramps and arriving to the ideal cases of one-dimensional motion characterised by
constant velocity and constant acceleration. These activities are also intended to help
students familiarise with real-time experiments and as a first introduction to modelling,
through the search for mathematical functions that fit simple experimental trends of the
s(t), v(t) and a(t) graphs.
Introduction to Force and Motion and Force
This « area » is divided in two parts. The first, « Introduction to Force » aims at
introducing the forces, as indicators of the interactions between systems, and then to
guide to an operative definition of force through the observations of different
phenomena involving familiar types of forces. The approach is phenomenological:
under the teacher’s guidance, several observations on different force properties are
made in order to recognise the forces as schematisation of the interactions and then to
identify regularities and construct a force measuring device (dynamometer). Also some
typical action-reaction situations are explored.
The second part, « Motion and Force » is mainly devoted to real-time
experiments based on using both motion and force sensors in order to help the pupils
familiarise with the relation between force and acceleration and to offer elements of
« plausibility » of Newton's second law of Dynamics.
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Friction
This « area » has been chosen since most of its learning difficulties are tightly
linked with the ones within the other two areas. It is intended to address a first
comprehension of the characteristics of friction phenomena, the difficulty of
recognising friction as a force and not a « kind of unavoidable condition » of the
observed facts, the confusion about the direction of the friction forces with respect to
the relative motion of the two contact surfaces and, finally, to introduce the problem of
modelling friction forces. In many curriculum and textbooks the subject of friction is
given little attention no matter of its importance in the Common-sense Knowledge and
of its role in the disciplinary development of the study of motion.
Two different options are presented: Path A is more focused on real-time
experiments, while Path B mix real-time approach and modelling activities, using the
well-known modelling environment Interactive Physics.
The Didactical Intentions of the « Motion and Force » Proposal
The innovative character of the Proposal is linked to the global didactical aspects
of its rationale. For clarity these global didactical aspects are grouped as:
-Didactical intentions
-Recommended indications for the specific tasks of the proposed activities
The didactical intentions
The general framework of the didactical intentions of the M+F Proposal refers to
the design and implementation of Open Learning Environments that are learner centred
(Balzano et al., 1992; Sassi, 1992) and aims at increasing students’motivation and at
fostering co-operative and peer learning (Mazur, 1997).
The general didactical intentions can be summarised as:
-to value the Common-sense Knowledge of the students both as a starting
point and an important resource to build upon (Carmichael M. et al., 1993; Pfundt, H.
and Duit, R., 1994; Tiberghien, A. et al. 1998);
-to emphasise the eliciting and addressing of many common and robust
learning difficulties in the proposed subjects;
-to focus on observation of phenomenology, considered as a central aspect,
and move to the identification of regularities and rules and to a first step of
modelling through the search for simple mathematical functions which best
describe the studied phenomenon;
-to follow as much as possible an approach we refer to as « from
real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models » proposed through emblematic
didactical paths starting from experiments on phenomena familiar to the students
and well known in terms of Common-sense Knowledge and proceeding, via more
« clean » experiments, toward the abstraction of ideal, textbook-like cases/models;
-to familiarise with and to use regularly educational strategies based on the
« Prediction, Experiment, Comparison » learning cycle (PEC), both to foster the
expression of students' ideas and to stabilise the habit of going through a process
mixing different types of cognitive abilities.
The main motivations of these Didactical Intention come from different sources.
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The most general motivation of the rationale of the (M+F) Proposal is spreading
the acquisition of high value cognitive skills, transferable to other disciplinary contexts,
both for teachers and students.
In secondary school, physics is often taught as a theoretical subject and presented
essentially as a narrative sequence of rules, formulas and laws. These laws (both general
and phenomenological ones) are usually presented as « objects present in nature » to be
discovered. In this perspective, the ideal cases treated in many textbooks are chosen as
the privileged approach to address the topic to be studied. This approach obscures the
complex and difficult processes of recognising regularities in the evolution of
phenomena, of checking their validity ranges and of modelling them in terms of rules
and laws.
To give the students many occasions to express their naive physics ideas is one of
the roots of the emphasis of the proposal on the use of the learning cycle "PrevisionExperiment- Comparison" (PEC). Moreover, to practice this cycle helps the student to
familiarise with a type of procedure commonly used in science. A similar motivation is
at the basis of the suggested introduction to modelling, both qualitative as identification
of data trends and quantitative as search for the simplest mathematical function
describing the experimental results.
We give in box 1 an example to illustrate the meaning of the Didactical Intentions
in the Motion and Force Proposal. It concerns kinematics. Two other examples are
given in Appendix 4.

An emblematic path in kinematics: to start from experiments about student's walks, to proceed
with the motion of a low-friction cart first on a smooth floor and later on a low-friction track and to arrive
at the case/model of the one-dimension uniform motion of a point-like mass as an extrapolation to an
ideal no-friction motion. This approach is different from a common teaching of Kinematics where the
ideal case is the starting point; this usual procedure requires in fact high capability of abstraction, is
demanding for students at the beginning of secondary school and does not allow to overcome common
and entrenched learning difficulties.
Below are shown typical results of real-time experiments suggested for the first two steps of the
described path.

Real-time graphs of a student regular walk and of a cart on a floor
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At left are shown the graphs s(t), v(t), a(t) of a regular walk of a student moving away from the
motion detector, stopping for a little while and then moving toward the detector. The graphs clearly
indicates the substantial linearity of the s(t), the modulations of the steps in the quasi constant velocity,
the fluctuations of accelerations around a zero value. At right are shown the same graphs of a motion of a
low-friction cart on a smooth floor: the initially still cart, having been given a quick kick, moves away
from the motion sensor, then hits a wall and comes back. The linearity of the s(t) graph is now a little
better than before; the trend of velocity is substantially constant, apart the slow decrease when friction's
effect are more remarkable; and the acceleration graph shows well both the quasi-zero trend and the
impulsive peaks of the initial kick, the hit and the grasping to stop the cart. The third step of the path (not
shown in the figure) is to have the cart move on an horizontal smooth track, of the type usually used in
school experiments; the experimental results are similar to those shown in figure at right, but the effects of
friction become less evident. The s(t) trend can be well represented by a linear fit and the quasi constant
value of velocity is easily calculated both from s(t) and v(t).
Box 1: an emblematic path in mechanics

Through this path the students can be guided to perceive the case of one
dimension motion of a point-like object on a friction-less track and its mathematical
model as a very useful abstraction describing an ideal case, which is reached at the end
of a process implying several steps through a procedure rather common in the history of
physics.
The introduction to simple modelling is done through a two-fold approach: a) to
recognise firstly relations of order and common trends in the observation of experiments
about students' walking (e.g. quicker walk - steeper s(t); brisker pace - more step
modulation in v(t); fast motion inversion - steeper change of sign in v(t); b) to search for
simple mathematical functions which best describe the collected data; this can be done,
according to the needs of the class, through the fitting tools of the used real-time system
or/and exporting the data into a spreadsheet.
The real-time experiments approach (Thornton, 1993; Sassi, 1995; Sassi, 1997) are a
very important component of the Proposal Kinematics area because only through them
it is easy: - to exploit the students' perceptive knowledge; - to start from studying
familiar complex phenomena such as human walking,- to correlate the description of
motion in terms of natural language (students’ wording) with the disciplinary language
of kinematical graphs s(t), v(t), a(t). Moreover the possibility of repeating an experiment
many times in a short time-interval allows a variational approach as « what happens if
we do ..... ». While the motion is happening, the students observe on the functional
graphs displayed in real-time, the effects of the variations they have made and the
observed regularities and/or predictions can be quickly and easily tested.
Some examples of the addressable basic learning difficulties are: how the motion
toward/away from the motion sensor is related to the decrease/increase of s(t); how the
regularity of a walk shows in the linearity of s(t); how a perceptively faster or slower
motion is linked to a steeper or less steep s(t); how the inversion of motion is
represented in a v(t) graph; how a quick kick aimed at giving an initial velocity to an
object is represented in an a(t) graph, and so on.
The recommended indications
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The set of recommended indications for the specific tasks of the proposed
activities can be summarised as:
-the proposed paths are implemented through a mixture of different kinds of
activities: real-time experiments, lab-work based on everyday materials, paper and
pencil work (numerical and graphical exercises); teacher's presentation, ... No specific
relative dosage of these activities is prescribed, the teacher being responsible of
adapting it dynamically to the class needs;
-the emblematic approach « from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models »
is realised through both a conceptual chaining and a chain of specific tasks, this latter
aspect is implemented in appropriate sequences;
-the experimental activities are focused on real -time experiments using motion
and force probes: this system is used not only as a technologically new piece of
equipment but mainly as a cognitive tool;
-a basic awareness of how the real-time system works is needed to exploit the corelations among experimental setting, data acquisition and display system and graphical
representations;
focus on the use of multi-representation and different languages to describe the
same phenomenon, in order to choose the most suitable representation for the specific
aspect to be studied or problem to be solved. Suggested examples are: schemas and
diagrams of the studied system, numerical data tables, time graphs; phase-space-like
graphs as v(s), etc.
Data analysis, criteria and tools
This WP3 research is based on different kinds of data (see also table 1 in General
semi-structured, in depth teachers interviews on Quasi Official Instructions,
written notes on class observations, students tasks, teacher’s logbooks and some
informal teachers interviews after class observations. As agreed within the STTIS
project: the main analysis criteria have been summarised in two « Lines of Analysis »,
to be intended as the main "lenses" or grids useful in looking globally at the collected
data (WP3.1 and WP3.3). Being the various aspects of the Proposal very interconnected,
the two "Lines of Analysis" sometimes present some overlapping, nevertheless their
split is useful for methodological and practical reasons.
Introduction):

-Line 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and reasoning
strategies: emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal
cases/models.
In this wording learning difficulties do not concern only complex nodes of the
disciplinary structure, as for instance the Principles of Dynamics, but also the common
learning difficulties coming from conflicts between Common-sense and Scientific
Knowledge and/or from difficulties in using abstract and formal languages. As an
example the negative sign of v, from a disciplinary point of view is not nodal at all, (the
definition of v through ds/dt implies the sign).
-Line 2. Integration of different types of activities and focus on real timeexperiments to foster constructive learning
In the approaches of the Proposal the experimental activities are integrated with
the conceptual construction. So the chaining of the concepts and the chaining of the
activities/tasks are co-related. Several teaching/learning difficulties are addressed by
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means of activities that can be done only through real-time experiments, while others
also by experimental activities based on the use of every-day materials.
In the following Sections the specific researches done in the framework of WP3.1
and WP3.3 are described.

How teachers read the Quasi Official Instructions (WP3.1)
The first part of the WP3 research aims at understanding: 1) what teachers read in
the text of Official Instructions and , 2) what they think they will keep/ modify in their
practice (STTIS-RW0,1998). Schematic description and structure of the « Quasi official
Instructions »(QOI)
We analysed the answers given by a small sample of Italian, Spanish and French
teachers in a semi-structured, in depth interview on the text of the Quasi- Official
Instructions (see Appendix 3) of the « Motion and Force » proposal.
The collected data
Semi -structured, in depth interviews, on the basis of a written protocol (see
Appendix 5) have been conducted in three different countries (Italy, Spain and France). The
interviews were based on the text of the QOI (see Appendix 3), written in the national
language and given in advance to all teachers. The average time of the interview was
about two hours in Italy, no information was given from Spain and France STTIS
partner on the duration in their cases.
Schematic description and structure of the « Quasi official Instructions »(QOI)
The QOI, are divided in three parts describing the three areas of the Proposal:
Kinematics, Introduction to Force and Motion/Force, Friction. Each part is structured in
the following way: a brief introduction referring to the specific contents and wellknown leaning difficulties of the corresponding area; a description of the main goals
and of the suggested time schedule, a Table which, through a comparative structure of
two columns, shows the:
1) Proposal’s rationale, contents, activities to be performed
2)Skills to be acquired by the students, with hints for the teacher on how to
connect the addressed contents to the specific abilities.
The rationale of each part. is finally commented, some designers’
recommendations are also included.

Schematic description of the interview and samples
The protocol of the interview is divided in 2 parts. While the first part addresses
more global issues, the second one is more oriented to specific problems, and includes
two questions in each of the three « areas » of the Proposal.
The interviews have been conducted in a semi-structured way, with very brief
interventions of the interviewer when some questions resulted unclear. The complete
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transcriptions of the records have been therefore analysed. The consulted teachers are
described in box 2.
The interviewed teachers: 6 in Italy, 3 in France, 3 in Spain
The Six Italian teachers, all teaching physics courses in Secondary School since several many years,
can be divided in two groups:
- Four teachers (I1, I2, I3, I4), who had volunteered to be trained on the Proposal during a 25 hour
Workshop at the Department of Physics in Naples and had experimented in their classes (partly or
totally), some of the materials, during the school year 1998-99. Teachers’ choice indicates that globally
they agreed on the Proposal (not forced by any compulsory indication), independently on what specific
aspects of it were valued by them. Furthermore for them the rationale of the Proposal should have been
« experientially » clear after the Workshop.
- Two teachers (I5 and I6) who had no previous direct experience of real-time Laboratory, and
had read some small parts of the Proposal’s materials.
Three French teachers (F1, F2, F3), interviewed by the French STTIS partners; these teachers had
experience of use of sensors to collect on-line experimental data, but no familiarity with the use of MBL
in Mechanics.
Three Spanish teachers (S1, S2, S3) ) interviewed by the Spanish STTIS partners; one teacher (S2)
had previous experience on MBL approaches, one was familiar with the tool, while the last one had no
experience.
The French teachers were also given the written description (in Italian) of some typical MBL activities
with also emblematic figures and graphs. In Spain the interviews were conducted following the interview
protocol guidelines. In France the interviews have been shortened.
Box 2: The consulted teachers on the theme « Motion+ Force »

The Italian National Report on WP3 (Monroy et al. 1999) presents some significant
answers of the Italian teachers, organised in two categories: ìGeneral commentsî and
ìThe addressed disciplinary contents: the emblematic pathsî.
General comments
Some specific research questions addressed by the interview content are answered
in the : ìGeneral commentsî part. They are:
what aspects do the teachers highlight and what donít they?
what aspects of the Proposal attract the teachersí attention and what donít?
what aspects do they consider innovative?
A brief summary of such answers is presented under the following headings:
Global opinions on the Proposal
While all teachers comments are overall positive, five teachers out of six stress that
the suggested time for the proposed activities is insufficient to perform them and that
the actually needed time is too much when compared with the allotted physics course
time-schedule.
The innovative character of the Proposal
All the teachers value ìMotion and Forceî as a didactic innovation, their opinions
show a large variety of points of views, each pointing to some specific feature of the
Proposal:
The Proposal addresses disciplinary nodes on M+F.
The contents are addressed with a real- time apparatus.
It is motivating for the students, for two kind of reasons: 1) students like to go to a lab: 2) students
like the very presence of the computer.
The way of addressing Friction is new.
A way to address Mathematics and Physics at the same time.
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A way for making the physics teaching less abstract.
ìEasierî lab activities.

The data refered to each of the two lines of analysis are presented hereafter.
Main trends in Italian teachers’ reactions
We present here some preliminary results based on the teacher's answers reported
above, which have been derived from an analysis following our two « Lines of
Analysis ». The statements in italic are short excerpts from our Proposal to
schematically frame the context of the analysis.
Line of Analysis 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and
reasoning strategies: emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to
ideal cases/models.
Learning difficulties
In the first lines of the QOI, for all the three areas, the subjects addressed are introduced and
explained in connection with the learning difficulties and disciplinary nodes that are addressed. For this
reason the contents addressed don’t cover a piece of syllabus, but only three content areas, where there
are well known learning difficulties.

From the analysis of the data, one can infer that the focus of the teachers on the
disciplinary nodes addressed in the Proposal is greater for Kinematics, weaker for
Introduction to Force and Motion / Force and almost null for Friction.
This can be supported by the following evidence: three teachers give much more
precise and articulated answers for the first area than for the other two: the other
teachers, don’t explicitly refer to them but, whenever quoting examples of parts of the
Proposal that can be interesting or motivating for the students, always refer to
Kinematics contents.
In the case of Friction the answers seem to reflect a general non awareness of the
existence of the learning difficulties; the subject of friction is, according to all teachers,
treated in a formal, non comprehensible way, in all usual presentation. The teachers
become disoriented when confronted with a strategy that proposes experimental
activities on real phenomena, where friction has to be considered; as it is inferable from
their general concern about the possibility of implementing this area of the Proposal.
One teacher is very clear in explaining this point of view: « Friction is traditionally not
studied in detail...while we always work on Kinematics graphs... »
Learning difficulties
The focus on the learning difficulties is generally weak.
The focus on the learning difficulties is stronger in Kinematics with respect to the other two
« areas ».

Conceptual Construction and Reasoning Strategies
The reasoning strategies of the Proposal we focus on are: -to elicit the Common- sense
Knowledge; -to link the perception to the abstract representations; -to make previsions.
So, in the Proposal, both in the Kinematics and in the Force areas, in the column « skills to be
acquired », it is suggested, as first goal, to start from the studentís common language and to elicit their
common sense knowledge. As an example of the « link to perception », the » Activity 1 » in Kinematics is
illustrated with the following words « .. link oneís perception of motion, through motion in front of the
sonar to the corresponding abstract representations of motion in terms of real-time graphs of position,
velocity and acceleration »; the didactical reason for this is commented at the end of this part.
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The global evidence of the data allows the following conclusions: - to value the
Common-sense Knowledge and to elicit it through attention to the common language
and the naive reasoning strategies is one of the Proposalís intentions that resonates more
with the teachers: in fact four of them focus on it in their answers; the role of the
students the reasoning strategies and the construction of concepts, are seldom referred to
by the teachers, if not with generic, pedagogical arguments. No specific resonance with
this issue emerges from the teachers comments; No one of the teachers mentioned the prediction process as a basic component of
the lab-work. Few comments seem to indicate that the lab-work and the observation of
phenomenology is valued as a « discovery » attitude. This aspect could be linked to the
excess of focus that the teachers have put on finding new motivating aspects; the
potentiality of linking one’s perception to the abstract representations of real-time
graphs is focused only by two of the four teachers who have previous experience with
lab-work and MBL. For the others there is never a clear reference to this aspect of the
rationale of the Proposal. It seems therefore that this issue is linked to the actual
teachers practice in experimental activities.
Conceptual Construction and Reasoning Strategies
Eliciting the students’ common language and naive ideas and correlating them with the disciplinary
meaning of terms and contents: general comments only.
Link to perception is clearer when there is previous practice with real-time laboratory.
Prediction is perceived often as « discovery ».

Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models.
The didactical interest of starting from the study of real/familiar phenomena, where the objects
are not point-like, where friction is not disregarded, is explicitly commented in the Kinematics part and
in the Friction area.

A quite striking result is that all teachers have valued the rationale of the paths
going « from real to ideal cases/models » but mainly in Kinematics. When asked about
the other areas of the Proposal where the same rationale is suggested, the teachers
awareness is much weaker. Another interesting common opinion of the teachers is that a
chalk and words lesson is considered to be not « concrete » but abstract by default; all
kinds of activities done in a lab, with the very presence of any object used for didactical
purposes and different from a book, can make physics teaching less abstract. This could
be another reason why they link the very presence of MBL to an idea of successful and
motivating activity, as it makes physics less abstract.
Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models.
The rationale of the paths is recognised by all teachers only in Kinematics.
The key words « from real to ideal » are interpreted with different meanings.

Line of Analysis 2: Integration of different types of activities and focus on real time
experiments to foster constructive learning.
The mix of different activities
The proposed mix of different activities produces its best results when developed through a
conceptual chaining resonant with the rationale « from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models ».
As an example, in Kinematics, the v(t) graphs of the student walking obtained with « Activity 1 » shows
the irregularities due to the steps; as ìActivity 2î involves a low-friction cart, the teacher should point out
that this transition walk-cart is aimed at removing the intrinsic irregular modulation of the steps in
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favour of a more regular motion and that this is the case of a wheeled low-friction cart. To recognise this
conceptual chaining, and to elicit it, is also a way to introduce the students to a scientific methodology,
as explained in the QOI. The proposed experimental activities, designed to help the framing of concepts
have to be later integrated in a wider process of conceptual construction.

From the above presented evidences it emerges that the chaining of the activities
is not a focus of the teachers. Only two refer to it explicitly; moreover, they often link
one activity to a particular set of learning difficulties, as for instance in the case of
Kinematics, Activity 1, thus establishing kind of a correspondence between the single
activity and the single learning difficulty it addresses.
The different activities have to be integrated within the current class schedule: the
teachers answers indicate mainly concern about the possibility of accomplishing this
task. This concern has to do with: - the various school boundary conditions; - the
relation between the textbook and the written materials of the Proposal: as a matter of
fact it seems that at least for four teachers the main tool for conceptual construction is
the textbook.; - possible conflicts between the goal of « covering » the prescribed
syllabus and work needed to perform the Proposals activities. These aspects are well
illustrated by I6 who claims that « it is very difficult to connect the experiments with
... ».
The mix of different activities
The proposed activities are focused one by one, as isolated fragments: chaining is lacking.
The integration among the experiments, the theoretical lesson and textbooks: « systematisation of
concepts is linked to the study of the textbook ».

The role of real-time experiments
The relative emphasis attributed to the MBL experiments with respect to the other activities should
be clear by comparing the activities indicated in the different parts of the QOI. This emphasis is due to
the fact that for many of the addressed contents the real time experiments allow easier and more feasible
and effective paths.

The identified trends suggest that previous experience with experimental activities
and MBL makes a difference in evaluating the didactical value of real-time approaches
and the range of the addressable contents. It is evident the tendency, particularly in
teachers with less experimental experience, to shift to motivations. In these cases it
seems the Proposal is perceived more as a tool that, as a new fashion, can attract the
students, for the presence of the computers, the fascinating aspects of considering « real
world » phenomena, etc rather than as a didactically efficient way to address science
concepts.
The role of real-time experiments
The Proposal is perceived as « the MBL approach »

We think useful to call the attention on the following remarks: - in all the answers
to the second part of the interview, focused on the disciplinary contents, the teachers
have a tendency to mix general pedagogical considerations with a discussion on the
specific disciplinary contents; -all teacher's comments are overall positive and in some
cases enthusiastic, but when confronted with the specific aspects of the proposed
methodology for constructing the concepts, their answers reflect the fact that for them
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these aspects are difficult; the words used being "complicated, ... most difficult"; only
for one teacher it is « rewarding »; - the aspects that are significant for the teachers and
the reasons they give are somehow different from the didactical intentions. In many
cases the difference is only in the relative weight and importance given to the various
elements; the most evident example of this attitude is the role given to the presence of
MBL as a way to motivate the students.

The Spanish and French teachers’ comments
As for the Italian teachers, the data concerning the Spanish and French teachers
have been analysed in two steps. First, some significant reactions have been selected
(see Italian National Report on WP3, Monroy et al. 1999), with the categories: general aspects,
the role of MBL,the role of modelling environment Interactive Physic, the disciplinary
contents addressed, the emblematic paths.
Then, the data have been reexamined and regrouped according to each Line of
Analysis. For sake of brevity, only this second step is presented here (we do not repeat
below the few lines in italics that explicit the meanings of headings such as « Learning difficulties »: see
above).

Main trends in the Spanish and French teachers’ reactions
Line of Analysis 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and
reasoning strategies: emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to
ideal cases/models.
Learning Difficulties
No one of the French teachers make explicit comments on this issue. They make
some allusion to this methodological and didactical aspect but with very few
exceptions, without to be specific. It seems that they do not consider that as real
problem, and very often shift the attention on problems that the « technicalities » can
put in addressing them. In contrast, two of the Spanish teacher say explicitly that « it is a
ambitious Proposal with a lot of important, but very difficult concepts involved... », « .. proposing clear
ideas, a way to discuss, a way to take into account the students’ idea, to let them progress...» and

argue on that in the rest of the interview.
When asked to comment about the specific learning difficulties that can be
addressed in the three content areas, the teachers comments are quite different.
-Concerning Kinematics, the French teachers do not refer to having some specific
problem and seem surprised of the emphasis that is given to this area in the Proposal.
All affirm that the contents they usually teach in this area are very few and probably for
that their comments remain quite generic and vague, with no specific pointers. The
Spanish teachers seems more aware but also in this case no particular specific point or
activity is mentioned in their comments.
The role of the transient phenomena and the easy and almost unique way to
present and address them with real-time experiments is recognised only by one of the
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French teachers, F1: « This is fundamental...because it is a time decoupage that allows to understand
the initial conditions, the velocity one has... » , so mentioning also one specific learning
difficulty in this area. Two of the Spanish teachers show interest, one with more
emphasis on the possibility that these activities offer to let students to understand that
physics is not only mathematics S3: « I think that this subject/activity is one of the big goal of the
experimental science ». And one of the Spanish teachers ironically says: S1: « they are always
going to find the most difficult things among the easy things! I see this very complex... ».

-Force and Force and Motion are considered by almost all (French and Spanish)
teachers as the most difficult contents for students and also for teachers. Everyone is
conscious and mentions some of the problems connected with the disciplinary language
and the common language, the recognition of force as interaction between bodies, one
of them mentions the general Aristotelian students approach to dynamical phenomena,
but it seems that no one fully resonates with the strategies to overcome these difficulties
proposed through the QOI . The reason for that seems, for the Spanish teachers, that to
perform all the activities and their chaining is too much demanding both for teachers
and for the « average » students.
The French teachers do not critic the contents of Proposal, but instead shift their
attention on some missed contents
-Concerning Friction, the comments are quite generic, almost no one refers to a
particular difficulty. Only one Spanish teacher says: S1: « It is interesting to show that the
friction force has a threshold, even at a qualitative level and also the difference between static and
dynamic friction.. ».

It can be that the reason of the lack of specific opinion for the French teachers is
due to the fact that one of the questions of the interview on this section was not given.
But also the Spanish teachers seem to be not so interested to this subject. With various
accents every teachers says explicitly that they think the learning difficulties relative to
this section are at a second level, and it is not so fundamental to take into account them
at the level of scholastic curriculum they teach.
Learning Difficulties
The focus on the learning difficulties in the whole area Motion+Force is generally weak for French
teachers. It is present instead in the Spanish teachers.
The focus on specific learning difficulties is different for the three « areas ».

Conceptual Construction and Reasoning Strategies
All the teachers point out , for example, the fact that the investigation on students
common language in the first part of the section Force is interesting and very new and
« an important field of exploration ». At the same time they appear to be very
uncomfortable with this activity. About every one adds some « but »: « it is better to
postpone, it is too difficult to manage, it is too difficult for students, it is not written how to do..., the
students have their ideas on force and motion and it is not easy to change them... » , « but it is complex,
may be it is not so crucial at the beginning...one could loose students and you must not loose the
students...this is not the main l goals », « but I think that it is difficult to find a concrete way to
understand all that, especially the third principle ».

As far as the kinematics section is concerned, just one of Spanish teacher
mentions that « the usual presentation of the arguments has been demonstrated unsuccessful », but
he is very cautious on accepting this new one. No one of the other teachers points out
the didactical advantages for a long term learning.
The common sense knowledge is not mentioned by any of the teachers, nor in
kinematics nor in the other section, they mention just their generic agreement on the fact
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that to start from real cases rather that from the ideal one is a good way to let the
students know that physics has to do with reality.
Just the Spanish teachers, asked explicitly on this arguments, says the Proposal as
it is constructed is motivating for students, but just for students which have scientific
oriented mind, For the other students, just the presence of computers can be motivating,
because, especially in kinematics, it allows a better interactivity.
Conceptual Construction and Reasoning Strategies
Eliciting the students’ common language and naive ideas is underestimated.
The Proposal is considered motivating for the students.

Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models
This rationale is recognised by all Spanish and French theachers. But with the
exception of the Spanish teacher that has used this path in his teaching in Kinematics,
no one refers for example to this particular content area as the area in which he /she will
follow this emblematic path. It is interesting what says the above referred Spanish
teacher:
S2: « But I must say that the traditional way to teach, that is devoted to problems resolution, is
more easy both for teachers and good and motivate students: you start with the models, the two three
important laws, you know how to manage the equations and at the end... just do not forget the units of
measure »

Two of the French teachers are vaguely interested to the Friction area, but they
think that the Proposal is not adequate to the scholar age, so their interest remain empty
of didactical validity. Only one of the Spanish teachers says explicitly that the section
on Force and Motion « is better than the usual way, here the starting point are always the
experiments to see that there are regularities, that things can be formalised and generalised »

Almost every one points out on the fact, that, also if they think that this approach
is very useful from the didactical point of view, they could have problems because « it is
too difficult, too quantitative...it is not adequate to the age..; it requires a lot of extra work with
experiments, the students have to think an rethink.. »
Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models
From real phenomena to ideal cases: generic and vague validation of the corresponding didactical
advantages.

Line of Analysis 2: Integration of different types of activities and focus on real time
experiments to foster constructive learning
The mix of different activities
The conceptual chain in the proposed activities is weakly refered to. We refer here
to the three main chains we have investigated on, that are:
-Concerning the conceptual chain in the activities proposed for Kinematics (from
the motion of a student in front of the motion detector, to the motion of a cart on a track with little friction
on a horizontal plane and to the motion of a cart on a track with little friction on an inclined plane) all

teachers seem not have read with the attention the activities and to have paid attention
to their particular chaining. The comments are vague and generic, and in particular the
French teachers always shifted on the fact that there are too many things in this section.
-The situation is slighly different concerning Force and Force and Motion (from the
observation of the deformations of the bodies, to recognising regularities in the observed phenomena and
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the comments are more precise in this part, in the sense
that almost everybody allude to a lack of precise instructions on the way to conduct the
activities and they seem more or less uncomfortable with all these activities, also if
almost all are vaguely interested. Also the part that regard the skills that students would
acquire and how, is considered too work demanding.
Concerning Friction, as for the Italian teachers, the answers are so vague that it is
impossible to reach some conclusion on this part, which in every case is considered too
quantitative and not adequate.
to the construction of a force meter):

The mix of different activities
The conceptual chain in the proposed activities is weakly referred to

The role of real time experiments
Regarding the teacher's interpretation of the role that MBL can play in conceptual
construction and in structuring physical knowledge, it is recognised by the Spanish
teachers, both for Kinematics and Friction: two of them think that it is impossible to
address some learning difficulties without real-time experiments, one thinks that this
approach at least should be used to show the students qualitative experiments. The
French teachers are instead very critical, some of them thinks that it can be dangerous to
use an apparatus where graphs are done automatically by a black box; some other is
complaining that the limits of the angle of vision of the motion detector will cut a piece
of the reality the students are seeing, that a video recording will be better and so on.
Large part of these latter comments seems to be linked to the lack of actual experience
in using real-time systems.
The role of real time experiments is diversely valued.

Comparison among Italian, Spanish and French teachers reactions
The cross checking or « triangulation » among the reactions of the teachers to the
QOI of the « Motion and Force » Proposal can be schematically summarised as follows.
A striking difference between Italian and Spanish/French teachers is the reaction
on the Kinematics contents and paths of the Proposal, resonating for the Italians and
mild for the others. Moreover, the Italians go into details when speaking, in this area, of
specific students’ learning difficulties, while the others’ comments are prevalently
generic. For the French teachers we can argue that, as they say, this is due to the fact the
Kinematics in the French curriculum does not occupy the space that it seems to occupy
in Italy. No apparent reason can be inferred for the Spanish teachers.
If the Italian teachers thinks that the Proposal is appealing both for teachers and
students for Kinematics area, the Spanish and French teachers show more resonance
with the general conceptual path of the Force and Motion and Force part. The resonance
is with the general line without going into details, with exception of the part regarding
the analysis of common language versus disciplinary language.
With regard to the role of MBL, again there is a difference, this time between
French teachers and the Italian/Spanish teachers. The first ones, with the exception of
one, seem to consider a real time apparatus just as a new technicality, with no didactical
role. Also the only French teacher that appear to understand the unique role can have
this real time experimental apparatus, as to represent a link to perception or for the
possibility to show transients phenomena, says that in her teaching she would add these
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activities to the old ones. This tendency to inflation could be interpreted as not perfect
resonance with the didactic intentions of the Proposal.
The Spanish teachers instead show to understand that a real time apparatus is not
only, for example, quick in performing measures, in comparison with the traditional
experimental apparatus, but has many other didactical valences. It has to point out,
though, that among them, one is using MBL and one has familiarity with it. Therefore
this difference between countries could be attributed to the lack of familiarity with it of
the interviewed teachers. The only reading of a commented Proposal seems not
sufficient to overcome the diffidence against the new IT.
The experimental approach is another issue in which one can find difference. The
French teachers, if on one side say that they like the path going from concrete real
phenomena to the ideal model, with various accents point out that there are too many
activities, too many intermediaries and the conclusion is that all has to be simplified.
The Spanish teachers, as the Italian teachers, seem to resonate more with this approach,
even if they are very concerned about the extra-work it implies.
As far as the students motivation is concerned, it is a fact that the students, with
their difficulties and also with their shortcomings, are always mentioned by Spanish and
Italian teachers, whereas very few are the mentions to them from the French teachers.
But sometimes it seems that this « Latin-like » interest is not always a didactical or
pedagogical concern, but more linked to some kind of defence of the science teachers
role. Going to the extreme case, it seems that they think « If I go into the lab, if I perform
experiments, we do not care which or why, If I use new technology, if science lesson is more spectacular..
the students pay attention.... otherwise ». The concern that almost everybody shows on the

danger that students will only play with computer or simulations seems again a side of
the previous extreme way of teachers’ thinking focussing on students’ attitude.
How teachers implement the « Motion and Force » (WP3.3)
In this Section we present the results of the investigation on the Transformations
done by the teachers when implementing in their classes parts of the Proposal (M+F).
The collected data are in this case the teachers’ actions that have been analysed with the
grid of the two Lines of Analysis.

The collected data
The class observations have been conducted during the school year 1998-99.
Seven teachers had committed to use in their classes parts of the Proposal; the class
observations have covered a total of seventeen hours, written notes have been taken by
silent observers, since the video recording would have disturbed too much the class
dynamics; whenever possible, two observers have been present. The class observations
have been made according to the teacher/class availability; this has allowed to have
snapshots on different parts of the Proposal and to compare how the same contents have
been addressed by different teachers.
For each teacher, the time allotted for the session (from 1 to 6 hours), the
experimental activities performed, the didactic materials used, the sequence of
addressed contents can be found in the Italian National report for WP3.
In the Italian National Report on WP3 (Monroy et al. 1999), some significant excerpts of
teachers’ actions are reported. Hereafter, our data on this point are presented along our
two Lines of Analysis.
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Main Trends in the teachers’ actions
Line of Analysis 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and
reasoning strategies: emblematic paths going from real phenomena to ideal
cases/model
Learning difficulties
(We do not repeat below the few lines in italics that explicit the meanings of headings such as
« Learning difficulties »: see above).

All the teachers have addressed some learning difficulties during the observed
sessions, and this was one of the designers’ of the Proposal main intentions. But there
are differences in the implementation of the three areas. The teachers seemed more
aware of the students’ learning difficulties in the Kinematics area: therefore their
willingness to adopt a strategy that allows to address them seemed higher than in the
other two areas. Three out of the five teachers (I1, I4 and I5) that addressed the contents
in this area, worked in depth on few concepts and, from what was observed, the students
seemed to have grasped them.
In the Force area only one teacher succeeded in performing the experiments: this
teacher followed step by step the indications of the Proposals’ worksheets, therefore
addressing all the contents and following precisely the rationale, but seldom intervened
when the students (during the observed sessions) expressed their common sense ideas in
this area.
Learning difficulties
Addressing the learning difficulties is implemented in Kinematics more than in Force and Motion Force

Conceptual construction and reasoning strategies
From the analysis of our data, the way the activities have been performed by the
teachers in order to overcome the students’ learning difficulties reveal a variety of
strategies adopted and in many cases their attitudes modify the Proposal’s suggested
approaches.
Almost all the teachers (6/7) took care to the eliciting of the studentsí common
language but the ways they chose to confront with it are slightly different from the
suggestions of the Proposal. During six of the observed sessions, the students expressed
some ideas or wrote them in the worksheets in their common language: only three
teachers spent some time to the formalisation of the naive language, the others
immediately corrected the non disciplinary language used by teachers. As far as the ìlink
to perceptionî approach, again almost all the teachers have adopted it, by implementing
the main experiments where it is exploited, but with very different modalities: only two
teachers really had the students become aware of the graphical representation of the
phenomena they perceived, the others did not explicit the connection between the
phenomenology and its representations. Finally, to have the students express their
predictions appealed to the teachers a lot, but again this moment was not followed by
the comparison with the outcomes of the experiences. In some cases the cycle was
implemented only once and only a qualitative trend was inferred.
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Conceptual construction and reasoning strategies
There is a variety of attitudes in interpreting the suggested ways to cope with the students’ learning
difficulties and their use of common language.
The link to perception is better exploited by the teachers skilled in real - time experiments.
The « Learning cycle » is underexploited.

Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models
The analysis of our data indicates that the observed teachers showed two different
tendencies: three of them had a tendency to let the students freely explore the
phenomenology, in complete resonance with the Proposal, even if this exploration of
phenomena did not lead to the formalisation of concepts; in one case this process was
postponed to a later time, I6 ìFill first the worksheet and later we will discussÖî. The
remaining teachers, although they performed various real-time experiments, forced,
from the beginning, the exploration to particular cases such as the rectilinear uniform
motion, thus changing the Proposalís rationale.
Two teachers seemed more interested to the s(t) graphs as functional graphs,
rather than as a representation of a time dependent phenomena, as can be inferred by
their frequent use of a mathematical language.
For three teachers a regular behaviour was inferred by the examination of only
one case.
Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models
The resonance with the rationale of the suggested paths is weak.

Line of Analysis 2: Integration of different types of activities and focus on real time
experiments to foster constructive learning
The mix of different activities
The MBL activities seem to attract the teachers’ attention much more than the
other ones (every day material, paper and pencil work, treatment of data...).
Among these MBL activities, the sequencing and conceptual chaining is seldom
clarified explicitly to the students, each activity being presented « per se » as a mean to
address some specific disciplinary content, not connected to the others. We refer to the
two main areas observed, e.g. Kinematics and Force and Motion.
The way the teachers sequence the class room lesson and the textbook study, with
respect to the lab activities, is significant of their different attitude. The teachers who
addressed the contents before the lab activities, intended them mainly as experimental
verification of theoretical notions.
In those cases where the textbook study is the starting point, the students are first
exposed to an approach « from ideal to real »: it seems therefore very confusing to
reconcile it with the one of the Proposal. In other cases the textbook is referred to as e.g.
« You have already all the data: look up the textbook and find a formula » Finally it
seems that one teacher used the worksheets as a « textbook », following simply their
instructions.
The mix of different activities
The activities are performed as « flashes », their chaining is not effective.
The connection/sequencing between the different types of activities reveals the teachers’ personal
idea about didactic efficacy.
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The role of real-time experiments
From the collected examples, we can infer the teachers’ attitude towards the
MBL, both as a tool that produces experimental data and as a cognitive tool.
Four teachers introduced briefly the basics of MBL, but only two of them recalled
the students’ attention on the fact that it allows to make many measures, stressed the
way the real-time experiments are done, hence valuing the fact that students grasp more
easily the disciplinary concepts if they are aware of how one can measure a related
physical quantity. For these teachers the goal was to let the students become aware of
MBL acquisition of very many data versus the long and difficult process of data taking
with traditional equipment and drudgery of making plots. The other teachers have not
addressed the fact that the MBL graphs are made out of real measures, nor have they
exploited it.
The MBL potentialities, as a cognitive tool, have been interpreted in different
ways. The quick repetition of the experiments and the « what happens if... » attitude has
been exploited only by two teachers. In one case (I3) this potentiality was used only to
repeat quickly the measures, but varying the conditions each time, without any
explanation, in order to improve the trend of the graphs. A similar attitude was shown
by I2.
Therefore, even if the teachers’ attention and focus is prevalent on the MBL
activities of the Proposal, they use the tool in a reductive way, in five cases out of seven.
The possibility to observe the transient phenomena was not exploited by any of the
teachers.
When no clear reference is placed on the fact that the system gives real measures,
nor to its artefacts, or when its potentialities are not exploited the tool is used as lab tool
that allows to perform easily many experiments, otherwise impossible to realise.
The role of real-time experiments
The MBL tool was under exploited.

« What teachers say they have done »: main trends in the teachers’ logbooks
and interviews
In order to compare the results of class observations i.e « what teachers have
done » with « what the teachers say they have done », we have collected logbooks,
interviews after class observations and tasks given to the students.
We first give a list of the collected data , then we give the main trends that can be
inferred from the analysis of the data under the framework of the two Lines of Analysis.
The trends are supported by quoted examples.
The collected data
(Much more details are provided in the Italian National Report for WP3, Monroy et al. 1999)

The following data have been collected for the same set of teachers that have been
observed while implementing parts of the Proposal, during lab sessions.
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Teacher
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7

Hours of class activity observed
2
1
2, 2, 1
1
1
2, 2, 1
2

Number of observers
2
2
1
1
1
2, 1, 1
2

The different kinds of collected data habe been:
I1, I2, I3, I7: Logbook; I4, I5: Informal interview after class observation; I1, I6:
students worksheets .
Five teachers (I1, I2, I3, I4, I5) have addressed Kinematics contents and two
teachers (I6 and I7) have addressed Force contents.
The questions asked in the logbooks are the same as those asked in the informal
interviews, that is: what were the specific goals of your session? describe the actions
made in order to reach the session’s goal; evaluate the efficacy of the session, the
reasons for inefficacy, and propose some remedies to improve; point out what was
successful and what was not.
Main trends in the teachers logbooks, interviews after class observations, tasks
Line of Analysis 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and
reasoning strategies: emblematic paths going from real phenomena to ideal
cases/model
Learning difficulties
From the examples analysed one can infer that the teachers, when summarising
what they have done for the Kinematics contents explicitly mentioned several learning
difficulties of this area: -connecting motion to and from the Motion Detector with the
increasing/decreasing trend in s(t); - difference between trajectory and s(t); -sign of
velocity.
For instance, the difference between s(t) and trajectory was a common explicit
goal of four teachers (I1 and I2, I4, I5); these last two teachers also explicitly indicated the
experiments performed in order to address this learning difficulty. Or else, the sign of
v(t) was a declared goal of all the teachers who addressed the velocity content. For I1,
the goal of the proposed path was to introduce: « The direction of motion, the concept of
velocity and the sign of v ». For I2 the goal was: « To address the concept of velocity and a study of
its sign ». I3 claimed that one of the goals was: « To analyse the s(t) graph and understand the
meaning of the change in slope; to calculate the slope in a part of the graph; establish a relationship
between slope and velocity; examine the v(t) graph; what happens in the v(t)> 0 part and vice-versa for
negative velocity ».

The focus on the learning difficulties in the Force area is not so clear: the planning
of the lesson (see also later) of I7 (two hours) was not compatible with the possibility of
addressing all the concepts the teacher wanted to address. I6 made the students fill the
Proposal’s worksheets during the observed sessions; these worksheets reveal the
presence of many studentís learning difficulties that were not discussed, during the
observed sessions.
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Conceptual construction and reasoning strategies
The awareness on the didactical value of the « link to perception » approach is not
stated clearly. This issue is seldom referred to: the teachers who have performed the
experiments of a student walking in front of the Motion Detector use this approach defacto, but never explicitly mentioned it as a didactically useful strategy, safe for I5: « A
student leaves the classroom and another student performs a motion: then the first student must guess
and describe the motion performed before. Finally he is asked to repeat the same motion »

The eliciting of common sense knowledge was never mentioned by the teachers,
nor was the fact that the paths addressed go from real/familiar phenomena to ideal
cases/models.
Only two teachers quoted the learning cycle « Prediction - Experiment Comparison »: I3 made a clear statement of letting the students make some predictions
about the s(t), v(t), a(t) graphs and then compare their predictions with the graphs
obtained with the experiment: « Describe the graph you expect for the kinematic quantity s(t),v(t),
a(t) », I5 explained the planned strategy : «I will make them play, looking at the graph, walking
and then I will ask: what will you expect? ».
Finally it is worth mentioning the fact that I1 valued the efficacy of the session for
the motivating aspects: « the lesson has been fruitful, because, for two hours, the students attention
was good, whereas in a class room lesson it would have been not greater than 30% ».
Learning difficulties, conceptual construction and reasoning strategies
The « link to perception » approach is not clearly valued.
The eliciting of common sense knowledge is never mentioned.
Students’ motivation is alluded to.

Emblematic paths going from real/familiar phenomena to ideal cases/models
None comment has been found on this item.
Line of Analysis 2: Integration of different types of activities and focus on real time
experiments to foster constructive learning
Mix of different activities and the role of real time experiments
The mix of different activities was mentioned explicitly only by two teachers and
the indicated experiments were an enrichment of the ones contained in the Proposal
while another teacher stated a strong focus on the mathematical properties of the
obtained graphs. None of the teachers referred to the conceptual chaining of activities.
I4 and I5 stressed that introducing the MBL system was useful in order to make their
students aware of the difference between the real time data collection and the drudgery
of making many measures while I7 focused mainly on the technical aspects of the tool.
None of these teachers referred to the cognitive role of the MBL.
Mix of different activities seldom mentioned
Cognitive role of MBL not explicit in teachers’ comments

The transformations done by the teachers
In this paragraph we describe the transformations which have been found through
a data analysis following the two Lines of Analysis. For sake of clarity the various steps
of the data analysis are here summarised.
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The types of collected data are essentially three: - answers to the Interviews about
the Quasi Official Instructions of the Proposal ("What teachers read"); - actions and
wordings observed during class observations ("What teachers have done"); - writings of
the logbooks and wordings of the post-class informal interviews ("What teachers say
they have done"). All these data have been grouped under categories appropriate to the
Lines of Analysis. From these categories the main trends have been extracted.
The methodology of the STTIS Project is that of a qualitative research, the sample
of the "observed" teachers is small, so no statistic analysis is appropriate or conceivable.
The identified main trends are those which are well present in the sample and have been
valued as emblematic.
The transversal analysis of the trends resulting from all kind of data has allowed
to identify a set of transformations done by the teachers.
The teachers have transformed the key features of the Proposal "Motion and
Force" according to different levels of resonance with the rationale and the activities of
the Proposal. Among the transformations that we have detected, there are some
supported coherently by many data; we refer here also to some transformations that,
even if present only in few teachers, or/and only in one kind of the data are for us
« symptomatic » examples because they are the most dissonant with the Proposal’s
intentions: they could reveal an attitude, explicit in some teachers and more shaded in
others, that we, as co-designers of the Proposal, consider important indications, for
future remedies.
Before describing going into detail, we want to point out what we consider the
main zero order transformation, coherently indicated by all data and referring to the
Proposal as a whole. According to the designers' intentions the three "areas" of the
Proposal have the same didactical importance and no indication of any type of hierarchy
is given. The teachers have perceived and acted as if the Kinematics area was the most
relevant one. Moreover we have perceived a global lack of attention of the teachers on
the Friction area: in the interviews the comments have been quite generic and the
teachers seemed uncomfortable with this part of the Proposal. During class observations
this content area was not addressed, nor great attention was placed on the friction force,
whenever this issue came out in the performed activities of the Kinematics area.
The specific transformations are described hereafter according to the Lines of
Analysis.
Line of Analysis 1: Focus on learning difficulties, construction of concepts and
reasoning strategies: emblematic paths going from real phenomena to ideal
cases/model
The main transformations observed are
-Addressing the learning difficulties is content-dependent: the main focus is in the
Kinematic area
The data support coherently the conclusion that the teachers’ focus on the learning
difficulties that can be addressed with the Proposal is stronger in the Kinematics area
than in the other two areas. From the interviews, this comes out from the fact that the
three teachers (out of six) who mention the learning difficulties, always refer to the ones
in this area while mention as « difficult » and « complex » the learning difficulties in
the other two areas. From the results of the class observations we see that most of the
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learning difficulties have been addressed in Kinematics by five teachers; in the Force
area this addressing was quite generic, if any.
There are other transformations that are more variegated and that refer prevalently
to how the teachers elicit, address and overcome the learning difficulties. In our analysis
we have referred to this last process as « conceptual construction and reasoning
strategies ». For these transformations we find a variety of attitudes that goes from a
good to a partial resonance with the Proposal and in some cases, to a complete
dissonance; they are:
-Mentioning is addressing
This transformation refers to the following two issues:
-Common language terms corrected as « mistakes »
From the interviews we see that the process of eliciting the students’ common
language and correlate it with the disciplinary meaning of terms has been focused on by
four teachers: all these teachers consider didactically important to address the students
common language but they refer to them just for general pedagogical reasons. During
the observed sessions, three teachers dedicated some time to let the students express
themselves in their common language and to connect it with the disciplinary meaning of
terms, while in the other cases the students’ words were sharply corrected as
« mistakes ».
-Common-sense Knowledge seldom addressed
The data from the interviews and class observations both indicate a weak
awareness on this point: in the interviews few explicit references to the students’ naive
ideas have been made by the teachers.During the observed sessions none of the teachers
placed attention in eliciting the students’ naive ideas: in the Force part these ideas came
up clearly in the students worksheets, but their discussion and eliciting was postponed
to a later session. Another teacher, using a sharp « ask-answer » approach, never really
gave the students the possibility to recognise their common sense knowledge and
therefore to build a disciplinary knowledge.
-Prediction - Experiment - Comparison cycle under exploited
This attitude is recognised in the following items:
- reduction of PEC to only prediction
Another topic investigated on, as regards the reasoning strategies, is the PEC
cycle: the WP3.3 data support the conclusion that, only the ìpredictionî part of it is
focused on by the teachers.
- prediction intended as « discovery »
The analysis of the interviews indicates that there is practically no resonance on
this topic: on one hand almost all teachers seemed enthusiastic about the Proposal’s
main focus on the observation of phenomenology and on the proposed experimental
activities: but the reasons for this are more connected to the mere motivation of the
students. A couple of them instead value it as it allows a « discovery » attitude.
-Link to perception favoured by actual teachers’ experimental practice
As far as the « link to perception » approach, made possible by the real-time
experiments, both the data of the interviews and class observations indicate that the
focus and implementation of this strategy is underestimated and it is favoured only
when there is previous practice with lab work and/or real - time experiments. During
the observed sessions six out of seven teachers have performed activities where this link
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could have been exploited: five teachers in Kinematics when they performed the
activity of the human walking, and one teacher in Force when performing the activity of
ìpushing and pullingî with the Force Probe. But only two of these teachers (the ones
with longer practice with MBL approaches) have made the students aware of the
connection of their perception and the properties of the obtained graphs:
-The ideal case/model as starting point
A key issue of the Proposal is the path from real/familiar phenomena to ideal
cases/models. From the interviews we have seen that the rationale of the paths is
recognised by all teachers, mainly in the Kinematics area, but during the observed
sessions only two teachers implemented in specific cases the path. The other teachers
privileged the "ideal" point of view in several ways, for instance by: - presenting a
theoretical lesson on physics laws before observing the phenomenology; - reducing the
lab-work to a status of verification of rules or laws previously studied on the textbook; explicitly discarding real-time graphs because "not enough good (ideal)" and trying to
produce "better" ones; - ignoring physically meaningful "irregularities" in the trends of
real-time graphs. The teachers show a variety of level of acceptance of the rationale
« Real / Ideal ». The variety indicates that there is not agreement on the value of this
rationale; while some teachers resonate with it and implement it in the class-work, to
others it is not suitable « de facto ».
The global transformation detected is the overturn of the rationale: the ideal
case/model instead of being the end point of a complex path is taken as the starting
point.
This transformation seem to be linked to the teachers’ goals with regards to the
experimental activities: - one teacher valued the experimental activities, but with a
tendency to delegate to the skilled students the operation of the IT in order to obtain
« good » results; - another one valued the text-book presentation, and therefore tried to
bring back the experimental result to the textbook-like « ideal » case; another one’s goal
was to obtain an « ideal good » graph, but for discussing the mathematical properties of
it. These teachers showed a tendency to « purify » the experimental result trying to
force it to the ideal case.
Line of Analysis 2. Integration of different types of activities and focus on real
time experiments to foster constructive learning
Hereafter we outline the main transformations that refer to the second Line of
Analysis
-Different activities perceived as « flashes »
The activities are addressed one by one and in particular:
- each activity linked to a set of content, chaining lacks
A difficulty that all teachers seem to have is how to organise and integrate the
different activities: for instance: - mixing traditional and real time experiments, explicitly addressing the connections and conceptual sequencing between the different
activities performed, - connecting data collection and data analysis etc.
In the interviews the teachers have focused on single activities and not on their
chaining; during the observed sessions, the activities have been performed without
explicit reference to their interconnection and sequencing. As an example in
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Kinematics, the walking of a student in front of the MD has been used to address a
specific set of learning difficulties, and also in the activity of the cart on a horizontal
track; the reasons for going from one activity to the other have not been addressed. Or
in Force, the teacher did not address the link among the different observed activities
leaving this task to the students when filling the worksheets.
- textbook study and chalk and word lesson « privileged »
In the interviews, in many instances, the teachers explicitly mentioned their
concern about the connection with the textbook study, or with the syllabus, or the chalk
and word lesson. During the class activities, in many instances, the teachers have
changed the proposed order to perform the activities and the theoretical lesson: - when
the concepts have been introduced first in the class room lesson, or - when the final
recommendation, after the lab work activities was to study all over from the textbook,
the Proposal’s intentions have been transformed and the systematisation of concepts
linked to the textbook study.
-To perform an experiment vs to look at the teacher performing it
The conceptual framing of the experiments is a difficult task and a very important
transversal skill that can be acquired by the students while performing lab activities.
In the interviews some of the teachers have focused on the fact that they
appreciated the lab work also as « motivating » for the students; but, during the
observed sessions, in three cases, only the teacher (or one skilled student) was
performing the experiment, while the other students stood passively in their seats. Only
two teachers involved the whole class in the experiments.
-The Proposal is the « MBL approach ».
The MBL tool is:
- under exploited as cognitive tool
The variety of attitudes shown by the teachers is great; it goes from a deep
awareness of the didactical potentialities of the real-time experiments approach and the
consequent enrichment of the proposed activities, to a timid and scanty use of the
experiments, to a conflict with the suggested rationale. The possibilities offered by the
tool to address some common learning difficulties (as for instance the possibility to see
the transient in a phenomenon) have seldom been exploited by the teachers, save for
two of them. In other cases no connection to the contents to be addressed has been
made.
- very motivating
The idea that the mere presence of the MBL tool can insure success for the lesson
was explicit in the interviews and detected « de facto » during the class observations.
The main transformation is to perceive the Proposal as the " MBL approach", as is
also evident from the fact that mainly the performed activities have been MBL ones.
The great enthusiasm declared in the interviews for the real-time experimental
approach, seems essentially formal
In the above analysis we have not explicitly referred to the logbooks, tasks, but
there seems no contradiction among the results of the class observations and those of
these data. As an example, most of the declared goals refer to learning difficulties, the
Kinematics area being addressed in more detail than the other ones, but with no explicit
mentioning of the reasoning strategies nor on how to perform the experimental
activities.
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Conclusions
In this last paragraph some conclusions inferable from the whole data analysis
carried out and the transformations done by the Italian teachers are presented.
As the analysis of the main trends show, some significant transformations of the
Didactic Intentions of the Proposal have been introduced by the teachers when they read
and implement it. The outlined transformations have confirmed the significance of the
WP3 research and one of its basic assumptions: teachers play a key role when an
innovation is implemented in the every-day school practice. In presenting these
concluding remarks, also indications of possible/plausible reasons for the
transformations are included.
The role of the teachers when they « adopt » a didactic innovation has been the
main focus of the research described in this report. Whatever innovation, both the ones
approved at a national level by the Education Authorities, or the research products
locally tested as the ìMotion and Forceî Proposal, requires a non minor effort from the
teachers; they are asked to change and/or adapt their own way of teaching to the
requirements of the innovation.
In the case of our study, all the teachers were physics teachers with many years of
experience in Secondary School. They volunteered and committed to participate to this
research, therefore they were undoubtedly willing to introduce innovative elements in
their teaching strategies; even for such a selected sample of teachers, though, the
incorporation of the innovation was not straightforward and the transformations done by
them are significant.
According to the used methodology two Lines of Analysis allowed us to deal with
different types of data. This variety has given the opportunity to observe convergence on
the most frequent aspects of teachers’ transformative actions and also some gaps
between different indicators, as the teachers comments not always were consistent with
their actions. The willingness of change which strongly appears in the « world of
words » of an interview, when the innovation is implemented in the « world of real
school life » can easily find different kinds of obstacles and reveal how difficult it can
be for teachers to « really » innovate their usual way of teaching.
The basic (structural) features of the Proposal « Motion and Force », that required
from the teachers a twofold effort to embody the innovation into their « teaching
world », are: - to integrate in their (official and compulsory) syllabus the three areas of
the Proposal and, - to integrate the proposed activities in a wider net of conceptual
construction.
Among the teachers involved in this research, in two specific cases we have found
a good approximation of an ìideal transmissionî of the proposed innovation. The
integration of the activities with the current programs has not been a problem, and these
teachers have found their ways to cope with the school boundary conditions and with
the constraints of the syllabus. Globally the proposed paths and tasks have been not only
integrated but also enriched, their rationale having become part of a coherent teaching
strategy; in these cases we can speak of "resonant" transformations. On the average
these two teachers are among the most experienced of the sample and furthermore are
used to and in favour of collaboration with their colleagues, for instance the physics
laboratory of their school is organised and run by a team of four teachers and they
belong to this team.
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For the other teachers we have detected various problems in integrating the
innovation; in these cases the Proposal has been perceived, in a metaphorical way, as a
set of scattered spots of « new colour » on teaching strategies which, basically, continue
to be « old ». The difficulties can be linked to the heavy inertia of some usual ways of
teaching (ìpersistence of the oldî) as for instance a difficulty to integrate: - the proposed
activities and the chalk/word lesson; - the textbook presentation and the
« Real/Ideal »rationale; - a completely structured lesson with a flexible conduction of
the class dynamics; etc. Correspondingly we have detected some « dissonant »
transformations that indicate levels of (non) acceptance of the proposed innovation; the
dissonance again being represented by a continuous range, from scanty acceptance to
reject.
Taking a closer look we can foresee some reasons both for the « global » and the
specific transformations outlined above.
The global transformations can be summarised as follows: the teachers have
mainly paid attention to the Kinematics area and the MBL activities, and substantially
neglected the Friction area.
The fact that the Kinematics area has been the one where the teachers have
concentrated their attention and efforts to incorporate it within their syllabus and time
schedules, can be due to many reasons: the teachers usually devote more time to this
part of the syllabus than to other content areas; the higher disciplinary complexity of
Dynamics; lastly, the ultrasonic motion detector is, also for the teachers, more
transparent and less a ìblack-boxî (it works basically via an echo effect) than the force
probe (based on an Hall effect transducer).
The little attention paid to friction, both in the interviews and in the class
activities, can be linked to the formal way in which usually most of the Italian textbooks
present it; moreover, the involved physical concepts are not immediate and some care is
needed to perform simple experiments.
Finally, the teachers’ focus on the MBL activities makes us reflect on the fact that
when a didactic Proposal uses an informatic tool, the innovation is often identified with
the presence of this tool, seen as « the remedy » to all the problems, while the other
features as the suggested rationale, the addressed contents, the suggested activities often
go to the background.
Finally, as a « boundary reason » to all of these attitudes, we cannot forget the
influence of each teacher’’s disciplinary and experimental background.
For some of the specific transformations we suggest here some possible/plausible
reasons.
« Mentioning the learning difficulty is intended as addressing it » is one of the
most dissonant transformations we have detected; likely it is linked also to the
insufficient attention paid to eliciting the students language and Common-sense
Knowledge. It could also be due to an insufficient awareness of the cognitive
importance of addressing the students' learning difficulties and the consequent
permanence of a traditional teaching attitude according to which the declarative
presentation of a topic is « the » effective strategy to produce and guarantee the
studentsí learning.
The overturn of the rationale « Real-> Ideal » stroke particularly our attention,
because it is one of the main characteristics of « Motion and Force ». This
transformation can be seen as a consequence of the difficult integration between the
innovation and the teachers usual way of teaching: when this integration has failed, we
have detected a tendency to go back to the « chalk/word » lesson and an anchorage to
the text-book presentation.
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In order to adopt the proposed « Real-> Ideal » rationale, the teachers are required
both disciplinary and experimental competencies in order to guide the students toward
the abstraction of ideal models and also a great effort to change the usual starting point.
The under-exploitation of the learning cycle « Prediction / Experiment /
Comparison » could be due to the fact that still now teachers are not familiar with the
advantages of its use to foster cognitive processes. As in the case of the rationale
« Real->Ideal » the teachers are required several competencies to well exploit the PEC
cycle; among these are: to be aware of the students’ learning difficulties; to value the
Common-sense Knowledge; to support the use of a « variational » approach and to aim
at introducing modelling. Time and experience are needed to gain a mastery of the PEC
strategy.
Similar capabilities and a good knowledge of the basics of real-time systems are
required from the teachers in order to well exploit MBL as a cognitive tool; moreover
such an attitude is not favoured by a rigid organisation of the class activities.
Finally, we would to point out some more general conclusion, which could also be
useful for the work done in the next Work-Packages.
While the consensus on the value of considering the students' learning difficulties
is increasing, this is not yet the case for the teachers transformations. The results of the
WP3 research confirm that the typology and specificity of the transformations done by
the teachers have to be taken into account when Teacher Education programs and/or
materials are designed and realised. Such a feedback process will be the extension of the
framework of this Work-Package.
To maximise the teachers acceptance of innovation is important not only because
the teachers are the ones who actually transform the innovation when implementing it in
the class, but also they are an essential component of the complex pattern representing
Science Education today.
Rather differently from what was usual to the previous generation, today the basic
scientific education happens in a very complex scenario, where many dimensions
interact. The educational research of the past thirty years has stressed the importance of
the students' mental representations and the role of the Common-sense Knowledge.
The cultural and social interaction among the students and the influence of the
environment has been also pointed out as a relevant component of the scenario. The
school life criteria, values and organisation certainly influence the construction of the
scientific education. The intrinsic characteristic of the different scientific disciplines
play an important role. The same is true for the out-of-school life: its values and
structure, the media-information-edutainment environments. Last but not least the
teachers, with their own mental representations and intuitive epistemologies about
learning/teaching processes.
In this complex space the introduction and maintenance of an educationally well
sound innovation is a significant process, both from a cultural and a social point of
view; the research results about the transformations done by teachers when they adopt
innovative teaching strategies are a contribution.
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The case of teaching ‘Energy’ in English secondary
schools

This chapter is constituted of excerpts from the UK national report on WP3 (Fani Stylianidou and
Jon Ogborn 1999). Some preliminary results have been also presented at the Second International
Conference of the European Science Education Research Association (ESERA), Research in Science
Education. Past, Present and Future, Kiel 1999 (STTIS Symposium, 1999; Fani Stylianidou and Jon
Ogborn, 1999).

Institute of Education, University of Sussex.

Situation in the STTIS project
In the STTIS framework the UK team chose to look at two kinds of curriculum
innovations, both broadly concerned with the teaching about energy. One is the
change from ‘transforming’ to ‘transferring’ energy which first appeared in the
recommendations concerning the teaching of energy of the 1989 Science National
Curriculum for England and Wales. The other is the smaller scale innovation
introduced by the curriculum materials developed by the ‘Energy and Change’
project. This project aimed to provide novel ways of teaching about the nature and
direction of changes and energy introducing ideas related to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.
We saw these two kinds of innovations as complementary in many ways. The
first is more explicitly concerned with content knowledge and is intended to be
applied by all teachers without exception at national level. It is expressed in the form
of general recommendations of what pupils should be taught, but does not suggest
either a strict sequencing of concepts, or teaching strategies and pupils’ activities (for
this reason, we do not specify particular Lines of Analysis as it is done in the preceding chapters). The
second innovation should be seen as working at the local level; it describes an
approach, which is relevant to the teaching of a significant number of topics, and
provides explicit materials to be used by the teachers either in the classroom or for
their professional development (our analysis being focused on this particular material, we do not
need either specific Lines of Analysis here).

In this report we will first present the research done and discuss the findings that
arose from it for each innovation separately. The first one relates to the three subWork Packages WP3.1 (« Analysis of the interpretations given by the teachers to the
official instructions of a specific innovative strategy »), WP3.2 (Analysis of
textbooks) and WP3.3 « Analysis of the teachers’ practice when adopting in class
specific innovative strategies »). The second research deals with the questions posed
in WP3.3 only. We will try to bring together the results of both innovations in an
attempt to answer the more general research question addressed by the STTIS project
in WorkPackage 3, namely: « What transforming mechanisms can one conjecture to
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be involved when teachers put into practice some well-defined curriculum
innovations in science teaching? ».

National Curriculum Innovation: transferring vs transforming energy
In 1988 a debate amongst science educators in the UK concerned the
replacement of the concept of energy transformation used until then by many
examination syllabi and textbooks by what was argued to be the more scientifically
appropriate and useful concept of energy transfer. This debate took place in the
context of the amendments performed on the last drafts of the first Science National
Curriculum (NC) for pupils of compulsory school age (5-16 years old) in England and
Wales. Furthermore, it alluded to a strong interest in the teaching of energy expressed
in the international science education scene during the 1980s and evidenced by the
many publications on the issue (e.g. Bliss and Ogborn 1985, Brook and Driver 1984, Driver and
Millar 1985, Duit 1984, Marx 1983, Ogborn 1990, Schmid 1982, Sexl 1981, Solomon 1982, 1984,
Warren 1982, Watts 1983). The result of this debate was that the first official publication

of the NC (DES 1989) contained a notable change in the relevant recommendation.
Whereas the interim report (DES 1987) which had preceded it explicitly stated that
ìPupils should understand that energy can be thought of as existing in a number of forms: it can be
transferred from one place to another and can be transformed.î, the first NC (and every NC

publication since) omitted any references to ‘forms of energy’ or ‘energy
transformation’ and instead focused on the processes of ‘energy transfer’.
The wording of this recommendation has had slight alterations in the different
revisions of the NC since; the most recent edition (DFE 1995) states that ìPupils should
be taught that energy can be transferred and stored.î Implicit in this recommendation
is that energy should be thought of as ‘staying the same kind of thing’ while it goes /
flows / is passed from place / object to place / object. Moreover, it should not be
associated with its sources, but with the way it travels. So, there are not different forms
of energy, but there are different kinds of transfer - energy is carried in different ways,
e.g. energy is transferred by work, heat (thermal energy transfer), electricity, and so on.
Having said that there are no ‘forms of energy’, the distinction between ‘potential’ and
‘kinetic’ energy is retained (see also Osborne and Freeman 1989, pp29-44); more
specifically, pupils should be taught the quantitative links between kinetic energy,
potential energy and work.
This change was justified on the basis that the notion of ‘energy transfer’ is not
only scientifically more correct than this of ‘energy transformation’, but also gives
pupils a more rigorous understanding of energy; an understanding which can be further
extended to include ideas dictated by the second law of thermodynamics which is taught
only much later in schools.
This need for consistency and long-term coherency in the ideas to be taught was
not shared, however, by everybody who commented on the NC change. The response to
it, although only documented anecdotally, was diverse. According to Mike Coles* , who
____________________________________________
* Mike Coles was interviewed on this issue on June 2, 1998.
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was lead officer in the working group for science in the NC at that time, although most
people accepted that ‘energy transfer’ is a more straightforward concept, some of them
also thought that it might be best to start off teaching younger children about forms of
energy and only later, when they are older to tackle the notion of ‘energy transfer’. This
view identifies with curriculum developers who maintain that approximate and possibly
even wrong definitions of difficult concepts can acceptably be included in a curriculum
in order so that their teaching becomes possible across the ability range.
Ten years this year after this change the questions posed by this research are:
•
How is the change in the National Curriculum reflected in the textbooks
used in the science classroom?
•
How are the recommendations of the National Curriculum about the
teaching of ‘energy transfer’ understood (by student teachers)?
•
How are these recommendations put into practice in teaching?
National Curriculum: Data Collection and Analysis
Realisation of the innovation in science textbooks
We first looked at whether and how the new National Curriculum
recommendations on ‘energy transfer’ were realised in the science textbooks. This is
because we perceive the textbooks as being one of the key actors in the translation
into actual teaching practice of this kind of innovation, which was prescriptive but
nevertheless not well defined or explained to the people who were meant to
implement it. Textbooks after all play a considerable influence not only on what
children learn, but also on what teachers teach, as on many occasions these latter rely
heavily on textbooks among other resources for the implementation of the curriculum.
For our investigation 24 science textbooks were chosen; 17 of them were
published after 1989, that is after the introduction of the innovation, and seven before,
starting from 1966, as we thought that in order to identify the effects of the innovation
we needed first to have some idea of how the issue was treated in the years preceding
it. Five textbooks were of physics only, whereas 19 were of science in general; and
with the exception of two all were addressed to pupils of 11-16 years of age. In
addition to the textbooks, whenever this was possible we also consulted the teachers’
guides that accompany them, as these latter often convey in a more direct way both
the authors’ position in relation to conceptual issues such as the one we were
interested in, and their intentions concerning the optimum use of the textbook.
In both textbooks and accompanying teachers’ guides we looked for one of the
following occurrences:
•
exclusive and strict uses of the ‘energy transfer’ idea;
•
exclusive and strict uses of the ‘energy transformation’ idea;
•
uses of both the ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’
ideas.
The UK National Report for WP3 (Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999) contains the
relevant extracts from the textbooks and teachers’ guides that were taken into
consideration in the analysis.
Reading the innovation and implementing it in the classroom
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Five trainee teachers were interviewed on their understanding of the
recommendations introduced by the National Curriculum for science. These teachers
had previously attended a university training session on the teaching of ‘energy’ and
had been given a questionnaire to complete, which aimed at eliciting their ideas about
energy. This questionnaire consisted of eight sentences about energy and change, e.g.
petrol makes a car go because the petrol has energy in it. The trainee teachers were
asked to say whether each of these sentences made sense to them or not and whether it
was a useful way of talking about energy and change to pupils. They were also asked
to explain their answers.
Another four teachers were observed introducing the topic ‘energy’ to their
classes and were interviewed afterwards about it. Observation records were kept from
their lessons, and in some cases pupils’ work was collected.
The open-ended questionnaire used in all teacher interviews is shown in the
appendix 6. Teachers were asked to put the recommendations of the NC concerning
energy transfer in their own words, give examples and suggest how they would go
about implementing them in the classroom for appropriate age groups of pupils. They
were also presented with the issue of ‘energy transfer’ vs ‘energy transformation’ and
were asked explicitly to express their views regarding it. Do they think there is a
difference between these ways of talking about energy? Do they prefer one or the
other? Which would they rather use? Finally, could it be that they are each best in
different cases or for different examples and if yes, why might the National
Curriculum have stuck with only one? The views the teachers expressed on the issue
of ‘energy transfer’ vs ‘energy transformation’ were compared with the use they made
of the concept of ‘energy transfer’ both when they talked about implementing the
corresponding NC recommendations and in their lessons (for those teachers where the
observation of these lessons were possible) about energy transfer. The three
completed questionnaires collected from the first group of trainee teachers gave some
additional information about their ideas and knowledge of the topic of energy more
generally.
The two groups of teachers, one consisting of five and the other of four
teachers, were analysed as case studies, but were treated separately, as different sets of
data were collected from them. The foci of the analyses were complementary; the
data from the first group were used to answer the research question about how trainee
teachers understand the official teaching instructions of the NC regarding ‘energy
transfer’ (WP3.1), whereas the data from the second group were used to identify the
transformations of these instructions as evidenced in their actual implementation in
the classroom (WP3.3).
In both sets of data we looked for the following occurrences:
-for exclusive and strict uses of the ‘energy transfer’ idea;
-for exclusive and strict uses of the ‘energy transformation’ idea;
-for uses of ‘energy transfer’ to mean ‘energy transformation’;
-for specialisation of the ‘energy transfer / transformation’ uses to energy types or
levels of schooling;
-for post-hoc rationalisation of the issue;
-for instances where awareness of the issue lead to self-correction.
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We were also concerned with teachers’ remarks about the difficulty or easiness /
obviousness of the ‘energy transfer’ concept, with their knowledge of the issue and
finally with the examples of energy transfer they came up with.
Science textbooks on ‘energy transfer’
‘Energy transfer’ OR ‘energy transformation’
As mentioned above, we first looked for exclusive occurrences of either the
‘energy transfer’ or ‘energy transformation’ ideas. In the case of ‘energy
transformation’ we included references to energy changes or conversions since these
are conveying the same idea. What we found (see UK National Report for WP3, Stylianidou
and Ogborn 1999) was that around half of the textbooks examined adopt exclusively one
or the other approach, and from these about half (i.e. a quarter overall) use each.
Interestingly there is no significant difference in these proportions after the advent of
the National Curriculum.
Among the textbooks that make use of the ‘energy transfer’ idea there are these
that retain references to potential and kinetic energy, and sometimes also to thermal or
radiation energy, and there are these that make no mention whatsoever to any ‘forms’ of
energy. Most of the ‘energy transfer’ textbooks explicitly acknowledge that there is a
difference between the two ways of talking about energy and take a clear position in this
debate:
ìIt is more useful to emphasise mechanisms by which energy is transferred from one system to
another than different forms of energy, so that electrical conductors, chemical reactions, and pulley
systems are all seen as energy-transfer mechanisms.î (Bausor et al, 1974, p11)
ìThe idea that energy is transformed when it is transferred leads pupils to think that the energy
associated with different things (chemicals, electricity, motion, hotness) is essentially different. This
tends to make energy seem a material substance, rather than a quality of a system (‘having energy’)
which, like temperature for example can change according to the circumstances. Consequently, there
is not mention of the idea of energy transformation or of ‘forms of energy’ in the course.î (Nuffield,
1993, p30)

On the other hand, there are the ‘energy transformation’ textbooks. These make
clear references to ‘forms of energy’ and talk about converting or changing energy
from one form to others. The number of forms of energy they name vary from six to
eight. The names they give for them vary as well though not considerably; the
‘standard’ energy forms mentioned are: light, sound, electrical, chemical, heat (or
internal), potential (also stored, up-hill, or springs energy), kinetic (or moving) energy
and nuclear energy. From the ‘energy transformation’ textbooks only one seems to
acknowledge that
ì...there is some dispute among science teachers over whether the notion of forms of energy should
be used at all. This book uses the ‘forms’ approach, while recognising that it can be problematic.î
(Garrick, 1991, p101)

‘Energy transfer’ AND ‘energy transformation’
Perhaps the most interesting observations arose from the inspection of those
textbooks in which both ideas of ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’ appear.
These account for almost half of the textbooks investigated, both before and after 1989,
and appear to be divided in two kinds. The ones in which the emphasis is put on the
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‘changes’ of energy and this is expressed explicitly and unequivocally; the ‘energy
transfer’ idea is also present as an added idea which is used either infrequently or
alongside the ‘energy transformation’ approach but not in an overtly contradictory way.
In the following extract for example, taken from the ‘General Introduction’ book of the
Revised Nuffield Physics (Nuffield 1966, 1977) textbook series, although the expressions
[energy] ‘transfer’ and [energy] ‘conversion from one form to another’ are used as
synonyms, it is also made clear and explicit that they are both meant to deal with
‘changes’ of energy:
ìIf this emphasis on transfer or conversion from one form to another makes us seem to deal only
with changes of energy, we ought not to be sorry - since that gives a strong reminder of
conservation.î (p30)
Another example comes from the textbook ‘Science Companions’ (Porter et al,
1991). The book clearly talks about ‘different kinds of energy’ and energy ‘changing’

from one form to another, but it also has a section on ‘belts’ and ‘gears’ and there the
talk is about energy being transferred from one place or object to another; e.g. for a
bicycle, it is said that
ìThe chain on the bicycle can transfer the energy that legs give the pedals to the back wheel.î
(pp78-79)

All pre-NC science textbooks that we looked at and which make use of both
‘energy transformation’ and ‘energy transfer’ ideas seem to be of the above kind. After
the introduction of the NC however, a different kind of combination of the two ideas
appears in some science textbooks. The emphasis in these is said to be on the transfer
of energy, however, this approach is not seen as incompatible with the use of forms of
energy; on the contrary, it is combined with it, so that energy is said to ‘transfer from
one form into another’. In other words, whereas terms related to the ‘energy transfer’
idea appear prominently in the textbook, these are used to convey little more than the
idea of ‘energy transformation’. The following extract exemplifies this contradictory
use:
ìEnergy is transferred from one form to another. Chemical energy in the food is transferred to
chemical energy in your body, which is transferred to the uphill energy in the brick. If the brick is
then allowed to fall, the uphill energy will transfer to motion energy just before the brick hits the
ground.î (Lewis and Foxcroft, 1991, p123)

And the authors of another of these textbooks ‘justify’ it as follows:
ìThe key point is that energy is transferred for jobs to be done. The older ideas that energy is
‘changed’ from one ‘form’ to another are now out of favour (...).
Nevertheless, if you feel it would be helpful to your pupils, a photocopiable Extension Sheet on
‘Types’ of energy is included in the Teacher’s Guide and could be used this lesson or next.î (Johnson
et al, 1995, p77)

Interestingly, half of the investigated post-NC textbooks of the broader category
‘transfer and transformation’, or approximately a quarter of all investigated post-NC
textbooks seem to be of this latter kind. Since this use did not appear in the pre-NC
textbooks, it is reasonable to assume that it arose as a result of the innovation.
Textbooks vs the context in which they were written
Looking more closely at the context in which the above science textbooks were
written we made few further interesting observations. Some of the textbooks were
written as part of a curriculum development project and others were straightforward
commercial textbooks; the latter are obviously the majority (19 out of 24) in our
sample.
Focusing on the five project textbooks, we noticed that three out of them use the
‘energy transfer’ approach. The other two (all pre-NC) belong in the category of the
‘transform ‘plus’’ textbooks, that is they talk mainly of ‘energy transformations’ with
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only few references to ‘energy transfers’ added on. Interestingly, none of them
subscribes solely to the ‘energy transformation’ approach.
Let’s concentrate on the textbooks which adopt the ‘energy transfer’ approach,
and are altogether six. The first solely ‘energy transfer’ textbook ‘Patterns’ (Bausor et
al, 1974) was written as part of the Schools Council Integrated Science Project (SCISP)
as far back as 1974. SCISP was an innovatory project in many ways, and was very
much the precursor and instigating force behind the National Curriculum change
concerning the teaching of energy. The influence of this project may also be
evidenced by the fact that its approach to the teaching of energy was very quickly (the
same year) imitated by a commercial physics textbook, which, in addition, bears the
similar title ‘Patterns in Physics’ (Bolton, 1974). The two other commercial ‘energy
transfer’ textbooks, one of which is for the study of physics at an advanced level,
made their appearance only after 1993.
Overall from the 15 commercial textbooks, which were published after the
introduction of the innovation, only two adopted it. Five remained faithful to the
‘energy transformation’ idea; four seemed to add few elements of the new approach
either in an ad-hoc way or in very specialised contexts; and four moved to a mere
verbal change - although they substituted ‘transfer’ for ‘transform’, they used
‘transfer’ exactly as they had used ‘transform’ before, that is they changed the lexicon
but not the semantics.

Science textbooks on « energy transfer »
-A quarter of the textbooks use exclusively ‘energy transfer’.
-Only two out of the 15 commercially produced textbooks after the introduction of National
Curriculum use exclusively ‘energy transfer’.
-In approximately a quarter of the post National Curriculum texbooks, the energy is said « to
transfer from one form to another ».

Reading the National Curriculum on ‘energy transfer’
In this section we will present the five case studies of the trainee teachers who
were asked to discuss the NC recommendations on ‘energy transfer’. But before
doing this, we will say a few words about the training session on ‘Energy’ they had
previously attended, since this had clearly affected the way they responded to the task.

Training session on ‘Energy’
In the training session on ‘Energy’ that preceded the interview the following
ideas (amongst others) about energy and energy transfer were debated:
-Energy is needed to make things happen.
The tutor argued that this is a wrong statement because in it energy is being
portrayed as the ‘causal factor’ of the change. He brought the example of things
moving and said that force and not energy is the cause of movement. The students
reacted very strongly to this, saying that force maybe the cause of initial movement,
but that without energy there would be ultimately no movement.
-All aspects of energy can be understood in terms of kinetic and/or potential energy.
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The tutor argued that there are only two types of energy - potential and kinetic and that the other so-called forms of energy are really manifestations of transfer
processes and mechanisms. To support his argument he gave them a related article by
Osborne (1990) to read. Having said this, the examples of energy transfers in the
transparencies he used had notations of forms of energy which he had tried to re-name
as either potential or kinetic energy.
Trainee teacher interviews about ‘energy transfer’
Lynda
Lynda, a physicist by first degree, did not see any substantial difference between ‘energy
transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’; she transformed and demoted the issue into a language/wording
issue.
After the training session she had had on energy, she recognised that she should be more
conscious about the words she used in her teaching, because they could lead to confusion. When she
had taught the topic, for example, she had drawn an energy transfer diagram and had called it an energy
changer diagram; thanks to the session she realised inconsistencies like this. Lynda believes that one
has to remain consistent in the wording used to explain something when teaching. She prefers to use
the idea of ‘energy transfer’ because ‘transfer’ is an easier word, but also because it makes energy
conservation ideas easier to understand. Having justified its use in these terms, Lynda was not asked to
justify the suggested use of the concept in the NC.
Since Lynda did not differentiate between the two concepts, when she discussed the NC
recommendations she often referred to energy transfer from one form to another. More precisely, this
happened when she talked about how she would go about teaching the meaning of energy efficiency
and that energy can be transferred and stored. However, in her examples of conduction, convection
and radiation she found no problem using the ideas of energy transfer and talked about energy
travelling or moving throughout a medium. Finally, she could not account for evaporation at all in
terms of energy at a microscopic level, as the NC required.

Michael
Michael, a physicist by first degree, did not see a substantial difference between the ‘energy
transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’ concepts. From the lecture he seems to have understood that in
order to use the idea of energy transfer correctly one would need to explain all forms of energy in terms
of kinetic and potential energy, and he found this very difficult for young pupils to understand; he
brought as an example ‘light energy’ and said that he found very difficult ìto explain to young pupils
how light is kinetic energyî. After all, he believes that ìthere is in many ways a light energyî. He, thus,
saw merits in retaining the notion of ‘forms of energy’, such as light energy, heat energy and sound
energy for younger pupils. The different forms of energy, according to him, show pupils that ìenergy is
moving around all the time and can be used in different waysî.
Despite the fact that Michael suggested that the concept of ‘energy transfer’ is more
scientifically correct and this is why the NC makes use of it, he favoured the concept of ‘energy
transformation’; he believes that this helps pupils to understand better the ideas of energy conservation
and dissipation. Furthermore, he argued that talking in terms of energy being transferred from one
source/location to another by means of a carrier like electricity or light gives energy transfer a sense of
purpose or direction, and said that he did not like this. He suggested a hybrid use of both ideas as
serving best the interest of younger pupils. He compromises by not using the word ‘form’ of energy,
instead using the word ‘transfer’, but he insists on talking about forms of energy; in his view this holds
the merits of both perspectives.
Michael also contended that it is justifiable to use approximate or less exact / accurate models of
scientific concepts when teaching younger pupils.
In the context of talking about the specifics of the NC recommendations Michael had no
problem explaining how energy is transferred by the movement of particles in conduction and
evaporation, whereas he was not so sure about how the process of convection worked. Moreover, he
found very difficult to explain how energy is transferred by radiation, especially since he tried to
express this making use of the terms kinetic and potential energy. In doing this he thought he was
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putting to use what he considered to have just been taught, namely that talking about energy transfer
requires talking about potential and kinetic energy.
Talking about energy transfer due to temperature differences and about the role of insulation
was not a problem. Mention of energy forms and energy changes arose only in the context of talking
about energy efficiency, and more specifically when Michael applied this idea to the use of a hairdryer.

Judy
Judy, a chemist by first degree, is an interest case in the sense that it is a case in which one can
see ‘transformations’ happening almost ‘live’. From the analysis of the questionnaire she had filled in
before the training session it is clear that she had not differentiated between the concepts of ‘energy
transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’. She had made no distinction between the phrases which used the
one concept and the phrases which used the other; she treated them the same way and wrote that both
were about energy transfers. She, moreover, had repeatedly used the verb ‘transfer’ in conjunction with
talking about changes of forms of energy, e.g. ìenergy transfer from kinetic energy of falling book to
noise and vibrational energy of floorî. Judy had been so unaware of the issue that she had written that
a completely nonsensical sentence like ‘heat energy can be transferred as electrical energy’ makes
sense, although she had admitted that its meaning is not obvious.
Furthermore, prior to the training session, when she had been confronted explicitly with the
questions of whether she thought there was a difference between the two concepts and of which she
would rather use, she had acknowledged that the concept of ‘energy transformation’ implies that there
are different kinds of energy and that she would rather use this than ‘energy transfer’.
Now, after the training session, Judy was still not sure about the difference and she thought that it
would be better to treat the two concepts as indistinguishable. The session seems to have thoroughly
confused the issue for her: ìWhat I understood him to be saying was that transformation, if there was
such a thing as transformation, was between potential energy of one form and kinetic energy of another
form.î
Based on this understanding, she now found the concept of ‘energy transfer’ more useful than
this of ‘energy transformation’, although a conditional use of this latter concept was still seen as
possible. She thought that the use of ‘energy transfer’ puts the emphasis on the process and that it
makes the idea of conservation of energy easier to accept, and this is why the NC suggests it. She was
convinced that it is not a good idea to talk about energy changes, since it suggests that energy becomes
something different. She however, still approved of talking about forms of energy and still used
expressions such as ‘one form of energy is transferred to some other form’.
When Judy attempted to put in her own words the NC recommendations and tried to give
examples for them, similar observations to the ones for the other interviewees were made. On the
whole she faced no problem explaining one or more of the processes of conduction, convection,
evaporation and radiation in terms of energy transfers at the microscopic level. She also seemed to find
very easy to talk about temperature differences and energy flowing / spreading out because of them.
However, when she talked about energy efficiency, or suggested examples she would use to teach that
energy can be transferred to the younger pupils, she reverted to a clear talk about energy
transformations.
ìWell, something like the energy being transferred, the idea that when they switch on their stereo
they get sound out of the other end, and the various forms of transformations that go through to make
that, and also the battery to turn the light on and things, go through some sort of examples that they
will have come across, what they do at one end, what they do at the other and work them through
what happens in between. The changes in the energy.î

John
John is a biologist by first degree and admits never having studied physics. His case is also
interesting because in it, just like in Judy’s, we can observe the accommodation and assimilation
processes of a new knowledge.
From his questionnaire it is clear that prior to the training session on ‘energy’ he had made no
distinction between ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation/change’ sentences. He had
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unproblematically rephrased sentences of the first sort to the second, e.g. he had written that the
sentence ‘when a dropped book hits the floor it stays still because its energy spreads out amongst the
molecules of the floor’ makes sense because ìkinetic energy transfers to vibrational energyî.
Moreover, he had thought that the nonsensical sentence about heat being transferred as electrical
energy made sense and had given as example of it the use of steam turbines to power generators.
Confronted with the two ways of talking about energy, his view had been that both are valid:
‘transfer’ when talking about the same type of energy and ‘transformation’ when explaining how one
form of energy is changed into another. The latter had also been deemed as more useful for introducing
the idea of energy efficiency.
After the lecture John said that his views on the issue had changed. He had understood that all
the differently named energies need to be re-expressed into a combination of the two main ones,
namely into potential and kinetic. He said he had been told that this, in addition to other advantages,
would make the energy calculations easier, since one would not need to convert from one unit of
energy to another. He called the problem of the different forms of energy as one of semantics - they are
not really different energies, just different manifestations of energy transfer. John seemed to be rather
pleased with this explanation; he found it simpler and easier to use.
However, interestingly, at least to start with he treated the question of ‘energy transfer’ vs
‘energy transformation’ as a separate issue. He seemed not to be very happy with either expression.
He found that the concept of ‘energy transfer’ promotes a view of energy as a substance which moves
from one place to another and he feels that such a view is not appropriate, especially for young
children. He retained, as before, that the concept of ‘energy transformation’ is suitable for teaching
about energy efficiency. However, he also realised that if there are only two forms of energy, it does
not make sense to talk about transformations. John admitted to feel confused about the issue. He did
not know why NC chose to stick with ‘energy transfer’, though he recognised the need for it to be
consistent throughout. Finally, attempting to accommodate the two ways of talking about energy, he
resorted into suggesting that whereas ‘energy transfer’ may be suitable for use with any age group of
pupils, ‘energy transformation’ should only be used with older pupils and as a way of explaining certain
things, such as the generation of electricity. However, the frustration and uneasiness he felt in doing so
could not be expressed more clearly than in the quotation:
ìOh, I don’t know. It’s trying to get my mind back to the way I’ve always thought about it for the
last God knows how many years.’
Having not much of a background in physics John found difficult explaining convection,
conduction, evaporation and radiation in terms of energy transfers. For one, he was conscious he
should not be using the term ‘heat energy’ when accounting for these processes. Still, when it came to
explaining how he would teach the idea that energy can be transferred and stored to pupils at the start
of secondary school, John seemed to forget everything discussed up to this moment and says:
ì...you have storage of energy in the petrol, that there’s potential energy in the petrol and just
simply talk about that you’re just changing that energy, just you know, in a very simple sort of way.
Use the change in the energy so that one can use it for something else.î

Tim
Tim, a biologist by first degree, admitted not to have considered energy in much detail before.
Indeed, his answers in the questionnaire betray a poor understanding of the topic. Although his
objections with the sentences presented to him in the questionnaire had to do with their scientific
correctness, e.g. he questioned whether a dropped book which hits the floor and stays still has all its
kinetic energy changed into heat, he did not voice any objection for any of the uses of ‘energy transfer’
or ‘energy transformation/change’ in them. Moreover, in his remarks he consistently used the idea that
energy can be ‘converted’ from one form to another.
After the lecture, Tim said that his views had changed about energy and he considered this
change a substantial one. He was convinced that there are only two forms of energy, potential and
kinetic, and thinks that with his pupils he would need to find ways to re-express the other energy forms
in terms of these two. He explained this change as quite a fundamental one in knowledge terms; a
change which arose with time from a deeper understanding of the subject. He paralleled it to current
changes in the knowledge of biology and raised the concern that this kind of changes take time to show
in society and in the teaching of the subject.
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Discussing the NC recommendations Tim found it quite hard to explain how energy is
transferred in conduction, convection, evaporation and radiation, and how insulation can reduce the
energy transfer from hotter to colder objects. The recommendations about the teaching of ‘energy
efficiency’ and of energy transfer and storage to younger pupils, appeared to prompt him, same as with
all other interviewees, to talk about forms of energy and energy transfers from one form into another.
Tim, himself, recognised that with heat and kinetic energy it is easier for him to see and furthermore
show to his pupils how they can be transferred from one object to another.

Discussion of case studies
Prior to the lecture they had on energy none of the five trainee teachers
differentiated between the use of the ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’
concepts or objected to the use of ‘forms of energy’. After the lecture they all
professed that their views on the uses of these concepts had changed. Nevertheless,
still none confined him/herself to a strict and consistent use of either of them.
Concerning the difference between the ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’
concepts in particular, three of them found it insubstantial and demoted the issue into
a language/wording issue, and the other two admitted not to be very clear about it.
Having said this, the trainee teachers did not refrain from expressing their views
about the easiness, conceptual implications, scientific accuracy and preferred use of
the two concepts. Talking about ‘energy transfer’ was said to be easier and more
useful because it makes ideas about conservation and dissipation easier to understand
by putting the emphasis on the process; it was also said to be more scientifically
correct. As negative statements, it was said to promote a view of energy as a
substance and to give a sense of purpose or direction to the energy flow.
Two of the trainee teachers said that they favoured the use of the ‘energy
transfer’ concept, one preferred the use of ‘energy transformation’ and two could not
make up their minds. However, almost all of them believed in and suggested some
kind of combination of the two ways of talking about the teaching of energy. In all
cases these suggestions entailed making use of the word ‘transfer’ in the sense of
‘transform’, and in some they entailed the specialisation of one or both of these uses
to certain age groups of pupils . Two teachers, for example, talked about using the
idea of transfer for energy forms for younger pupils; another endorsed the use of
‘energy transfer’ for all age groups of pupils but also suggested the use of ‘energy
transformation’ with older pupils and for teaching about certain things, such as energy
efficiency, or the generation of electricity. None of these teachers seemed to
recognise the inherent contradiction of their suggestions. On the contrary, most of
them presented their suggestions as serving best the interest of pupils, and especially
of younger pupils.
It is worth saying few more things about this last point. These suggestions the
teachers made were clearly the products of their efforts to accommodate what they
learned with what they already knew. In this light, the reference to what is best for
the pupils only served to legitimise and make more objective their newly invented
rationale. Further, these rationales were in turn projected by the same teachers on to
the NC and said to explain the intentions of the authors. So, to the question of why
the NC makes strict and exclusive use of the ‘energy transfer’ idea the answers
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received dealt, as above, with the issues of easiness and correctness of the concept, of
inclusiveness of all pupils and of internal consistency of the document.
Finally, having noted that there was no consensus in the suggested use of the
concepts of ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’ in teaching, it may come as
a surprise that there were great similarities in the use the teachers made of these
concepts in explaining different processes of change. None of them appeared to have
difficulties talking in terms of energy transfers in the context of explanations of one or
more of the processes of conduction, convection, evaporation and radiation, providing
of course that they knew about the process. In other words talking about energy
transfers due to temperature differences was straightforward. Explaining these
transfers by the movement of particles, which is what the NC demands, further
facilitated this. Whereas talking about ‘energy efficiency and the economical uses of
energy’ or exemplifying the teaching of the idea that energy can be transferred and
stored, with no exception prompted the trainee teachers to refer to energy forms and
changes in their examples.

Reading the national Curriculum on « energy transfer »
-Before training, none of the five trainee teachers differentiated between the use of the ‘energy
transfer’ and ‘energy transformation’ concepts.
-After training, , three of them still found this difference insubstantial.
-Some teachers recommended to use « energy transfer »
preferably for younger pupils,
or for teaching transfers due to temperature differences.
-It is also recommended to use « energy transformation » for teaching energy efficiency .
-In explaining different processes of changes, no teacher has any problem to talk about « energy
transfers » due to temperature differences;
-all teachers use « energy forms » when talking about energy efficiency.

Teaching about ‘energy transfer’
Out of the four teachers, who were observed teaching about energy and were
then interviewed about it, Farida, Laura and Man Pong were training to become
science teachers and were doing their teaching practice in state schools, and Jonathan
was the head of science in a private school. Farida is biologist by first degree, where
Laura, Man Pong and Jonathan are chemists. Before considering what these four
teachers had in common and how they differed in the way they dealt with the concept
of ‘energy transfer’ we will present each of them separately and say few words about
the attended lessons and the interviews that followed them.
Teacher case studies
Farida
Lesson
Farida’s lesson was an introductory one on energy with a class of 11-12 year-old pupils. The
objectives she had set for this lesson were very clear and precise: to get all pupils to know that energy
is needed to make something happen and to learn the six main types of energy. She had also hoped that
most pupils would understand that energy is stored and can be transferred, and moreover that some of
them would understand that energy is conserved and never disappears. In the actual lesson, consistent
with these goals, Farida called the idea that ìwe need energy to do everythingî the key point of the
lesson and then established that chemical, light, electrical, heat, movement and sound are the six main
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types of energy. She then went on to talk about energy transfers and introduced the energy transfer
diagrams; she drew the following energy transfer diagram for the change of ‘rubbing your hands’

Chemical

HEAT

Sound
and said about it
ìWe don’t rub our hands to produce sound, but also sound energy is produced. Chemical energy
is transferred to heat energy. ‘Transferred’ is an important word to learn and remember. Energy can
be transferred from one place to another or from one form to another.î
Further on in the lesson Farida, following the suggestion of her school tutor, who was present
throughout the lesson, added in the above diagram ‘movement’ as one of the energy forms being
‘produced’ during the change.
The pupils were then shown several gadgets and asked to work in groups of five to draw an
energy transfer diagram for one of them. The task proved quite a struggle for most pupils; to help them
Farida prompted them with questions such as ‘what type of energy does it use’; ‘what are the transfers
of energy’; ‘what is the final energy’. Similar ideas were also voiced in the closing classroom
discussion of these diagrams. Finally, two worksheets were given to the pupils for homework. One
asked them to tick the types of energy they thought that are involved in each of six situations, and the
other to fill in already drawn energy transfer diagrams (of the sort they had seen in the lesson) with the
appropriate types of energy for a list of ‘energy changers’. These are defined in the worksheet as
machines or other equipment designed to change (or transfer) one type of energy into another.
It is important to note that the energy transfer diagrams drawn by Farida and also appearing in
the worksheet make use of two conventions to represent the ‘produced’ types of energy; the ‘less
useful’ types of energy appear inside ellipses or circles and the ‘more useful’ ones inside rectangles.
These two conventions are made explicit in the worksheet, whereas Farida used them but never
explained them.
A further interesting point arose from the comparison of Farida’s lesson plan with the school’s
suggested lesson plan, as this appears in the school’s schemes of works for science. Although on the
whole Farida followed the school’s lesson plan conscientiously, she deviated from it in few very
significant (for our discussion) ways. Although the suggested lesson plan cites the worksheet with the
energy changers to be used for homework, and thus implicitly endorses the teaching of energy types or
forms, it does not make any explicit reference to them or to the kinds of energy transfer diagrams that
Farida used. As a reference for the teaching of the energy transfer diagrams the schemes of work
mention another textbook in which the equivalent diagram of ‘rubbing your hands’ appears as follows:

energy stored
in my body

movement energy
of my hands

energy heating up
my hands

energy of the sound
made by my hands
Moreover, the school’s scheme suggests that the teacher should emphasise the idea that energy
is transferred for jobs (work) to be done; Farida changed this into energy is needed to get jobs done.

Interview
According to Farida there is a difference between transferring energy and transforming it. She
correctly identified this difference and then expressed her thoughts about their use as follows:
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ìThere is a difference talking about just transferring the energy and transformation cos when
you're saying ‘transformation’ implies you change the shape and the form and everything of the
energy. ‘Transformation’ is probably a better word, but for the younger years ‘transferred’ is easier
to understand. So ‘transformation’ would probably be used, that sort of language, with the GCSE
and they'd be able to understand what transformation actually means and implies as well. With the
younger years it's easier to use transfers which is a simpler context - just moving rather than
changing everything.î
So, ‘transfer’ for her is an easier word and ought to be used with younger pupils;
‘transformation’ better expresses what is happening, which is that energy is changing form, but as it
implies something more complicated it should be used with older pupils. Consistently with this line of
reasoning Farida argued that the National Curriculum has chosen to use only the word ‘transfer’
because it refers to all pupils even those ìwho have lower ability or maybe language problemsî and
who might find easier to understand ‘transfer’ rather than ‘transformation’.
This argument, even if it was formulated on the spur of the moment for the sake of answering
the interview question, may explain in a way why Farida used the words ‘energy transfer’ with her class
of young pupils. However, it also makes the fact that Farida really talked about nothing but energy
transformations, an interesting transformation (in the STTIS terminology) of an internal rationale.
In regards to the National Curriculum recommendations, Farida clearly alters their meaning.
She demotes the issue into one of ‘language’ use and projects her invented rationale onto the official
document.

Laura
Lesson
Laura’s class had slightly older pupils (12-13 year-olds). It was a difficult class and Laura
admitted not having a very good relationship with them and feeling nervous teaching them. To this she
attributed the fact that her lessons were very much textbook-driven.
Two of Laura’s lessons were observed; they were the introductory lessons on energy for that
year. The first lesson served the purpose of reminding the pupils about energy transfers and energy
transfer diagrams, knowledge covered in their science lesson of the previous school year, and then of
teaching them about energy conservation and efficiency. The second lesson aimed at getting pupils to
calculate the efficiency of an energy machine and then to get them revise their knowledge of
photosynthesis and construct a simple food chain. For the purpose of our study, the first lesson held
more interest. In it Laura talked of objects and people as having and using energy. She made reference
to two kinds of energy, potential and kinetic, and to transfers from one to the other; she spoke of these
transfers in the context of a demonstration she attempted (unsuccessfully due to technical problems) of
a motor lifting up a weight.
ìPotential energy from the battery transfers to kinetic to turn the motor to lift the weight.î
The pupils were asked to work through questions in their textbooks about this change; one of
them involved copying (from the book) and completing its energy transfer diagram. It needs to be
stated here that the textbook that Laura was using was of the same series as the one suggested to Farida
in her school’s schemes of work. This being said, the energy transfer diagram shown in the book and
also used by Laura is a sort of ‘store and use’ kind of diagram. It looks identical to the one drawn
above, with the difference that it emphasises the split into useful and wasted energy implying thus more
strongly the notion of energy conservation.
To remind the pupils how an energy transfer diagram is drawn, and thus to set them off on their
new task which was to draw such diagrams for six objects, Laura chose the example of an electric
kettle. In it ‘electrical energy from the socket’ is split into ‘useful energy (which) heats the water’ and
‘wasted energy (which) heats up the kettle’. However, whereas Laura explained the split of the arrow
in terms of energy usefulness, she never alluded explicitly to the convention of the thickness of the
arrow, and therefore at least one pupil used in his/her energy transfer diagrams single line arrows. The
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ideas of energy conservation and efficiency, and how these can be shown on energy transfer diagrams
and calculated from them respectively were pursued more thoroughly by Laura in the second lesson.
Overall, from the two lessons we can say that although Laura had no problem in seeing energy
moving from object / place to object / place, she could not either fully disengage from the notion of
types of energy, whether these are potential, kinetic, electrical or simply types of use, such as useful
and wasted.

Interview
Laura accepts that there is a difference between saying that energy is transferred and saying that
energy changes. When talking about this difference, which she could not exactly put into words, she
raised issues of scientific correctness merged with issues of familiarity, difficulty and authority. She
said that she had been taught that energy changes from one form to another, and thus presumed that the
focus on energy transfer must be relatively new. She further admitted that she felt more comfortable
using the ‘change’ idea although she suspected that the idea of energy being ‘transferred’ is probably
more valid and scientific. Finally, she moved on to resolve the issue by assigning respective roles to
the two ideas: use of ‘energy change’ for teaching younger pupils, since ìit’s a much easier word for
them to graspî, and use of ‘energy transfer’ for older ones.
For the NC authors, according to Laura, the issue was mainly one of uniformity and consistency,
and this is why only one of the two ideas appears in the document.

Man Pong
Lesson
Man Pong had a class in the first year of secondary school (i.e. of 11-12 year-olds), like Farida.
The lessons observed were the second and third lessons in a sequence of five on energy changes and
energy transfer. The first and second lessons were taught by Man Pong’s school tutor with Man Pong
being present as an observer; only in the third one did Man Pong actually teach by himself.
In the first lesson (not observed) the pupils had been introduced to energy as something needed
for jobs to be done, and had looked at the types of energy present in different situations. The second
lesson started with the teacher (Man Pong’s tutor) discussing the meaning of the term ‘potential’ as an
introduction to ‘potential energy’ and then ‘stored energy’. The ‘stored energy’ was further subdivided
into chemical, gravitational and elastic. The teacher made use of various examples and demonstrations
where pupils were called to identify the associated types of energy. He then went on to talk about
humans getting their energy from food and asked them to calculate how much energy they used on a
typical Saturday based on the energy values reported for different activities in their textbook. Man
Pong took on from there in the following lesson. According to the school’s scheme of work for the
topic he had to teach about energy changes and energy transfer and show the class how to draw energy
transfer diagrams.
Man Pong consistently throughout the lesson talked about ‘energy changes’ and energy
‘changing’ from one form to the other. Only towards the end of the lesson did he introduce the word
‘transfer’; he asked the pupils what it meant and got the answer that it meant taking something from one
place to another. Man Pong agreed and offered them as concrete example that if they were naughty
they might be transferred to a different school. And further employing the word in the context of the
energy lesson he said:
ìEnergy can change or can move to another form; in other words ‘transfer’.î
The energy flow diagrams he drew consisted of names of energy forms linked with thin singleline arrows; the arrows seemed to flow out from the original one in all directions. Man Pong used a
variety of demonstrations talking about energy changes; he had also set up a circus of examples of
energy transfers around the lab and asked pupils to draw energy diagrams for each example they looked
at. The instructions he gave them were to identify the energies involved, to put these in order, and to
think of where energy comes from and what it turns into. Some of the contraptions on the benches such
as the oscilloscope, the radio or the light sensor were complicated enough to confuse several pupils.
Things became more difficult when Man Pong attempted to talk about energy changes in series and
drew for an electric bell the following diagram
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Electrical energy

Kinetic

Sound

As a result some pupils drew energy diagrams with arrows flowing out in all directions. One
pupil for example drew the following diagram for an oscilloscope:

electric
sound
kinetic
Overall, Man Pong seemed committed to the ‘energy forms’ idea and was more at ease talking
about ‘energy changes’ (from one form to the other), rather than about ‘energy transfers’.

Interview
Man Pong seemed aware of the existence of an issue about the teaching of energy, he however
admitted not making too much sense of it. In his own words
ìWell, erm, I think it’s been said that there is a difference [between the two ways of talking about
energy], like people are encouraged not to teach energy as particular forms like chemical energy, or
movement energy, but rather they would like to teach people, teach pupils to understand that energy,
erm, that energy is not confined to any particular form, that it is transferred, ohh, it’s hard to explain.
That it is transferred quite from one form to another. I don’t know, it doesn’t make sense, does it?î
Whereas Man Pong put his finger on the cause on the confusion, because it really does not make
sense to talk about energy transfer from one form to another, even in plain English, he was not able to
resolve the confusion. He first associated the use of different forms of energy with macroscopic
explanations of changes and thus deemed it to be appropriate for younger pupils.
ìBut later on in Key Stage 4* we would probably like, they would understand that chemical energy
really, you know when you’re talking about molecules reacting, you’re talking about heat which is
really movement of particles; so it’s really a kinetic energy to a microscopic level.î
He further strengthened this specialisation of the ‘energy forms’ talk to younger pupils by
raising issues of experience with science and feelings of safety. People, he said (including pupils and
himself), feel safe with concrete definitions of concepts; only after having some experience with
science do they get to understand the more abstract, complex and less accurate scientific models, such
as the one of energy transfer. His argument was indeed consistent with his practice.
But the issue was not totally resolved by this suggested specialisation, especially as Man Pong
was reminded that the NC did not embody it, but rather used the ‘energy transfer’ model throughout.
Man Pong then, trying to accommodate these two ways of talking about energy, came up with this
invented notion of an in-between state where energy, while being transferred from one form to the
other, has no definite form.
ìI think when you're talking about transformed, you're probably talking about, it makes people
think that it's a sort of a physical, more has a physical identity and it's more a fixed physical identity
like chemical energy is chemical energy and mechanical energy is always mechanical but they don't
realise that there is an in-between and how energy is transferred between one to another. You know
it has no defined form. So maybe, it feels that it is a correct form in the long run, so yes I think it
would be, it would be taught later on, it should be.î

Jonathan

_____________________________________________
* Pupils 14-16 years old.
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Lesson
Jonathan gave an introductory lesson on energy like Farida and Man Pong. The lesson observed
was the second in the series. In the first one he had introduced some ideas about energy, types of
energy and energy changes. However, from the evidence of the pupils’ homework Jonathan had
gathered that they had not got a clear idea about energy changes, and so his plan had been to go over
this idea again and then try to carry it a step forward to the idea of multiple sequences of energy
changes.
In the actual lesson Jonathan made use of lots of examples of everyday human actions to stress
the idea that energy changes from one form to another. He talked about these actions in terms of the
use and ‘change’ of energy they involved. He did the same for a variety of contraptions, such as an
electric buzzer, which he also called ‘an energy changer’. Some of these contraptions he demonstrated
and for most he drew the corresponding ‘energy change’ diagram. In order to do the latter, Jonathan
guided the pupils to think about the kinds/types of energy one started off and ended up with, and then
about which of the latter ones one wanted and which one did not. The less-wanted types of energy,
later named ‘wasted energy’, were to be drawn differently; in the following diagram for a television for
example, heat is one of these less-wanted types.

SOUND
ELECTRICITY

LIGHT
HEAT

Jonathan then showed the class the functioning of a model steam engine and introduced the idea
of consecutive energy changes. He then went on to demonstrate a more complicated series of energy
changes, i.e. an electric motor pulling up a weight which then falls and makes a light bulb light up, and
asked the pupils to draw the diagrams that corresponded to the pulling up of the weight and its
dropping down. The second change proved more problematic for the pupils and Jonathan ended up
giving them the required sequence of energy types. In the context of these changes, he also reminded
them of potential energy and of stored energy, and introduced the term ‘wasted energy’. He then talked
to them about Joule’s waterfall experiment and asked them to guess what Joule had expected to find
with it. None of the pupils answered correctly or showed they were thinking in terms of energy
changes as Jonathan had hoped for. After the lesson, Jonathan seemed disappointed about this and
questioned how much pupils had got to understand the ideas of energy changes and energy dissipation.
Interestingly, however, he seemed ready to attribute this lack of understanding to a combination of the
abstract nature of the energy concept and the young age of the pupils, rather than to his approach of
teaching the topic.
Concerning Jonathan’s commitment to the ‘energy change’ idea instead of the ‘energy transfer’
one a further incidence is worth mentioning. Throughout the lesson and on different occasions the
pupils referred to energy being used up despite the fact that Jonathan tried vigorously installing to them
the idea that energy never runs out. At one occasion talking about the previous day Sun’s energy and
paralleling it to his voice sound energy, he talked about energy eventually becoming useless because of
becoming spread out so much. This was the closest Jonathan arrived to the idea of ‘energy transfer’,
since a view of energy spreading out is consistent with a view of energy flowing and not with a view of
energy changing. However, with the exception of this incidence and unlike the trainee teachers
discussed above, Jonathan remained totally faithful to the idea of ‘energy change’. That is, he never
made use of contradictory statements, such as the one about energy being transferred from one form to
another.

Interview
It is not clear whether Jonathan was aware of the issue of ‘energy transfer’ vs ‘energy
transformation’. His reasoning about it, consistent in all with his practice, can be described as
‘favouring the old and deferring the new’.
Jonathan, head of science in his school, is obviously an experienced and confident teacher who
has developed set ways of teaching certain things and set reasons about doing so. As a result and as
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one might have expected, in the interview after the lesson, he defended vehemently the use he made in
his teaching of ‘energy forms’. He did this by associating the two ways of talking about energy to
different pieces of science. So, according to him, the idea of ‘energy transfer’ comes in relation to the
teaching of particular examples, such as radiation and after pupils have been taught about waves and
particles. In other words, the idea of ‘energy transfer’ is only appropriate for much older pupils than
the ones he was teaching. Moreover, the NC recommendations, according to Jonathan’s interpretation
of them, only endorse this argument. Choosing to ignore the recommendation that referred to pupils of
11-13 years old, which said that they should be taught that energy can be transferred and stored, and
focusing on these which referred to pupils of 14-16 years of age, he observed:
ìThe particular things that they are talking about here seem to be tied up with waves and
particles. And that’s a Key Stage 4..., well, it’s probably reasonable to assume that certainly by the
end of Key Stage 4, students would have some notion of waves and particles , so that they can begin
to relate to energy transfers in that kind of way. That’s rather different from teaching Year 7 when
they have not idea about waves or particles at all. So, that would be an inappropriate approach I
think for a class.î
Jonathan was clearly referring to the recommendations, which talked about teaching how
energy is transferred by the movement of particles in conduction, convection and evaporation, and how
it is transferred by radiation.

Discussion of case studies
In all four above cases of teachers teaching and talking about energy the idea of
‘energy transformation’ is retained. Moreover, none of these teachers shows any
evidence that they have seriously thought about the difference between ‘energy
transfer’ and ‘energy transformation'. For at least one teacher, the difference was
perceived to be ìjust in the languageî.
However, the strategies they employ either in their classroom or in justifying
their practice are different. The trainee teachers seem to endeavour more complying
with the NC recommendations and thus have made some move towards using the
concept of ‘energy transfer’. However, this move is rather to use ‘transfer’ to mean
‘transform’ in contradictory phrases such as ‘energy is transferred from one form to
the other’. On the other hand, the head of science consistently maintains the ‘energy
transformation/change’ idea throughout his lesson. In both cases, it also became
obvious that the available teaching resources exerted influence on how and what the
teachers taught.
All four teachers suggested some kind of use for the ‘energy transfer’ concept;
however, none confined him/herself to a strict use of it. Three teachers suggested that
it should only be used with older pupils. The reasons they called upon to base their
suggestions varied; they can be summarised as follows:
• ‘energy transfer’ is more scientifically correct, but more difficult;
• ‘energy transfer’ is a more abstract, complex and less accurate model;
• ‘energy transfer’ comes after the teaching of waves and particles.
One teacher on the other hand found ‘energy transfer’ an easier word, which
ought to be used with younger pupils, lower ability pupils and pupils with language
problems.
In addition to these invented reasons the teachers also raised issues of
uniformity, consistency and authority in order to explain why the ‘energy transfer’
concept and not the ‘energy transformation/change’ one appears in the document of
the National Curriculum for science. As we just saw, at least three teachers
specialised the use of ‘energy transfer’ to older pupils. Two of them also specialised
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it to particular pieces of science. Man Pong and Jonathan both agreed that ‘energy
transfer’ is more appropriate for microscopic accounts of changes and Jonathan saw it
being used mostly for processes of heat or/and wave propagation. As a result of
attempts to intellectually accommodate the ‘new in the old’ the trainee teachers ended
up contradicting themselves both in words and in actions. Moreover, in one occasion
this intellectual accommodation resulted in the invention of a new notion, of the
notion of an ‘in-between’ energy state. Energy is in this state while in
transfer/transition from one form to another; while in this state energy has no defined
form.
Teaching about « energy transfer »
There is no evidence that the difference between ‘energy transfer’ and ‘energy transformation' is
clear to the teachers consulted.
The trainee teachers move towards ‘energy transfer’, rather to use ‘transfer’ to mean ‘transform’.
No teacher confined him/herself to a strict use of « energy transfer ».
Attempts at accomodating « the old in the new » often resulted in contradictory statements or
actions.

National Curriculum innovation: concluding remarks
The predominant idea orientating the research is that of transformation of
didactic intentions by teachers. This means that the analysis is not focused on the
‘difficulties’ teachers had with the curriculum innovation as such, but that we refer
our observations to precise didactic intentions.
Concerning the National Curriculum innovation, our findings seem to indicate
that the didactic intentions of the innovators may not be fulfilled in today’s teaching
of energy. Our case studies of teachers suggest that although the term ‘energy
transfer’ either as a noun or as a process has been partly adopted in the teaching of
energy, its conceptual implications have not. In other words whereas most teachers
have stopped using the term ‘energy transformation’, they see no problems in talking
about energy being transferred from one form to another. This linguistic
amalgamation of fundamentally different concepts and ideas is unfortunately many
times one of the results of a curriculum change. Often the teachers adopt the
suggested new ways of talking about something, but not the meanings these new
terms are meant to convey.
In our cases, the (student) teachers accommodated the new nomenclature to
their existing schemas; their underlying conceptions did not alter, only the terms they
used to express them. A similar finding also emerged in the analysis of the science
textbooks. Although, proportionally we found no difference in the number of
exclusive occurrences of either the ‘energy transfer’ or ‘energy transformation’ idea
between the pre-NC and post-NC science textbooks, we found that almost a quarter of
the post-NC ones make use of the ‘energy transfer’ idea to convey little more than the
idea of ‘energy transformation’. Looking more closely at these textbooks we further
noticed that they were all commercially produced as opposed to produced as part of a
curriculum development project. These latter ones seemed keener to subscribe to the
‘energy transfer’ approach; certainly after the advent of the National Curriculum all
two project textbooks in our sample did. On the other hand, only two of the 15 postNC commercial textbooks followed this example.
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Another interesting point is that this accommodation of the ‘new’ in the ‘old’
that we observed in the textbooks and in our teacher case studies did not seem to be
always implicit or subconscious. Some of the textbooks seemed to acknowledge the
issue and attempted to take a position in relation to it. Also the (student) teachers
identified differences between the two ways of talking about energy and gave reasons
for using one in preference to the other.
In addition, a certain kind of specialisation of the ‘energy transfer’ concept to
particular kinds of processes became obvious both in the suggestions the (student)
teachers made about its use and in the examples they used. ‘Energy transfer’ was
seen as more pertinent for microscopic accounts of changes and for processes which
involve heat transfer.
Similar overall transformations were also observed in the student teachers’ talk
about the National Curriculum’s written recommendations on ‘energy transfer’. In
particular, the finding about the specialisation of the use of the ‘energy transfer’
concept to certain accounts of change had straightforward implications for the reading
of some of the NC recommendations. The student teachers found easier talking in the
prescribed way about the processes of convection, conduction, evaporation and
radiation to older pupils, whereas, with no exception, they found impossible doing the
same in the context of energy efficiency and with younger pupils.

‘Energy and change’ project
Conceptual framework of the innovatory approach
The novel approach developed by the ‘Energy and Change’ project introduces
thinking related to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, explaining ‘why things
happen’ in ways suitable for work at the lower secondary school. Crucial to the
approach is the idea that change is driven by differences, e.g. pressure differences,
concentration differences, temperature differences etc.. In their different ways, all
differences drive change downhill. Energy flows from higher temperatures to lower
temperatures; matter falls from high in the Earth’s gravitational field to lower down;
matter diffuses from regions of high concentration to regions of lower concentration;
complex molecules tend to split up. When a difference drives a change downhill, the
difference tends to get less. That is because matter or energy or both become more
spread out. In scientific terms we would say that the total entropy of the system and
surroundings increases until it reaches a maximum. The idea of ‘difference’ therefore
relates to the concept of negative entropy; the key idea is that differences drive change
because differences tend to decrease (which is a way to say that entropy tends to
increase). Another way of looking at this is to say that the informal notion of
‘differences’ corresponds to the scientific concept of free energy - both tend to be
‘used up’ during a spontaneous change (Ogborn 1990).
However, differences must be maintained if they are to be useful. This can be
done because a difference can be used up to create another difference. A difference
may be kept going by using up another difference, or can be preserved (and thus a
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change prevented) by walling off the difference or freezing it (slowing down the
change).
The difficulty with teaching about ‘why things change’ is that the term ‘energy’
has been inappropriately recruited as a cause of change. Indeed, in both its everyday
use and the way it is used in many school textbooks, the term is much closer in
meaning to the scientific concept of ‘free energy’ than to the concept of ‘energy’.
This has caused much confusion and was one of the issues discussed in the general
debate about the teaching of energy cited in the previous section. Moreover, research
into children’s ideas about energy suggests that their starting point is that energy
represents a power to act which is used up and may be refreshed (for example, Watts
1983, Brook and Driver 1984, Solomon 1984). The new approach deals with these issues by
suggesting that we do use up something when we burn some coal in a power station or
run a race and calling this something not energy, since energy is conserved in every
change, but differences.
The above ideas about differences as expressed above are aimed at teachers and
not at pupils. To make these intelligible to pupils and useful to teachers the project
developed a range of abstract pictures together with a consistent way of talking about
them.
Telling the story about differences
The picture language and respective ways of talking about it were originally
conceived and developed in the context of the classroom, working alongside teachers
and pupils in the beginning of secondary school (ages 11-14). However, both are
developed to be consistent with the later, more orthodox, language of
thermodynamics. The rationale for the design and development has been described
elsewhere (Boohan 1996b). Though there is a wide range of different pictures which are
able to represent specific kinds of change, there are a relatively few fundamental
kinds of spontaneous change, and these are represented in Figure 1. To talk about
these changes with the pupils the project suggests expressions such as ‘it ‘just’
happens by itself’, ‘it happens more easily forwards’ and ‘it is a ‘downhill’ change’.

'spring' (mechanical,
gravitational,
electrostatic, etc)
relaxing

moving object
slowing down

particles becoming
more disordered,
e.g. spreading out

temperature
difference
decreasing

'chemical spring'
relaxing (exothermic
reaction)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1 Fundamental kinds of spontaneous change

In each of these boxes, the top picture represents ‘before’ and the bottom picture
represents ‘after’, so time goes from top to bottom. For example, in Figure 1(d), the
top picture shows a system (dark shading) which is warmer than the surroundings
(light shading), and an energy flow from system to surroundings. This is consistent
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with a view of temperature as a measure of the concentration of energy. The bottom
picture shows that eventually, the temperature difference disappears. Overall and in
project terms, the picture shows energy ‘spreading out’ due to temperature
differences. The reverse change in which ‘energy becomes more concentrated’ is not
a spontaneous change; in it ‘energy is stored’ by creating a temperature difference.
Differences in the concentration of particles, such in Figure 1(c), because of the
random movement of particles tend to disappear until eventually there are no
differences. In project words a change in which particles ‘spread out’ or ‘mix’ ‘just
happens by itself’, whereas the reverse change in which matter becomes more
concentrated (‘bunches together’) or is separated (‘unmixed’) does not - it is an
‘uphill’ change.
Energy can also ‘be stored’ by creating a potential energy difference. For
example when you pull the two ends of a spring apart, energy is stored. When you let
go of the spring, the energy ‘escapes’ and ‘spreads out’ (Figure 1(a)). These ideas do
not just apply to mechanical springs - similar changes take place when a gravitational
‘spring’, or an electrostatic ‘spring’ is ‘pulled apart’ (‘stretched’) and ‘released’.
Energy also ‘spreads out’ when a moving object slows down (Figure 1(b)) - a ‘slowing
down’ change ‘just happens by itself’, whereas a ‘speeding up’ change does not.
The changes mentioned above occur because either matter or energy ‘spreads
out’. In chemical reactions, however, one needs to pay attention to what is happening
both to matter and to energy. A spontaneous chemical change happens because
matter or energy or both spread out. Thinking about chemical changes brings in the
need to talk about particles which ‘join’ and ‘split’, ‘break down’ and ‘build up’, get
‘disordered’(or ‘less ordered’) and get ‘ordered’ (or ‘more ordered’), in other words to
talk about differences in structure or complexity. On the other hand energy now
should be seen as stored in systems, such as the fuel-oxygen system. These systems
are represented by the project and talked about as ‘chemical springs’. So, when water
is electrolysed for example, hydrogen and oxygen are ‘pulled apart’ and energy ‘is
stored’ - it ‘is concentrated’ in the ‘hydrogen-oxygen spring’. When this ‘chemical
spring’ ‘is ‘released’, that is when hydrogen and oxygen are burnt together, the energy
‘escapes’ and ‘spreads out’ into the surroundings (Figure 1(e)).
Finally, in some situations, things may be ‘staying the same’.
Thermodynamically interesting are the changes in which the system ‘stays the same’ a difference is maintained - by a continuous ‘flow of energy and/or of matter’.
Both non-spontaneous changes and steady-state systems need ‘to be driven’ by a
change which ‘just happens’. Two examples of non-spontaneous changes been driven
by spontaneous ones are represented in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a), energy spreading out
due to a temperature difference is being used to drive a change in which something is
made to start moving - this could for example represent a steam engine. In Figure
2(b), energy spreading out from an exothermic chemical change is driving a change in
which particles become more ordered - this could for example represent the
crystallisation of copper sulphate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Coupled changes

The idea behind the development of the abstract pictures was to provide a way
for children to compare very different examples, such as evaporation and melting, so
as to see fundamental similarities and contrasts between these changes in what is
happening to the particles and the associated energy. Therefore, the abstract pictures
are meant as a tool to help pupils represent the story about differences and change in a
wide variety of processes. Typically an activity suggested by the curriculum materials
consists of a set of changes and a set of relevant abstract pictures, and pupils are asked
to make appropriate matches. It is expected that teachers will explicitly encourage
pupils on the basis of these matches to compare different changes and to identify
similarities and differences among them. Moreover, the teachers are urged to keep in
mind that what is important in most of these activities is not so much the matching
itself, but the discussion which is stimulated during the process of matching and when
pupils are challenged by the teacher and by other pupils about their choices.
The above paragraphs attempt to demonstrate how the conceptual framework
outlined at the start gets realised in the approach suggested by the ‘Energy and
Change’ project and builds a consistent story about change. Most of the words put in
inverted commas appear in the curriculum materials, either in the pupils’ activities or
in their teaching notes as a guide to how teachers and pupils could talk in a consistent
and scientifically correct way about change. Consequently, the teachers and pupils
are encouraged to use these or similar to these terms. So, an ‘ideal transmitter’ would
be able to use these terms in a correct, efficient and flexible way. However, most of
these terms are not technical terms, so their use is not compulsory. It is getting across
to the pupils the ideas behind them that, according to the project, should be the goal of
the teacher.
Energy and Change: Data Collection and Analysis
In the case of the ‘Energy and Change’ curriculum innovation and its use by
teachers we used two sources of information. An evaluation* of the learning
outcomes of the new teaching approach earlier conducted and reported elsewhere (e.g.
see Stylianidou 1997, Stylianidou and Boohan 1998) provided us with the case studies of two
teachers (see UK National Report for WP3, Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999) who had used the
new materials with their classes over a period of eight months, as well as with
_____________________________________________
* As part of Fani Stylianidou’s PhD thesis (in progress) bearing the title ‘Learning about energy and

processes of change: An investigation of novel aspects of a curriculum intervention’ and carried out at
the Institute of Education, University of London.
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information about how accessible and useful science teachers found the approach.
This study, therefore, which was based on observational notes of lessons, teacher
questionnaires and interviews, supplied us both with the necessary background and
research tools to conduct the corresponding STTIS research, and with results we
could relate our findings to or compare them with in order to check for their
generality and validity.
For the STTIS research, data were collected from two schools and were treated
as case studies. In the first school, a physics teacher who had made spontaneous use
of the innovative project materials and had diffused the ideas to other physics teachers
in the school, was observed using the project materials, and was subsequently
interviewed. This teacher had attempted to integrate the innovative approach
suggested by the materials for the teaching of energy with more conventional teaching
approaches. His attempt was also evidenced in the schemes of work he had produced
for the benefit of his colleagues in the school.
In the second school we attended an In-Service Training session in which the
‘Energy and Change’ approach and curriculum materials were presented to 13
teachers from the locality. An evaluation questionnaire was given out to them at the
end of the session. One teacher from this group, was subsequently observed using the
approach for the teaching of the topic ‘Energy’ to 11-12 year-old pupils, in the course
of five weeks. More specifically, observation records were kept from six lessons, and
the teacher was interviewed on each occasion. The schemes of work he used and
supplied us with show how the school has incorporated the innovative approach in its
science teaching at the lower secondary school. Samples of pupils’ written
assignments as well as the test they did at the end of the topic were also collected.
These provided us with some additional data about how the pupils had reacted to the
new ideas and thus about how successful the lessons had been.
All four case studies of teachers using of the ‘Energy and Change’ materials
were then interrogated with the above research questions. However, the different
contexts in which the materials were used made that some case studies could more
readily address one or the other of the research questions. More specifically, the case
studies of the two teachers who had integrated the materials over a longer term but in
a prescribed way told us more about how they used the novel aspects of the approach
in their classroom, but less about how they had incorporated the materials in the
schemes of work. On the other hand, the other two case studies gave us interesting
information about how the teachers had viewed and achieved this incorporation since
we could directly compare the project materials with the ones used in teaching.

Teaching about ‘Energy and Change’
Ivan - ‘Welding the new to the old’
Ivan is a very experienced physics teacher, ex-head of physics in his school, and a
forward thinker who is in constant search for ways to enrich the teaching of physics.
His approach to introducing novelties in his teaching can be described as a dynamic
combination of experimentation and adjustment; he likes to try out new things, to see
what works and what does not work; if he sees that something does not work he will
change it until it does work. Ivan, however, is also very realistic and pragmatic; having
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been head of physics in his school he is aware and sensitive both about the need for
pupils to achieve well in exams, and about the resistance his fellow physics teachers
might show towards introducing something completely novel in their teaching:
ìSo actually putting them in was quite easy, persuading everybody to do them was harder. And
that process of persuasion is something that I think will take two or three years. That’s how we work
here, yeah? Because they’re new, because not everybody has read the nice little ringbound books
and everybody’s going to, yeah, then we need a process of gradually working them in.î

And ‘gradually working them in’ is what he does,.
ì...because people need to believe in these things and see that they can do a useful job for them.
But to get them to do that, they need to kind of start using them a bit and see whether they do and
don’t work and why they do and don’t work.î

More specifically, when we visited him he had already done this for the Year 7’s
physics schemes of work and he was in the process of doing the same for the Year 8
ones. The way he had gone about it is to add pieces of the new material onto what had
already existed and then to make the new part of the old by creating a framework to
justify it all. In other words, he had not simply added few new ideas to the existing
ones, but it had systematised their use by making them an essential component of an
overarching approach to the teaching of energy.
The teaching materials and schemes of work produced by Ivan mirror the product
of this ‘welding’, whereas the lesson observed was seen as an example of the ‘welding’
in action. Described in more detail in the National Report (Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999)
these elements can be outlined as follows.
Teaching materials
In the Year 7 (first year of secondary school) teaching materials energy is taught
in a topic called ‘Fuel for toys’. There, energy is said to be ìsomething fuel-like [...]
which enables things to happenî. The pupils are told that it is important for them to
learn to talk about the world and changes in it using energy and energy transfers.
Talking in this way is like learning a foreign language, they are told. ìFirst you must
learn what some words mean and then try to use them. By practice you will find out what they mean.î

The pupils are then successively introduced to three kinds of diagrams which are
said to answer different and progressively more difficult questions about the energy
transfers that are involved in changes.
First come the ‘energy transfer diagrams’ which are portrayed as some ìsimple
diagrams to help catalogue what is happeningî. The pupils are taught the technical
names of seven forms of energy , and for a given change they are asked to figure out
what energy is transferred to what and draw the corresponding diagram. For example,
for a catapult which is fired, the suggested diagram and description are:

spring

motion

heat
ìThe spring energy is transferred to motion energy and heat
energy.î
According to Ivan, the aim of these diagrams is to familiarise pupils with the
language of energy.
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The next kind of pictures is the ‘energy flow diagrams’ or Sankey type diagrams
. These are characterised as more complete and said to answer the questions ìhow
much?î as well as ìwhere to?î in reference to the energy transfers involved in changes.
The previous change for example would now be portrayed as follows:

elastic energy

kinetic energy
internal energy

The function of these diagrams according to Ivan is to give to the pupils the
notion that energy can be quantified.
Finally the third kind of diagrams are the ones developed by the ‘Energy and
Change’ project. In the pupils’ materials these are called ‘energy difference diagrams’
or ìwhyî pictures. They are characterised as ìhard workî but said to give an idea of
why some changes happen and others do not. Furthermore, pupils are told that ìthose
[changes] that do just happen can drive those that will notî. More concretely,
according to the materials, from changes that happen without our help ìenergy is made
available to do something elseî. The above example of a catapult which is fired is
now described and portrayed as follows:

ìWe could use the energy stored in a stretched elastic band to fire something in
the air.î
In Ivan’s words these diagrams ìbegin to tackle questions of why energy moves
in the way that it doesî.
In the Year 8 teaching materials the new approach had not yet been incorporated
formally. The relevant topic was called ‘Domestic Energy Transfers’. It traditionally
dealt with the processes of conduction, convection and radiation as ìways in which
thermal energy can be transferred from one place to anotherî; then, went on to talk
about measuring energy and compared boiling water using electricity and boiling
water using gas; and finally ended up with the hot house investigation in which the
pupils had to look at ways to control a given temperature in an electrically heated
house. Ivan’s suggested amendments to this program were motivated by his desire to
include ìsome energy diagram workî in the materials, and this was explicitly stated in
the written notes he had compiled to this effect and had distributed to his colleagues.
Ivan described this amended version of the scheme of work as ìan interleavingî of
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what there was up to then and what were suggested as desirable additions.
Interestingly he did not describe it as ‘integration’ or even ‘incorporation’. This
‘interleaving’ is an example of what we called before ‘welding of the new to the old’.
Ivan suggested that the topic should start with an introduction to warming up as
energy changes, leading to a review of the Sankey-type diagrams. The latter,
according to his proposal, should be modified to take account of both effective and
ineffective outputs of thermal energy. An introduction to ìthe mechanisms for the
delivery of thermal energy - conduction, convection and radiationî as before would
follow; then, a section which would revisit the ìwhyî diagrams to look at changes
which happen by themselves in the light of things cooling down and dyes spreading
out, and which can drive other changes which do not happen by themselves; and
finally, the hot house investigation as before, only this time it would include the use of
Sankey and ìwhyî diagrams as interpretative frameworks. The combination of the two
sort of diagrams, according to Ivan, would get pupils thinking about ìwhy the energy
ends up where it ends up and then how much of it ends up in any particular placeî.
These planned amendments for Year 8 had not yet been fully implemented when
Ivan’s school was visited. In particular the use of the ìwhyî diagrams had been met
with some resistance by the teachers; as Ivan put it, they had not been convinced that
it is doable. So, the idea was that Ivan, being a couple of weeks ahead of his two
colleagues who were teaching the same year group, would try out some activities with
his class and then share his experience with them about what ‘worked’ and what did
not work.
Lesson
The very first lesson using the ‘Energy and Change’ approach with a Year 8
class, was observed; experimentation and adjustment were its major features.
Ivan’s plan had been to remind the pupils of the different sorts of energy
diagrams they had met in the previous year, and of the questions that these diagrams
were meant to address about energy, and then to introduce to them the new sort of
energy diagram, ìthe one which begins to tackle questions of why energy moves in the way that it
doesî. As the pupils did not seem to remember how to draw the ‘energy transfer
diagrams’ Ivan ended spending the start of the lesson talking about how energy
changes from one form to another and showing the pupils how they could draw a
simple ‘energy transfer diagram’ for a pen falling. He thus sketched on the board:

One box what
sort of energy
to start.
uphill
(potential)

What sort you
end up.
motion

He then went on to introduce the ìwhyî diagrams. For the pen falling he built
step by step the following two Before-After pictures:
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ìWell, I built it for them, because I wanted them to see that there was a structure inside the
diagram. So, that the diagram was representing a process for us rather than just a fixed state of
affairs.î

Ivan then said about these two diagrams that what energy the left loses the right
gains.
ìThis [the right diagram above] you have to provide some input - you need to pump energy in to
make it happen. This [the left diagram above] happens by itselfî

And thus he added the arrows of spontaneity (one pointing up and one pointing
down) on the above pictures and linked the two pictures.
After the lesson Ivan admitted that he had hesitated about linking the two
diagrams. but he had decided to do it in order to describe the whole process rather than
just part of the process.
Ivan then moved on to one of the project’s activities for pupils called
‘Concentrated energy’ and designed, acording to the project, ìto introduce the notion that we
can think of a ‘concentration’ of energy in the same way as a concentration of a substanceî, a goal
shared by Ivan.
On the project’s worksheet there were two activities for the pupils to do. For the
first they had to repeatedly dilute a coloured liquid until they could no longer see it and
for the second they had to do the same thing, only this time with hot water until they
could no longer notice the temperature changing. For both activities they had to answer
some questions which aimed to make the point that while matter and energy spread out
they do not disappear, even though they are finally undetectable.
During the activity Ivan kept trying to make the pupils see the analogy between
the two problems. In the interview after the lesson he expressed his doubt about
whether the majority of the pupils had made this link. For lack of time, there had been
no whole-class discussion of the results, which could have achieved some recognised
class consensus about the similarity of the sets of experiments. Ivan thus declared his
intent to make this link more obvious next time he used the activity.
At the end of the lesson Ivan gave the pupils a worksheet titled ‘Things which
happen all by themselves’ to do at home, with examples such as things cooling down ,
a spring relaxing and something falling, next to the corresponding abstract diagrams.
The pupils were asked to write three everyday examples of changes which happen all
by themselves and might be described well by each of these latter diagrams. In the
after-the-lesson discussion we had with him, Ivan admitted to having once more
experimented when he had given the pupils this latter activity.
He however also expressed his worry and discomfort for having too much
rushed the new pictures and ideas in the lesson and attributed this rush to the fact that
he was trying to slot them into a scheme of work which already existed.
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Discussion
By talking to Ivan after the lesson, it became clear that the new approach
appealed to him greatly. A good visual thinker himself, a trait which is evidenced in
lots of the teaching materials he has produced over the years, he believes strongly in
the use of abstract pictures for facilitating abstraction and generalisation.
ìDrawing the pictures can get them [the pupils] from the physical situation through to what’s
actually happening or what the physics then talks about.î

Moreover, he sees that a science teacher’s job is to widen the pupils’ perspective
so that they can actually think in the abstract, which is according to him what science is
all about.
Indeed, in the teaching materials we examined the pupils are often encouraged to
ìlook for patterns in what is happening and in the stories that are being toldî; they are told that an
abstract idea is also powerful, since it can be applied in more than one situations; and on
several occasions they are asked to look for similarities between two apparently very
different changes. This sort of thinking of course is very much desirable from the
innovation’s perspective.
The appeal of the pictures for Ivan further lies in the fact that there is a unique set
of them for talking about energy. So, he can see them being used often in the science
lessons over the years. Furthermore looking into the future he believes that in some five
years’ time they will be used more widely and might even be (partially) incorporated in
the standard examination curriculum.
All the above lead to the assertion that Ivan has a great faith in the new approach
and embraces some of its fundamental characteristics. However his use of it and his
incorporation of it in the existing schemes of work reveal also that he has not espoused
other equally fundamental characteristics.
For one, Ivan does not seem to see any contradiction between the ‘energy
transformation’ approach and the ‘energy transfer’ one; the latter is inherent, as
explained in previous section, to the ‘Energy and Change’ innovation. In this respect he
is also one of the teachers who has accommodated the new in the old, as described in
the first part of the report. As a result he seems to have recruited the project pictures for
the purpose of putting some sort of mechanism/machinery to the abstract boxes he used
before and which show one form of energy changing into another.
Furthermore, there is no evidence that Ivan has embraced the principal premise of
the innovation which is that differences (of concentration, temperature etc.) drive
change. The fact that he calls them ‘energy difference diagrams’ rather attests to the
contrary, since according to the new approach a flow of energy is not caused by an
energy difference, but by an energy concentration difference, or a difference in
chemical, gravitational, electrical (etc.) potential.
At first sight, Ivan seems to appreciate the opportunity that the abstract pictures
give him to tackle the issue of reversibility of changes from early on in the teaching of
secondary science, since he has readily incorporated in the teaching materials the
distinction between those changes that ‘happen ‘just’ by themselves’ and those which
do not. He, however, does not perceive the first kind of changes as driving the other, at
least in the way it was intended by the innovation. He talks of a downhill change as a
process which delivers the energy needed for an uphill change to happen. ìYou need to
pump energy in to make it happenî, he told his pupils referring to a non-spontaneous change.
The problem here is not only that one of the major objectives of the innovation
was to ‘correct’ precisely this idea, that energy is needed for things to happen.
Moreover, it is a deliberate feature of the ‘Energy and Change’ pictures not to depict an
energy flow from one system to the other when these are coupled. Richard Boohan, one
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of the authors of this innovation and designer of the abstract pictures, in an interview*
about the approach talks about this feature:
ì[Whereas] the emphasis on those kinds of pictures [the Sankey type diagrams] is on flow from
one system to another and on conservation, these pictures [the ‘Energy and Change’ abstract
pictures] deliberately sort of uncouple that in a sense. So, if you are looking at an engine, you’re
looking at a flow from hot to cold as being a driving change and that’s in a separate box, and it’s
coupled to another one in which something is starting to move, and there’s an energy input there.
But the energy does not go from one system to another, and as I said in a sense that break is
deliberate, because you’re looking at what kinds of change are able to drive what other kinds of
change, what’s spontaneous and what isn’t.î

Having said this, it is also important to recognise that the problem Ivan was
faced with, namely putting those two views together, was not at all trivial. Richard
Boohan talking about the limitations of the pictures identified it as one and admitted
that he had not managed to find a solution despite having tried to do so:
ìI think at some point one needs to try and put those two views together, and that is something
which... I’ve played around with those things, in other words showing the energy flow going from
one system to another as well as that coupling, but none of them looked very elegant, it didn’t look
convincing. So I think there is more work that needs to be done, to think about how to tie those two
aspects together.î

He also accepted that whereas in these coupled changes the focus is on the total
entropy change and not so much on the individual changes,
ì...there is a step which is missing, which is how can one talk sort of semi-quantitatively about
that, that, what every it is that’s driving those coupled changes. We don’t have a word to talk about
the size of that thing; to say this change drives that one, this is a change which just happens and this
is a change which doesn’t just happen, so this kind of change can drive that. And we haven’t got a
language to apply to that quantity which is what does the driving, the size of that thing which does the
driving.î

Apart from these more important in our view transformations, there were a
couple of smaller ones that may also be worth mentioning. One of them is the fact
that in the teaching materials he has chosen to include four kinds of changes which
happen by themselves and five which do not; in other words he has not included the
picture of a chemical spring relaxing amongst the spontaneous changes.
Another choice he seems to have made is not to use the more generic and
abstract picture of a ‘spring’ relaxing (see Figure 1a) to talk both about a mechanical
spring and a gravitational spring relaxing, instead he uses a more concrete picture
(showing a ball ‘Before’ at a distance from the Earth, and ‘After’ on the Earth) to
depict falling, and he keeps the one with the spring to talk about the change of a
mechanical spring. This might have been a deliberate decision of his to use on the
whole pictures that are not very abstract. The inclusion of the chemical spring picture,
even if only in the group of non-spontaneous changes raises questions about whether
abstraction was something he purposefully wanted to avoid.
Finally in the teaching materials the picture showing temperature difference
decreasing does not show the system arriving at the same temperature as its
surroundings, but the system colder (i.e. the shading is lighter) than its surroundings.
One would expect that this latter oversight of the conventions of the pictures, would
also create conceptual difficulties to the pupils who are using them.
_____________________________________________
* Richard Boohan was interviewed about the ‘Energy and Change’ project in November 1995.
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These few last observations should be considered, in our view, as consistent
with the view of Ivan as a ‘welder’ attempting, or even daring, a difficult task; to add
a novel approach to what already exists without making any waves. He is not going
for the ‘whole or nothing’ approach, nor for the ‘perfect or nothing’ approaches.
Piece by piece, trial and error are the ways he sees curriculum reform as happening.
‘A concentrated dose of vocabulary’
This second case study should be seen as a case study of a school which has
decided to take up an innovation and incorporate it progressively in the science
curriculum of the first three years of secondary school.
The school is a prestigious private school; it is a boarding and day school for
boys and girls. The person who introduced the innovation to the school and was
responsible for incorporating it in the Year 7’s (pupils 11-12 years old) scheme of
work was Giles, the head of science for the lower secondary school. His way of
inserting the approach was to create a new topic called ‘Energy and Change’ which
consisted exclusively of the innovation’s teaching materials. The idea seemed to be
that the pupils would be exposed to the basic new ideas, terms and abstract pictures in
one large dose, and thus in subsequent topics the teachers could draw on this
knowledge, build on it and use further project activities alongside other materials.
In order to acquaint the teachers and himself better with the innovation Giles
invited Richard Boohan* to give a training session on the new ideas and teaching
materials to be used. Subsequently the new topic of approximately five weeks
duration was taught by the four science teachers of Year 7, including Giles.
According to what customary happens when the teaching of each topic is completed,
after the end of the ‘Energy and Change’ topic all four teachers involved in its
teaching met to evaluate it. The evaluation meeting as well as six of the lessons with
one class were observed and detailed notes were kept on each occasion. Moreover,
the teacher of the class, Christopher, was interviewed repeatedly and evaluation
questionnaires were distributed both to the teachers who participated in the training
session and again to the four Year 7 teachers after they had tried out the materials.
In the following sections, drawing on the variety of data we have collected, we
will try to give a feel both for how the integration of the innovation in question was
experienced by its different participants in the school, and how the innovation was
transformed in this process.
The training session
The training session lasted about two hours. Richard Boohan talked about the
way the innovation sees the teaching of energy and then introduced the main ideas and
features of the novel approach. The teachers invited by Giles to attend came both
from his school and from other schools in the locality. During the training session
they had the chance to have a look at some of the new curriculum materials and
moreover to do and discuss some of the pupil activities.
How did the teachers react to the new approach? From the eleven completed
evaluation forms that we collected at the end of the session we can conclude that
_____________________________________________
* Co-director of the ‘Energy and Change’ project.
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overall they thought positively of it, though they expressed their reservations about the
abstract pictures and vocabulary used in the materials. On these evaluation forms the
teachers were asked to say whether they agreed or disagreed to a series of fifteen
positive and negative statements about the new approach. On the one hand they
agreed that the ideas introduced by the approach are fundamental and that the
materials can help them to find simple ways of talking with pupils about energy and
change. On the other hand they were concerned that the materials contain a special
vocabulary to be learned and that pupils may not be able to make sense of or use the
pictures because they are very abstract and have too many conventions. These results
agree with the ones that have been reported in the larger scale evaluation study of the
materials, mentioned earlier.
Listening closer to the discussions the teachers had while trying out the
activities, we got some further insight about what some of the teachers from the
school in focus thought of it all. Giles, as expected, reacted very positively to the new
ideas. He had read about the approach, he seemed to appreciate its endeavours and
was obviously committed to embody them in the existing science curriculum of the
lower secondary school. The head of physics was quite sceptical; he kept questioning
the scientific accuracy of the ideas and terminology suggested, and the choice of
conventions of the abstract pictures. Julie also showed some resistance; she did not
believe in the use of abstract pictures and in its role in instigating ‘good talk’ among
pupils. Christopher, on the other hand was openly enthusiastic about the approach
and the suggested pupil activities; he had ‘slotted’ some of the activities already in his
teaching and had found that the pupils had worked very well with them and had
enjoyed them.

The teaching sequence
As mentioned before the way that Giles had perceived the introduction of the
materials in the scheme of work was to create a topic called ‘Energy and Change’ and
pack into it 14 pupil activities from the ones developed by the project. These were
intended to be done in the space of nearly five weeks. This use of the materials had
been neither intended nor anticipated by the creators of the innovation. More
precisely, one of the three booklets which introduce the innovation, called ‘Activities
for the classroom’ (Boohan and Ogborn 1996), emphatically mentions that
ìthe activities do not make up a complete teaching pack for a topic, but are designed to be easily
‘slotted into’ existing schemes of workî (p1)

In the National Report (Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999, Table 1), one can see the
outline scheme of the topic, as Giles devised it, detailing which activities should be
taught in which weeks of the course. It can be noted in this scheme that Giles did not
specifically link activities with individual lessons - this was to be done by each teacher.
The National Report also shows both the overall school scheme and the way that
Christopher fitted these activities into lessons. The six lessons we observed are also
annotated. Moreover, three activities next to them in the table were not part of the
school scheme. Christopher, having finished the required activities before the end of
the allocated time, ‘slotted’ them in his lessons after consultation with us.
In order to appreciate how the above scheme by itself consists a major
transformation of the intended use of the innovative curriculum materials, it is worth
examining how the same activities were taught in another school (which we will call
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the ‘control’ school, see Table 2 in National Report), where the integration of the
materials had been negotiated between the teachers of the school and the authors of
the innovation. Doing so, one can see that the same activities were taught as part of
different topics, which existed prior to the integration, and even with different age
groups. However, what is important is that they were spread out amongst other
activities, thus providing a more balanced overall curriculum.

Christopher – ‘An over-enthusiastic agent of change?’
Christopher is a young teacher, physicist by first degree, who right from the start
showed zeal and enthusiasm to implement the new approach in his classroom. He
seemed to understand and appreciate the ideas behind the approach, as well as to be
committed in the means suggested for teaching them. His comments about it were
genuinely and consistently positive throughout his interactions with us. Christopher is
also very self-confident and ambitious, and no doubt both these characteristics
contributed to a successful implementation of the innovation.
Christopher taught all the suggested activities, in order, and inside the time
allocated. Moreover, in the National Report for WP3 (Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999) one
can read in detail how the lessons progressed: what was the scope of each activity,
how Christopher realised it and how the pupils responded to it. From this reading it
quickly becomes clear that Christopher was in a sense the ‘perfect’ innovator; he
understood the activities and what they tried to achieve and faithfully followed the
teaching suggestions which accompanied them. He also anticipated the difficulties
the ideas involved might present to the pupils and tackled them swiftly and efficiently.
Finally, he was able to make use of the new ideas in activities he designed by himself
for the pupils.
The only criticism that we may have of Christopher is that he may have possibly
been too keen. Not only that did he not question the dense structure of the topic, but he
managed to make it even denser, since he inserted in it three more of the innovation
activities, which were not part of the school scheme. He was the only teacher in the
school to teach these extra activities. It was almost as if he were so keen with the new
approach that he wanted to test it to its limits, to the possible detriment of the pupils
who he risked overloading. Consistent with this hypothetical conjecture was also the
impression that Christopher did not view the ‘Energy and Change’ topic on par with
other topics; it often seemed that he perceived it as some sort of an intellectual gamble
between himself and the pupils. He clearly valued greatly the cognitive processes of
‘thinking hard’ and ‘abstracting similarities and common mechanisms’ and the new
materials seemed to offer opportunities for his pupils and himself to do this. His role
was to push these opportunities the furthest possible. He justified for example using
one of the extra activities in the following terms:
ìTwo things: a. these [pictures] are genuinely difficult; and b. I also wanted to see if they [the
pupils] could cope with the same ideas but in new situations without falling to pieces.î

Perhaps the biggest challenge for Christopher was when he had to design the test
at the end of the topic to assess what the pupils had learned. The way he approached it
attests both to the above claims as well as to his self-confidence and to a desire to
experiment with the new ideas.
ìThat’s what I’m going to do for the test: I think I’m going to use some of the picture diagrams,
but in completely new context and just see who has just read the worksheets and memorised things,
and who can actually apply it to something new.î
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His evaluation of the innovation and of his teaching tells us that he enjoyed
teaching the innovation. Apparently he had been surprised by how well the class had
kept going with the activities and by how quickly they had picked up the basic ideas.
According to him, even ìwhen they get some of the subtler aspects wrong, it is a good teaching
opportunityî. He also admitted to have found the approach very useful for himself, since
it helped him understand how many chemical and biological processes are driven.
Discussion
It was never clear whether Giles had consciously intended the ‘Energy and
Change’ topic to be an intensive ‘language’ course which would give the pupils the
vocabulary to use and build on later on. Christopher, talking about both further use of
the new materials in the same year and about the future integration of the approach in
further years, certainly indicated some apprehension that this was the case:
ìThis is if you like a big whopping dollop of vocabulary, all of C. It’s going to come into their
work of Chemistry, there’s some bits about mixing, not very much, but there’s a few little bits. It’s
going to come into the second year; we’ve introduced some worksheets for into Life, when we come to
look at animals and various living processes in the second year.î

On the other hand the fact that all four teachers complained in their evaluation
forms about the lack of practical activities, rather denotes that they did not own up to
this transformation, but that they perceived it as inherent in the approach. The way in
particular that Giles formulated it in his evaluation form further attests to this
conviction:
ìDo we need to devise more of our own practicals?’

The point they made about the absence of practical activities is of course a valid
one since lots of the project activities are explicitly meant to complement practical
work. Isolating and insulating the novel approach from interaction with other teaching
material makes its teaching possibly easier, but robs the children from the opportunity
of seeing it working in the context of or alongside more familiar activities. As a
consequence of this, the pupils may perceive it as a kind of intellectual game whose
scope and application is self-contained.
The way they chose to go about incorporating the innovation has also other
consequences. Christopher identified a practical one
ìWe’ll have a problem in the third form cos’ of course we have people coming into the school from
outside. We get about 40% [of pupils]from outside the school in the third form. So, there will have
to be few little revisions, you know, just to remind those and just to quickly teach it. That may require
just pulling together a few of these or maybe just producing a few little summary ones of our own, just
parts of each one. I’ll, you know, cross that bridge when we come to it.î

A further one is that if a teacher does not understand very well the innovation,
then the teaching of the topic becomes an uphill struggle. This was the case with
Susanna who was one of the Year 7 science teachers, a biologist by first degree. She
had the less able class and she felt that the pupils got ‘bogged down’ in the
conventions of the abstract pictures and got frustrated and confused. She herself did
not see the point of all the work comparing pictures and talking about them; she found
that the ideas behind them are too general and that some practical experiences would
have been better. She further was not sure about whether the approach was easy to
integrate in the existing scheme of work, nor whether it helped her to find simple
ways of talking with pupils about energy and change. In fewer words, Susanna was
not happy at all with the new approach and even less happy with its kind of
integration in the scheme of work.
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However, one of the problems she identified with the pictures in one activity
indicates that the main obstacle Susanna had with the approach was that she had not
understood the underlying framework behind it. She complained for example that
coffee was represented with two different shadings in consecutive but different
pictures and that she had found this confusing. This remark rather denotes however
that Susanna had not understood and certainly had not appreciated the abstract nature
of the pictures.
In the case of Rachel, the fourth teacher for that year group, having not taken
fully on board the general framework, as she said, meant that the new approach
worked in isolation in this topic. In other words, she admitted not yet feeling able to
extend the new ideas in the teaching of other topics.
To conclude, the major transformation we observed in this case study was one
of sequence and integration of the innovation rather than of content. The innovation
was adapted to an educational philosophy which was not imagined by its creators. It
was intended to interact with other teaching materials so that the effected change
would happen incrementally; it was transformed into a scheme which could be
dictated, a large dose of vocabulary to be learned in isolation.
Energy and Change: concluding remarks
In the above two case studies we saw the ‘Energy and Change’ innovation being
transformed and adapted in each case to the school’s ethos, to the teachers’ pattern of
work and to what the teachers already knew.
Due to the nature of the ‘Energy and Change’ innovation, that is being an
innovation which is not prescriptive on the one hand, but which on the other provides
teachers with explicit curriculum materials and with a general framework for their
optimum use, these case studies gave us an extra insight. They did not only show us
the transformations arising from the adoption of an innovation at the microscopic
scale, which is the context of the teacher’s classroom, but also those arising at the
macroscopic scale, which is the context of a whole school. In this latter context is
where we observed some very interesting and indeed important transformations.
Despite the fact that the two schools have comparable status, they seemed to
have different educational philosophies. In one school the approach taken towards the
integration of the innovation seemed to be cautious, piece-by-piece welding of the
new material to the old. In this process only certain ideas of the innovation were
adopted and transformed to suit what was already there, the adoption of the general
framework of the innovation was deferred and thus possible contradictions between
the new and the old were ignored. In the other school, the approach was one of total
commitment to both the ideas and the general framework of the innovation.
Integration though here meant isolation; it meant insulating the new ideas and making
them into an intensive course.
In the first case we have an integration at the macro level which is more in line
with the intentions of the designers of the innovation. We have however very
important transformations at the micro level, since the adoption of the innovation did
not go as far as adopting fully its ways of thinking and talking about energy. In the
second case we have a huge transformation at the macro level - in how the work is
organised. However, in those instances where the teacher fully understands the ideas
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behind the innovation, as happened in our case, we see almost no transformations at
the micro level - the level of the teaching in the classroom.
Conclusions (both innovations)
In the previous sections we looked in detail at two curriculum innovations and
their uses by the teachers. In this last section we will tryto synthesis some general
conclusions from observations we made across both innovations.
In both cases investigated we saw transformations taking place; in other words
they were there as expected. These transformations came in two broad types:
-those which occur when the innovation is imposed and the people who are called
upon to implement it are not committed to it and do not understand it; and
-those which occur when the people who are called upon to implement it are
committed to it and/or do understand it.
We are going to discuss each of these types of transformation separately.
The first type often includes transformations which happen simply at the verbal
level; substituting the new phrase for the old phrase, but not really changing anything
else. One meets attempts to bring the ‘new’ and the ‘old’ together which are followed
by invented rationalisations about which is easier and which is harder. There is also a
good deal of switching between using the innovation and not using it depending on the
context. In other words there is an apparent specialisation of the innovation according
to different contexts or users. It is often the case that this specialisation is triggered by
the context itself. ‘Old’ and familiar contexts attract ‘old’ and familiar strategies. A
circus of contraptions around the lab, for example, called ‘energy circus’, set up for
pupils to interact and discuss using the language of ‘energy’, seems to induce more
readily talk about ‘energy transformations’ than about ‘energy transfers’ to teachers and
then subsequently to pupils. This is of course no accident; the ‘energy circus’
laboratory activity has been associated with such talk, because it was originally defined
as the one which would help pupils to identify and learn the different ‘forms’ of energy.
All the above behaviours were detected in the writing of textbook authors as well
as in the practice of teachers, so one cannot claim that they are particular to teachers. It
appears that this is how people think and act.
In general, under this first type of transformations we usually have
transformations of the ‘new’ so that it becomes like the ‘old’. We also have some
transformations of the ‘old’ to fit the ‘new’, but these are clumsier and seem to result in
a struggle. We saw for example the textbook authors apologising for attempting this.
Another point worth remembering when we refer to innovations imposed from the
top, is that teachers will obey authority if necessary and accept to adopt the innovation,
but they can subvert it in the classroom anytime if they do not understand it or see the
effectiveness of it.
In the second type of transformations, which are the ones brought about by
people who understand the innovation, the context and the other people to be affected
become prominent. Then the possibility of action becomes an issue and the
innovation becomes something to be negotiated rather than to be adopted as it is.
Consequently, the transformations vary a lot, depending on the relationships between
the people involved, especially the existing power relationships between them. Hence
we see different strategies being followed in the implementation of the innovation,
strategies which are explicable in terms of the people involved rather than of the
nature of the innovation itself. In Ivan’s case, for example, the nature of the
innovation was completely altered as a result of the negotiations of its
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implementation. His strategy was one of piece-meal integration. Another strategy we
met was one of insulation of the innovation. In Chris’s school, they seemed to think
that by insulating and thus isolating the new materials they would make their
incorporation easier for all involved, than if they attempted to fit them into context.
In general then it seems to make a difference whether the innovation does
something close or related, at least in the mind of the person who puts it in force, to
what s/he has customarily been doing. Adjustment of the innovation, in this case, is
perceived necessary until it is sensed that it fits. In doing this adjustment teachers will
apply lots of criteria which often have nothing to do with the nature of the innovation
and its merits. These criteria are usually work-related and reflect practical concerns
about whether for example a particular activity will stretch pupils enough or too
much, or whether it will keep the pupils occupied and interested, or even whether it
requires extra preparation work and time from the part of the teachers. These
considerations are very prominent for teachers, even if they are not always for
curriculum innovators; it is known that some teachers would be ready to sacrifice
principle for practical possibilities.
On the other hand, the adoption of an innovation does not make trivial demands
on one’s time and attention. It can be likened to a plant which needs constant
watering and fertilising if it is to grow and blossom.
From our research, we also saw that the distinction between the levels at which
the transformations were happening was useful. So, the macroscopic level was the
level of the whole school or department which adopted the curriculum innovation,
whereas the microscopic level was the level of the teacher and his/her classroom. It is
possible for the transformations at one scale to reflect the transformations at the other,
but it is not necessary that they do. In the case of Jonathan for example although he
seemed to ignore the National Curriculum recommendations on the teaching of
‘energy transfer’, one might assume that the school’s scheme of work did not.
Finally, for both innovations we investigated it was true that mere acceptance of
their merits was not enough for their successful take up. Deep understanding and
commitment to the innovation appeared to be some of the preconditions. In addition,
attention to the details as well as to the general framework of the innovation is
essential, since it is these details which may often undermine its overall effect. The
choice of conventions for example one uses to draw an energy transfer diagram may
say more about what one reads into it, than the words one uses to describe it.
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Teaching about Energy in Spanish Secondary Schools:
Teachers' transformations of innovations

This chapter is mainly constituted of excerpts from the Spanish National Rreport written by R.
Pinto and R. Gomez (1999).

Departament de Didactica de la Matematica i les Ciencies Experimentals de la
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona.

Situation in the STTIS project
As the other parts of the Workpackage 3 in the STTIS project, this research
addresses the teacher transforming trends when implementing new teaching strategies.
The perspective is to improve the presentation of innovations and to ensure the minimal
difference between the corresponding didactical intentions and the way they are
internalised and implemented by teachers.
The research goal is to contribute to answer the following question:
What transforming mechanisms can one conjecture that are involved in the
implementation of well-defined curriculum innovations in Secondary
School classes?
The part of the research reported here bears more specifically on the sub Workpackage
WP3.1:
Analysis of the interpretations given by the teachers to the official instructions of
a specific innovation strategy.
What do they read in the texts describing the innovation, and what do they decide to do
from it? That is, we would like to know the interpretation of their reading and the
aspects of the innovation they decide to adopt.

The innovative teaching strategy on energy
In order to be able to describe transformations done by teachers when
implementing innovative strategies, a clear and accurate definition of such teaching
strategy must be exposed.
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The present study is focused on the analysis of teachers’ interpretations of an
innovative teaching sequence on Energy.
Researches about the teaching of energy (Black,P. 81, Bliss, J. 83, Bliss, J., 85, Driver, R.
85, Duit, R. 81, 83, 85, 86, Hicks, N. 83, Ogborn, J. 76, 83, 85, 90, Saltiel, E. , Schlichting, H. 78, Sexl,
R., Solomon, J. 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, Vicentini 83, Warren, J.W. 82, Watts, D.M. 80, 83, Robardet,G.
98) have occupied many research efforts during the last twenty years.
Students’ difficulties in many aspects have already been identified and new
approaches have been proposed. Very interesting theoretical reflections from a scientific
point of view have also been published. Tens, if not hundreds, of new proposals have
been schemed. However, despite the many efforts to elaborate innovative strategies with
the aim to overcome the student's difficulties, it looks like they have often little
repercussion in Schools.
With the purpose of overcoming these difficulties, a teaching innovative strategy
was decided and defined accurately. The strategy proposed an innovative way of
teaching Energy to 16-17 year-old students, included the basic aspects for a better
construction of the concept: energy transfer, energy degradation, energy conservation.

The Program
The objectives to be achieved by students regarding Contents (Concepts, Skills or
Processes and attitudes) were defined. Didactical Orientations were added to guide its
implementation (emphasis on some ideas, approach to some concepts, difficulties that
students will probably find, practical recommendations, etc). The three aspects:
Objectives, Contents and Orientations make up « The Program » (see Appendix 1 in Spanish
National Report, Pinto and Gomez 1999). These three aspects correspond to the degree of
definition of the National Syllabus in Catalonia and the usual way to present it. When
the new sequence "L'Energia" was designed, special care was taken that it had the same
characteristics as the presentation of the National Syllabus.
The unit "L'energia".
Furthermore a didactical unit « L’Energia » was elaborated as a kind of booklet to
be used by students. A complete schema shows the concepts introduced in the unit
"L'energia" (see the Spanish National Report, Pinto and Gomez 1999).
The concepts were presented and exercises and practical activities were included.
All of this created a profile that perfectly defines the level and approach that teachers
should follow during its implementation in class.

Problems to address and main features of the innovative strategy
The extension of the innovative sequence is large. Consequently the present
research is focused in some specific parts of it.
This research focuses on a specific problem, already detected in previous studies
(Duit, Ogborn, Black, Solomon): Students are not able to construct the concept of
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energy without a good understanding of energy conservation, energy degradation and
their relationship. Some problems:
 Teaching Energy Conservation linked to Energy Degradation and Dispersal of
Energy is not very common in Secondary Schools
 Only studying ideal systems, as it is the case in many elementary Physics courses,
does not allow students to conceptualise energy as a tool useful for analysing real
situations.
 It is a very common procedure for teachers in many elemental Physics courses to
introduce mathematical formulae before the analysis of any phenomena from a
phenomenological or intuitive point of view.
 To be able to relate Energy Conservation with Energy Degradation students should
be encouraged to analyse their environment from a scientific perspective and to
understand better the everyday processes.
 It is well known that different ideas about energy related topics appear in the media,
using common language (with many deviations and differences with the scientific
language) to talk about many everyday life situations. Energy consumption, waste,
or expense, are usual terms that may hinder the idea of Energy Conservation.
 Physics courses at secondary school level do not usually consider the students’
previous conceptions and previous conception of the language.
For all these problems, the innovative didactical strategy designed with the
intention to overcome them counts, as the most innovative elements
A) Different organisation and relationship established between the concepts,
compared with the "traditional", assumed by most of the teachers and nearly all
textbooks.
In the Unit "L'energia", the concept of energy Degradation is introduced as a
decrease of capacity to do work, and dispersal of energy as distribution among many
particles, which is not usual in our textbooks To establish links between Degradation
and Internal energy of the system (or self Energy, after Alonso, 1971), or between
Dispersion and energy distribution among many particles (molecular agitation) are not
usual either.
Besides, in the Unit, the energy degradation of a system is treated like a particular
case of the general tendency of all spontaneous processes of nature. Therefore, the
interrelations between energy degradation and the irreversibility of natural processes
and Nature's asymmetry are shown.
B) Analysis of phenomena and processes from different points of view, different
theoretical frames and different analysis levels.
In the proposed approach, when analysing the processes of energy transfer in real
systems, a change from macroscopic to microscopic world and vice versa is used. It is a
link between the thermodynamic and statistical Physics approaches, considered by some
teachers as a step from Physics to Chemistry.
References to technology are also introduced in order to specify the technological
point of view of energy transfers with the scientific vision of these transfers. In the same
line, the study of real phenomena which are close to the student is emphasised and plays
a main role, not being just an application or collateral aspect of the sequence, as usual.
We can say, then, that the strategy integrates different explanations and approaches of
the same phenomenon seen from different angles.
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C) Importance of the language used to express scientific ideas.
The didactical orientations aimed to establish a bridge between languages and
proposed some type of exercises intended to show the meaning of the same words in the
two registers (scientific and everyday).
Reflections about the use of mathematical language when teaching Physics are
also proposed: is it better to approach concepts using a formal mathematical language
or, on the contrary, to use a verbal intuitive language according to the characteristics of
the students who have to learn these concepts and to the objectives to be achieved?. In
the Program and the Unit a conceptual approach, free of mathematical language, is
considered very important, in order that students do not need to master maths to be able
to take their first steps in the broad field of Physics.
From a very general perspective, we can say that the Program (Objectives,
Contents and Didactical Orientations), as well as the associated unit "L'energia", can
provide teachers with the necessary tools to foster that their students acquire, on one
side an ability to analyse their environment from a scientific perspective, and on the
other, a reversibility in their thinking that allows them to consider different aspects of
the same fact, different perspectives of the same situation, different solutions of the
same problem, etc.
Focus of our research: Lines of Analysis
From the former considerations we can envisage that we will have to analyse the
teachers reactions about the innovative aspects from two different angles:
-one referred to the work with concepts: different organisation and different
interrelation between them;
-another referred to foster cognitive skills skills to be used by students when
reasoning about phenomena;
As explained in the General Introduction, we thus defined the following Lines of
Analysis:
-Line A: Teachers' strategies related to concepts;
-Line B: Teachers' strategies to foster some cognitive skills or intellectual abilities
in their students.
According to this choice, we can specify the innovations we will focus on in the
following terms.
Critical aspects of the innovation
A. Innovations related to teacher's strategies on conceptual innovations referring to
different organisation and different emphasis on the interrelation between concepts
A.1. Introducing at secondary school level the idea of energy degradation during a
process as the loss of energy availability or capacity to do useful work.
A.2. Introducing at secondary school level the idea of energy dispersal during a
process as the distribution among many particles or parts of a system
A.3. Interpreting energy degradation through the idea of the increase of the system
internal energy.
B. Innovations on teachers strategies to foster some cognitive skills or intellectual
abilities in their students.
B.1. Fostering the ability to interrelate and retrieve concepts fluently
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B.2. Fostering the ability to use explanations or interrelations of real phenomena
coming from different theoretical models or from different levels of analysis.
B.3. Fostering the ability of managing (crossing + establishing links between)
common register, scientific register, verbal language and mathematical language as
different registers used to explain the same phenomenon.
The following table shows how should we expect that these innovations were
introduced in the classes.
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Strategies and tasks expected from teachers. Didactical intentions
Innovation
A.1. Introducing at
secondary school level
the idea of energy
degradation throughout
a process as the loss of
energy availability or
capacity to do work.

Expected teachers' strategies and tasks when implementing the
unit "L'energia"







A.2. Introducing at
secondary school level
the idea of energy
dispersal throughout a
process as the
distribution among
many particles or parts
of a system




A.3. Interpreting
energy degradation
through the idea of
increase of internal
energy of the systems



B.1. Fostering the
ability to interrelate
and retrieve concepts
fluently.













B.2. Fostering the
ability to use
explanations or
interrelations coming
from different
theoretical models or
from different levels of
analysis of real
phenomena.






To emphasise the idea that in real world any process comes along with
energy degradation.
Not to treat energy degradation as a collateral aspect or an application of
energy conservation in real phenomena, neither as a corollary of the
application of energy conservation in everyday life.
Not to use expressions such as: „energy has been lost‰ or „part of the
energy has been transformed into heat‰.
Not to apply the idea of „availability of energy‰ mathematical function but
introduce the concept in a qualitative way.
To propose exercises to calculate the efficiency of processes.
To give the idea that energy degradation is an example or a particular case
of a general tendency in Nature.
To make distinctions between degradation and dispersal.
To use aspects of the Particle Theory of Matter to interpret energy dispersal
in specific examples.
To make take into account that when energy dispersal has occurred in one
process, energy has become degraded.
To give examples (preferably from everyday life) where energy dispersal is
naturally shown and stressed.
To highlight in specific examples the characteristics that go along with the
increase of internal energy.
Not to treat degradation using the word heat but refer it to both the systems
and environment internal energy.
Not to use sentences such as: „The energy disappears in the form of heat"
To identify in any real process an increase of internal energy of the
considered system and its environment.
To identify the system property that has varied by the increase of its
internal energy (temperature variation or phase change).
To recover the concepts of doing work and heating to explain different real
energy transfers.
To recover both internal energy and useful work concepts to be able to
interpret energy degradation.
To stress that there are different ways of analysing or looking at the same
phenomenon. Not to use or demand from the students lineal reasoning.
Try to use other symbolic representations, instead of the verbal language
(necessarily lineal) for represent simultaneous changes that arrive when
some fact is happening.
To construct explanations at different levels and to use different theoretical
frames for a real process.
To relate aspects that do not belong to the same level of analysis.
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B.3. Fostering the
ability of managing
(crossing + establishing
links between) common
language, verbal
language, scientific
language and
mathematical language
as different registers
used to explain the
same phenomenon.
B.3.1 common vs.
scientific
language.
B.3.2 verbal vs.
mathematical
language.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To stress the analysis of the language the students use.
To try to systematically refer to both registers.
To make clarifications on the language students' use avoiding sentences as
"This is not important , the concept behind it is what really matters"
To make distinctions and clarify the concepts and terms used in both
language registers, the specific terms of each of them and the relationships
and possible differences in meaning when they coincide.
To propose debates or talk about energy transfer, etc using and crossing
consciously both common and scientific registers.
To encourage the students to talk about what is written down in the
formulae and give the physical sense of the equation terms.
To use verbal intuitive language and mathematical language in order to
establish a bridge between them.

Methodology and data collection
According to the nature of the research, a qualitative methodology was used to detect
teacher's reactions.
Data analysis is guided by our two lines of analysis, which themselves echo what we
considered critical in the innovations focused on in our research. As said above, they
refer to
-Teachers' strategies related to concepts;
-Teachers' strategies to foster some cognitive skills or intellectual abilities in their
students.
The data collection for the part of the research which is reported here was as
described hereafter.
Instrument
In order to obtain information about what do teachers think about teaching strategies
presented in the Program, data have been gathered through semi-directed interviews.
The interview is structured in two sections: a first one, referring to general aspects
about the program, and another one focused in the approach given to the concepts of
energy degradation, dispersal of energy and energy conservation.
The Program of the innovative sequence on energy » (see Appendix 1 in Spanish National
Report, Pinto and Gomez 1999) was given to all the teachers from the sample. Some days
before the interview, teachers were asked to read it and note any comment about it, so
we could know their opinion during the interview and talk about it.
Sample
In total, 13 teachers were interviewed, as seen in the next table. Some of them,
afterwards, implemented as well the "L'Energia" unit in their classes and a study was
made.

Not knowing the teaching sequence "L'Energia"
Knowing the teaching sequence "L'Energia"

Catalan teachers
4
9
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13 secondary School teachers from different Catalan State Secondary Schools
were interviewed. All of them had at least 5 years of experience in teaching Science
Subjects (most of them teaching the subject Physics and Chemistry). As pointed out
above, the interview was about the Program of the Proposal. Four of the teachers had no
previous knowledge of the designed didactic material. The other 9 teachers did know as
well the student's activities and exercises of the didactical proposal.
From the four teachers who had not seen the didactical material before the
interview, one had Education background with much experience in primary school
teaching and the other had Science background (Physics or Chemistry), with experience
as secondary school teachers.

Next, we express the results, taking into account the two lines of analysis referred
before regarding to the teachers of the sample.
Reading the instructions on conceptual innovations referring to different
organisation and different emphasis on interrelating concepts (Line of analysis
A)
About the introduction at secondary school level of the idea of energy degradation
during a process as a loss of energy availability or capacity to do useful work.
(A.1)
How is the Energy Degradation concept, presented in the Program as a process
towards a less useful energy with a lower capacity of work performance,
interpreted?
None of the interviewed teachers made any reference to the Energy Availability as
a measure of the system's capacity to perform work. From the 13 Catalan teachers only
3 associated energy degradation to a decrease of capacity to perform shaft work.
∑there is a part of the energy that is not lost, is just somewhere else, but it cannot be
reused as it was before.

Only 5 out of 13 used together the concepts of energy degradation and energy
conservation, even though none of them made reference to whether the energy was
conserved in isolated systems, open systems or any considered general system.
∑I believe it is a novelty, to talk a lot about energy degradation and conservation, to point
out that energy is conserved but it is degraded∑

7 teachers out of 13 either related energy degradation to energy
conservation, but referred to it using the expression "to lose energy", or used
expressions where their conceptualisation of energy conservation was not
clear.
A variety of comments suggest that the concepts of energy conservation and
degradation were not mastered at all in our sample. For instance the idea of energy
degradation is linked to a lower quantity of it, or to « real life ». There is even a teacher
who talked about degradation like a type of energy.
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I, myself, gave some references and introduced the concept of degradation as a type of
energy, a state where the state of heat is not the same∑ I think it is a difficult property to use.

From the sample of 13 teachers, only 2 talk about the importance of interrelating
the different concepts: degradation, conservation, dispersion, internal energy, heat,
natural tendencies in real processes, etc.
What vision have teachers about the usefulness of teaching energy
degradation?
We find teachers with opposite points of view:
For some of them, to introduce degradation allows to have « a much broader
view », or a more everyday life related view:
degradation helps to give a more real view of natural phenomena. I would say it is
actually indispensable. To cover only conservation, I don't think so,
This point of view is valued as a first level spreading (3 teachers):
I found interesting everything related to systems, subsystems, etc. But when we talk about
energy degradation, I would do it at a previous level. First, I would give a qualitative vision of
what is energy, and then, at a higher level, I would quantify.

As observed in several comments, the interest showed to introduce the system
concept doesn’t mean that this is linked to the interest of expressing with some degree
of precision energy conservation and its dissipation .
About the introduction at secondary level of the idea of energy dispersion in
a system during a process as the distribution of energy among many particles or
parts of a system (A.2)
How is the energy dispersion concept, introduced in the Program as a process
of distribution in many particles or parts of the system, interpreted?
The Program offered to the teachers is not too explicit about this aspect. Only
three ideas are expressed in a general way:
 energy dispersion and energy degradation always come together.
 energy degrades as it spreads, or becomes more disperse. Energy
becomes more degraded when it disperses or spreads.
 Degradation and Dispersion may be considered particular cases of
Nature's essential tendency towards homogeneity, towards the elimination of
differences
As previously mentioned, the Program contains some very general didactical
orientations, orientations about the aspects that should be stressed when teaching energy
dispersion, taking for granted that teachers know what they are talking about. It says:
 It is convenient to talk about energy conservation in a system, making
reference to degradation and dispersion
 To conceptualise the energy dispersion as a step towards more
degraded energy.
 To identify in a real process energy dispersion.
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From analysis of the interviews, it can be inferred that the only reference to energy
dispersion as an energy distribution among the different particles comes from
associating it to heat:
we already know what the friction force is∑then, friction work implies heat, and heat is
dispersed on the surface∑students should not have any difficulties.

Energy dispersion seems to be a "less studied" concept. A teacher admited he had
not thought about it very much, he did not know exactly what it is, and that in any case
he could do a comparison between concentrated and dispersed energy:
I never talked about dispersion. I talked about degradation. Sometimes in a more
implicit than conscious way∑but about dispersion, that you have there∑ then∑how can
you talk about energy use processes when it is concentrated? Maybe going into the topic of
thermal engines you could see that this concentrated energy is useful for
something∑however, without thermal engines∑

One teacher thought the relationship between dispersion and internal energy was
more difficult than relationship with degradation, but his idea of dispersion was:
Dispersion, it would be difficult for me to explain it... it is to refine... this loss (of energy
that degradation implies). Then, I have a problem... when a ball slides over a surface with friction,
the ball should not have changed its particles, and then, I cannot imagine a change in the internal
kinetic energy of this ball, then, how can I explain from the microscopic perspective this energy
dispersion?

Two teachers showed the dispersion-degradation relationship like something that
"had to" be shown.
...to introduce the dispersion concept bonded to the degradation one... I believe we cannot
pass without this relationship, because these three concepts are closely related, conservation,
degradation and dispersion.
They come together. Every time there is dispersion, there is also degradation.

What do teachers think about the utility of teaching energy dispersion?
Most of the teachers think that teaching energy dispersion is not essential:
I think it is not essential

Others, though, think it is very useful:
Dispersion helps to understand degradation. It may give a more complex perspective of
reality, but reality is complex, isn't it?

When asked about the convenience to make reference to the internal energy in
order to explain dispersion, many teachers did not answer this question, or gave vague
answers. Four teachers clearly stated that it is not necessary to establish this link:
I do not think it is indispensable.
Probably it is something new for me to approach it this way, it is something I had not
thought about before...I would probably do it without using internal energy.

In general, we may say that:
Most of the teachers treat dispersion similarly to degradation, make more
comments about the interest of teaching degradation than dispersion, do not relate it
with an internal energy increase and do not establish any links at microscopic level
either (molecular agitation, particle interaction, etc.)
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Only 2/3 of the professors were influenced by the reading of the Program and the
Didactical Orientations.
About the introduction at secondary school level of the degradation of
energy trough the idea of the increase of the internal energy of the systems. (A.3)
How is interpreted the idea, proposed in the Program, of interrelating the
energy degradation with the changes of internal energy of the systems?
Most of the 13 teachers give no interpretation of the energy degradation in terms
of the increase of internal energy. None of the teachers refers to any process dealing
with energy transfers, during which energy is being degraded and dispersed, nor talks
about any increase of temperature due to friction going along with an increase of
internal energy. We must keep in mind that very few teachers (2/13) explicitly identify
internal energy as an integrating part of the total energy associated to the system. It
seems to be considered aside from the energies that are usually employed in the
treatment of the mechanical energy (though Ep can be considered as a part of the
internal energy, depending on the system being considered).
Only two teachers consider introducing the relations between degradation and
internal energy as being necessary and convenient.
One of them considers that it is important in order to fit both ideas, whereas the
other, who thinks it is adequate to explain the conservation of energy, finds another
solution to avoid introducing the concept of internal energy:
You can talk about degradation without talking about internal energy if you talk
about useful energy... You can talk about useful energy and not talk about internal
energy...

A considerable number of teachers consider introducing the concept of internal
energy as not being necessary, and they give two main arguments for this:
- unnecessary precision:
For the idea of degradation it is not... I mean, it is not absolutely necessary the idea
of internal energy. I could explain the process of degradation no going in depth ...
analysing different processes, looking at what is going on...

all the more so because degradation, according to some teachers, can be
explained by simply using the idea of heat or heating (the idea of heat as the
energy of bodies, instead of a kind of energy transfer, remains there, see Pinto 1991);
- or complexity of the concept of internal energy, given the lack of
knowledge students have on aspects of the particular theory of matter:
Yes... I think that the concept of internal energy is a very difficult one for them to
understand, (...) They can reach some sort of idea, ... but I think it is hard to
imagine it, ...I'm not sure, I'm not sure they really know how matter is structured...

and, in particular, the real difficulty of going from a macroscopic to a
microscopic world:
What I see is that perhaps the confusion may come from interrelating he
microscopic with the macroscopic aspects...

Teachers’ views on Energy Degradation
A1
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Very weak linkage between Energy Availabilty and capacity to perform Work.
Degradation and conservation used simulateneously only in about the third of the consulted
teachers.
Very weak mentioning of the interest of interrelating the different concepts of this
conceptual field.
A2
Usefulness of energy degradation diversely perceived,
sometimes linked to « real life » and to debates about energy crisis and renewable energies,
topics which are seen as starting points to be expoited.
A3
The awareness about the relationship between Energy Degradation and Internal Energy is
weak
The concept of Internal Energy itself is often misunderstood and its use is screened by
explanations in terms of heat and/or allusions to the complexity of this concept.

Reading the instructions about innovations on teacher's strategies to foster
some cognitive skills (Line of analysis B)
The other line of analysis of the interviews refers to the kind of activities and strategies
proposed to the teachers to foster some cognitive skills or some intellectual abilities in
their students.

On fostering the ability to interrelate and retrieve concepts (B.1)
In the Program, the links between different concepts are asserted and the last included
concepts are introduced starting from recovering the concepts that had been previously
introduced.
For instance, we find epigraphs such as:
 Interpreting heat and work in an integrated way.
 Identifying the coherent movement of a whole body as one of the principal effects of
doing work or transferring energy to it.
 Identifying the increase of incoherent or chaotic movement of its particles as one of
the effects of transferring energy by heating a body.
Or also:
 Associating changes in the properties of an open system with energy transfers
 change of property
...associated with ...
type of transfer
 modification of the Ep
work
 modification of the Ec
work
 modification of the U (change of T)
work or heat
 modification of the U (change of phase)
work or heat
On the other hand, the Didactical Orientations of the Program do also refer to the
necessity of establishing relations between concepts.
The objective is that teachers will help students to build their concepts approaching
them from different points of view, interrelating the different concepts to build a
coherent whole. This is only possible if previous concepts are used to teach a new one.
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In other words, new concepts are not introduced as a mere juxtaposition of previous
concepts.
This proposal takes for granted that fostering the capacity of interrelating concepts in
the students will be a useful intellectual tool for them, it will contribute to provide them
with a flexibility and reversibility of their reasonings.
When analysing the answers to the questionnaire, we have realised the importance that
some teachers say they give to the interrelation and the linkage between concepts in the
Unit. In order to confirm whether to establish links between the concepts actually
worries them it is needed to observe the teachers’ explanations in their classes, by
looking at the exercises they propose or by looking at their tests (the processing of these data
is actually in progress). At any rate we can readily see if they grant it any importance, if
they see any difficulty on the interrelations.
We have two clues to foresee what may happen in class: some teachers express their
taste for the coherence given to the concepts throughout the Program and, on the other
hand, some others show a certain repulse for the changes of the order of the concepts
that they were used to.
Among the reasons that 4/13 teachers give to indicate that degradation is a concept that
should be taught, it is said, for instance, that the concept is what ‘links’, what makes
many things fit, what gives the sense of coherence, a nearly aesthetic value being
sometimes assigned to this coherence:
We work on the heat subject or on the work subject as detached things... and it wasn’t that
hard either... but it was absolutely out of the context where it is integrated... that‘s the nice
thing about the unit: it does integrate everything. I’m sure that’s what everyone likes about
it.
(this motivates teachers) Because it has a coherence. This is already clear: And the books sometimes
do not have coherence.

Rigidity on the sequence of the concepts or flexibility on planning in a different way the
same concepts may give us clues on the teacher’s disposition to favour interrelations. It
will have to be proven in the practice of the classes.
Thus, one teacher shows his refusal to incorporate approaches that imply a change in the
order or in the basis of sustenance:
(...) ... the problem is that to explain the internal energy, I have always
needed to refer to how the matter is constituted, to talk about the three
states (...) on how the particles are... which are the forces and they develop
this discourse, ok.? And obviously it is indispensable to refer, at least for
me, to these ideas, to be able to develop the internal energy concept.
By contrast, five of the teachers say that they agree with the linkage of concepts
proposed in the Program (but give no arguments for this acceptance: they only note
what they find to be different between what was usual to them and what was new). One
of the teachers welcomes the integration of concepts that are usually taught at different
moments, another one talks about it giving a meaning of interesting idea to the word
« innovative »:
What is more innovative for me is for instance... this doesn’t appear in the textbooks, the
chapter on internal energy. And linking internal energy with the subjects of work and heat.
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Finally one teacher considers that this objective, to make the students interrelate
concepts and ideas, is of great importance from the point of view of fostering their
intellectual autonomy. He expresses it with the refusal to the effort of having to think
individually:
... the personal reflection... because they (the students) don’t like it... It is ... it’s like
requiring a degree of maturity that maybe some of them don’t want at that moment. They
prefer the definition, the jotting, the exercise, the solving in the blackboard... they get here
and that’s it. To elaborate by oneself you have to question yourself things. Thinking about
science is questioning things.

Globally, it might be said that,
at a declarative level, there is a relatively good acceptance of the idea of linking concepts and of the
particular linkage of concepts that is proposed, the coherence of which is sometimes underlined as
innovative and motivating

On promoting the ability to use explanations or interrelations of real phenomena
coming from different theoretical models or from different levels of analysis (B.2)
The Program and the Unit contribute to explicitating this innovative objective,
here based on an association of the mechanical, thermodynamical and statistical Physics
points of view, all at basic level and drawing only some intuitive ideas. Students must
be able to analyse phenomenon from different perspectives. For instance, they should be
able to easily go from the microscopic level of analysis to the macroscopic one and vice
versa.
For half of the teachers of the sample, the changes in the theoretical frame
proposed by the innovative proposal imply to introduce in Physics teaching some
concepts that before where taught in higher secondary Chemistry courses. A teacher
said:
I do this at thermodynamics∑ but I do not do it when teaching about energy in Physics∑that is∑
you do it in Chemistry. It is strange that thermodynamics is not in the Physics program. Instead
is in Thermochemistry when you talk about 1st and 2nd Thermodynamic Laws. ∑ I will include it,
it is something I used to do in Chemistry but not in Physics

One of the teachers thinks that the interrelation between Mechanics and
Thermodynamics is interesting:
Maybe the most innovative has been to include internal energy. We already did internal energy
before∑but in Thermodynamics∑ however, included in Mechanics,∑ I liked it very much.

The parallelism between work and heat and their relationship in the study of
physical mechanical systems is also seen by teachers like something very innovative and
interesting.
It should be pointed out that many of the teachers associate Physics with the study
of macroscopic world and Chemistry with the study of microscopic aspects of matter.
We forget about it many times at Physics level∑ since it is a macroscopic approach, microscopic
level is not studied∑ at Chemistry level is different, because you do it more, but at Physics
level∑I realise it is a Physics shortage.

Therefore, there is a certain extent of awereness concerning the shortages of too
fragmented presentations of phenomena implying energy.
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For another teacher to bring together explanations coming from different
theoretical frames is a positive innovation, thus this comment which associates work
with a coherent movement and heat with a chaotic movement.
They look like interesting things∑ to associate the internal energy. To associate kinetic
internal energy with chaotic movement and potential internal energy to particle bonds.
This I believe is very interesting.
I think also that to give an integrated interpretation to Work and Heat identifying them with
coherent and chaotic movement is a very powerful argument.

The teacher adds the following arguments to emphasise the importance of
fostering these cognitive skills in the students.
It is essential to look at the same phenomenon from different perspectives. It is essential because
otherwise you are like a mule with blinkers, that only sees in one direction.

Most of the reserves to change, besides personal difficulties, comes from the idea
that these changes are adequate only for older students. In some cases, reticences are
also observed when Physics concepts like work or energy are related to other aspects,
like mechanical devices or the energy crisis. Theachers believe these aspects do not
belong to their fields, and instead belong to the subjects of Technology or Geography.
The reserves are based on the supposed difficulty that students have to switch from the
microscopic to the macroscopic world.
∑to teach at microscopic and macroscopic levels∑ To relate particles kinetic energy with
particle movement and internal energy∑I believe that relationship between microscopic
and macroscopic is too difficult for them.

The ability of using different models or different levels of analysis meets, at a declarative level,
rather good acceptance.
Most of the reserves are focused on learners’ expected difficulties, especially in relating
microscopic and macroscopic aspects of phenomena.∑

On promoting the ability of managing (crossing + establishing links between)
common register, scientific register, verbal language and mathematical language
as different registers used to explain the same phenomenon (B.3)
The Program in its contents as well as in its Didactical Orientations, mentions the
importance to be given to the language.
On the other hand, and as mentioned previously, the approach of the unit
"L'Energia" is more qualitative than quantitative. Mathematical language is avoided,
because of the levels at which the sequence is to be implemented and because it is
intended for comprehensive school. The need to verbalise ideas is stressed, and a
quantitative approach is rarely found.
Regardless of the Proposal intentions, teachers continuously made references to
the use of mathematical language in their courses during the interviews.
Consequently, the analysis of the registers of language that teachers plan to do is
divided in two parts:
 common language vs. scientific language
 verbal language vs. mathematical language
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About the use of common and scientific registers of language.
In order that Physics teaching has a sense in Compulsory Education, it must
account for everyday facts, facts that already have their explanations and specific
vocabulary in the everyday life. Students often have learnt to talk about energy like the
media do, for instance. It should be one of the teacher's objectives to provide their
students with scientific language and with the ability to consciously switch from this
register to another. Without this objective, there are enough evidences that students will
use common language in the near future.
We would like to highlight three aspects about the opinion of the interviewed
teachers regarding the use of language: its novelty, the importance given and their
different point of view about the objectives to be achieved.
All teachers made reference to the novelty that this approach to the use of
language represents. Probably there are teachers who were already specially sensitive to
this question, but they were not conscious enough to express it verbally.
Despite some reservations by two of them, the 13 teachers of the sample express
their agreement with the importance to foster a correct use of scientific language:
You must ask them not to only use common language, but also to use scientific language, with
words that cannot just be said... there are words that must be said with the scientific word at the
right moment...this is something we have not done lately and it is difficult for us to do it: to teach
people and students to express themselves correctly.

In any case, the role assigned to it by the different teachers is completely different. We
can establish three main points of view among teachers:
 teachers who believe that scientific register must displace and replace common
language; they consider that scientific language is more "valuable" than common
language:
∑scientifically, things mean one thing, and in everyday life we usually say things wrongly, from the
scientific point of view. We must touch upon this subject.



teachers who believe that the two registers must coexist at the same level, pointing
out that students must be able to choose which want they want to use at every
moment.
∑No, a change not. I think they should not change the language... what happens is that they
must have a clear vision of when can they use a register or another.



teachers who believe that students should use scientific register as a way to learn
more. They consider the use of scientific register with precision is a learning tool.
This point of view implies, as an implicit idea, that confusion in the language leads
to conceptual confusion.
...confusion in language leads to mental confusion.

Despite the fact that some teachers think they already take into account this
problem in their courses, none of them mentions or makes reference to any specific
activity to achieve this general objective. When asked about how do they handle this
issue at class, none of them has a specific or systematic way to approach the problem.
They usually wait for imprecisions or incorrectness problems in the use of scientific
language to arise and then they "discuss" with the students.
Summarising,
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it is not clear what level of coexistence do teachers think the two language registers (scientific and
common) should have.

It is necessary to observe the teachers in class, in order to know to what extent
teachers adopt the didactical orientations proposed in the Program and propose the
exercises of the Unit "L'Energia".
About the use of verbal and mathematical languages
The Program and the Unit "L'energia", as seen before, plan the use of algebraic
formulae not too often and always associated to the qualitative analysis of concepts.
Instead, it has a very conceptual and intuitive approach, and some concepts are
thoroughly explained. The intention is that students can talk about what is expressed in
formulae and that they understand the structure of the formula according to what they
are verbally expressing. In other words, the physical meaning of the formulae is
considered a priority.
During the interviews we have found many references from the teachers regarding
the conceptual approach and regarding the scarce use of algebraic formulae.
11 out of the 13 express this shortage, but there are no arguments to justify their
point of view.
However, one teacher expressed the intention to give a more quantitative
approach as a way to give more precision to the explanations. This teacher considers
that without Mathematics, some physical concepts, for instance work, cannot be
completely explained.
the work subject, most of all because,...well, there are many aspects of work that will not be...
specified... something like "blind faith",..., In processes where force is perpendicular to the
direction of movement,... how do you not introduce to these students aspects like talking about dot
product...

There is, though, an implicit idea that a more quantitative study has a higher
scientific level. Teachers consider that conceptual introduction of scientific concepts is
of low scientific value.
Why would they like to add more formulae?
The usual argument that problem solving is a way to "fix" the concept in the
student's mind is not made explicit by any teacher.
There are many references to ways and reasons - including what students like - of
introducing formulae, calculations, etc.
...I would insist in heat problems, and work-power and energy...I'd better explain the classic
concepts, the textbook ones.
...I would easily add work as a vector calculation, as the dot product of two vectors. Then also to
the energy thing.
... they (students) like when you provide them with the formula ready to be used in the problem... it
is not that I like this way to teach Physics...I think it is not this...not only to apply a receipt∑ it is
something else...
...to the students, yes, in some aspects it may be tough for them to read that much... maybe I would
try an activity more like... more dynamic. There are some sections with too much reading.... too
much text...
At 1st Batxillerat level where I implement it, I found a lack of mathematics and quantitative
approach, and I had to add it. I suppose for ESO (compulsory secondary school) it has to be this
way.
∑to reach an expression because is provided but not deduced...I think for a 1st Batxillerat course
it should be deduced... you could deduce, for instance, a calculation of the elastic potential
energy, without integration, with non-constant forces...calculate work...
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In particular, to some teachers, the shortages in mathematics that some students
have, could be overcome if some quantitative aspects were done in Physics classes.
...I see that the whole project is very conceptual and qualitative... concepts may
be clear qualitatively, but... there is little time left for quantitative aspects... and
the problem is that our students have great difficulties in these aspects....

On the other hand, teachers of 4th ESO course (last Compulsory Secondary
Education course) believe that some sections are too mathematical. They think that
mathematics should be eliminated of the sections on Work and Heat in order to be
taught to their students. If they should give priority to one part and cut another, these
teachers say they would take out the mathematical aspects, because they may be the
main difficulty for the students.
No, I don't think they have problems to understand. I think students have more mathematical
problems than problems with Physics.

To teach how to pass from verbal to mathematical language implies a clear view
of the concept status, the role of formulae and relationship between concepts.
Expressions like "potential energy is a way to calculate work in a force system" make it
hard to believe that any link between the two languages will be established during this
particular's teacher implementation of the proposal.
Conceptual approach and scarce use of algebraic formulae.
11 out of the 13 express this shortage, but there are no arguments to justify their point of view.
Apart from some teachers of last Compulsory Secondary Education, the consulted teachers often
consider that conceptual introduction of scientific concepts is of low scientific value, and see many
reasons for reintroducing a mathematical treatment.

Conclusions about Teachers'transformations on reading "The Program"
Summarizing the transformations on the conceptual aspects:
Through the interviews done to the teachers after they have read the Program, we
can see that just a few teachers adopt the energy degradation concept as it is presented
there.
Energy degradation is seen as a second order concept, that allows us to keep the
track of the energy through the energy transfers of a process.
Very few teachers have realised that energy degradation is associated to the
decrease of the capacity of the system to perform work, trying to overcome the
traditional definition of energy. The idea of energy availability, which is more often
founded in the present-day Physics books, has not appeared in any case. The same can
be said for the ideas or « useful work », or that of « lost work », that are usually defined
in relation with the change of entropy: Wlost = TSunivers
The interviewed teachers talk about energy degradation only from an intuitive
point of view, mostly to avoid saying that energy has been lost after having said that
energy is conserved. For some teachers, energy conservation refers to the addition of the
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kinetic and potential energy of a single particle. This addition corresponds to what is
usually known as the mechanical energy. Teachers usually feel comfortable with the
mathematical deduction commonly used to introduce this concept.
None of the interviewed teachers has differentiated between the conservation of
Ep+Ec=k for one particle, and the energy conservation principle for a system of
particles. This lack of differentiation between those concepts may explain that most of
the teachers do not see introducing the internal energy concept an its relation with the
energy degradation as something necessary. We obviously do not talk about the internal
energy of a particle, this concept is only introduced when referring to a great number of
particles.
Not differentiating between those two ideas has also left the concept of system,
introduced at the beginning of he Program, unrelated to these ideas.
None of the teachers have mentioned that it is necessary to delimit the system
being studied to talk about the energy conservation. Teachers’ answers do not make
reference to the fact that energy is only conserved for isolated systems.
The energy degradation concept has been used by teachers when referring to
energy as a fluid, and in the cases of objects being heated up by means of friction where
teachers talk about the heat going out of the body.
Regardless of the little consistency of the use of this term, teachers generally show
their agreement on teaching the concept of degradation. The fact that this concept is
presented in association with the lack of symmetry of the natural processes and its
irreversibility is, more that likely, the reason why teachers approve the coherence of the
Program.
It is necessary to follow the observations on what is actually done in the
classroom to see to what extend teachers really grant a high value to the interrelation
among concepts.
Only two teachers from the sample show they know the concept of energy
dispersal. These two teachers consider energy dispersal a useful concept, necessarily
related to the degradation concept. The energy distribution among different particles
makes evident its « lost of quality » and, therefore, it also contributes to lay the
foundations of the comprehension of the second law of thermodynamics. In spite of this,
the instructions given to the teachers with the Program, have revealed insufficient to
make them realise the amplitude of the proposal and to make them try to incorporate it
in their classes.
Summarizing the transformations about the proposed teachers strategies to foster
some cognitive skills .
B.1. The energy conservation, degradation and dispersal have been introduced in
the Program as interrelated concepts that also need other concepts, such as those of
system, energy transfers and internal energy. The concepts of energy of the system and
ways of transferring energy (work and heat) are also introduced as being interrelated.
The praise to a Program that explicitly shows the multiple interrelations came
from the teachers who are less rigid, more willing to adopt a new working scheme in
their classes. On the contrary, those who are more rigid, those who strictly follow their
class notes, their problem collections, and so on, are less willing to undertake changes
in the sequence of concepts. They find any new approach as being too difficult for the
students. It seems that teachers that are less aware of what they do not know, are the
ones that more frequently think that students will not understand new things.
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B.2. On the changes in the analysis point of view, it will be necessary to analyse
what teachers do in class. To some of them there is no difficulty on shifting from the
macroscopic to the microscopic view, and vice versa. Some teachers see this as going
from Physics to Chemistry, and the other way round. On the other hand we find teachers
whose reluctance are related to the subject they are teaching. It has to be kept in mind
that most of the teachers of our sample have a Chemistry background and some of them
feel that some Physics is taking over some concepts that belong to Chemistry.
B.3. Teaching the students to establish a link between two registers of language
does not seem to be an objective teachers have set themselves on to accomplish. We
have found teachers that do not consider the use of scientific language in their
explanations, and comparing it to everyday language, an important matter. We have also
found the opposite situation. Some of the teachers are much willing to adopt changes in
their program and to elaborate all kind of exercises and activities. Their use of the
language has to be checked during their implantation in the classroom.
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Teacher transformations
strategies: what can we say?

of

innovative

teaching

What were our research questions
The starting point of the STTIS Project is that Information is transformed by the
receiver. Given that Science Teachers have to adapt continuously to a rapidly changing
situation, it seemed necessary to study how they are likely to react to some key aspects of
didactic innovations, this in order to produce guidelines for appropriate design of new
teaching strategies and tools as well as for positive interaction with teachers in charge of
implementing these.
The framework of WP3 can be summarised in the following Research Questions:
-What specific requirements are expected of teachers in some selected well-defined
curriculum innovations in science?
-How do teachers understand these expectations? How do they act on these
understandings in the classroom? What transforming mechanisms can one conjecture to be
involved?

If the transformation of a message on its way to its target is to be investigated, this
message has to be as clear as possible at the outset, at least for an identified group. As
researchers in didactic, we chose innovations that are inspired by a didactic reflection and,
to a greater or lesser extent, research based. We selected and underlined the aspects that we
consider critical in each innovation, in order to focus on their possible transformation by
teachers.
Several innovations
Six innovations were used, in major fields of physics: mechanics, energy, optics.
Some of them had been launched at national level, as « Optics at grade 8 » in France
or « Energy and Transfer » in UK. Others were intended for local implementation, as two
other innovations about energy (« Energy and Change » in UK, « Energy, Degradation,
Dispersion » in Spain) and an Italian proposal about « Motion and Force ».
It is worth stressing that, beyond the differences of topic and context, the selection
that we operated is inspired by common views on the teaching learning process, especially
the decisive importance of the learner’s conceptual construction and the valuation of
coherence. This goes with the fact that the innovations under scrutiny at least witness an
effort in such directions. Consider for instance what is said in the French National Report
(Chauvet et al. 1999), about the two innovations presented in this document, i.e. « Optics at
grade 8 » and « Colour »:
(in each case) « ... the innovative sequence was underpined by a global rationale in
coherence with very precise suggestions of teaching actions. The concern for a consistent
conceptual construction inspired a particular chaining and relative importance of the taught
concepts, some specified linkages between these, and a stress on students’ reasoning
activity. In particular, experiments were not presented as opportunities for contemplation
and subsequent understanding, but rather as linked to the combined activities of prediction,
experiment and debates, in search for coherence, in brief, activities of reasoned
experimentation » .
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This quote might as well concern, for instance, the Italian Proposal « Motion and
Force », as stated in the National Report (Monroy et al. 1999, see also Chapter III):
« The general didactical intentions can be summarised as:
-to value the Common-sense Knowledge of the students both as a starting point and an
important resource to build upon (...)
-to emphasise the eliciting and addressing of many common and robust learning
difficulties in the proposed subjects;
-to focus on observation of phenomenology, considered as a central aspect, and move
to the identification of regularities and rules and to a first step of modelling through the
search for simple mathematical functions which best describe the studied phenomenon;
-to follow as much as possible an approach we refer to as « from real/familiar
phenomena to ideal cases/models » proposed through emblematic didactical paths starting
from experiments on phenomena familiar to the students and well known in terms of
Common-sense Knowledge and proceeding, via more « clean » experiments, toward the
abstraction of ideal, textbook-like cases/models;
-to familiarise with and to use regularly educational strategies based on the
« Prediction, Experiment, Comparison » learning cycle (PEC), both to foster the expression
of students' ideas and to stabilise the habit of going through a process mixing different
types of cognitive abilities. »
Six innovations were used,
in major fields of physics: mechanics, energy, optics;
two at national level, four at local level;
their selection is inspired by common views on the teaching learning process, especially the decisive
importance of the learner’s conceptual construction and the valuation of coherence.

We have thought it necessary to describe the six innovations at length in this
Transversal Report, although detailed National Reports are available for each of the
participating countries. This choice echoes the specific nature of our research study.
Indeed, we are at the same time looking for generality and working on critical details, that
is looking for general trends in teachers transforming action and detecting some clues at the
micro level of their teaching decisions. To conduct such investigations, it is needed to
know very precisely which features of the taught content and of the teaching strategies are
considered critical, and why. Just saying this cannot be very convincing, if not closely
linked to detailed illustration.
Another reason for presenting a rather detailed account of each investigation is to
avoid loosing sight of the status of our « demonstration », status that we discuss below.
What kind of data we used
As explained in General Introduction, our data sources were variegated, each one
concerning a relatively small sample of teachers, and being analysed, broadly speaking, in a
qualitative register. In all, 171 teachers, from four countries, have been consulted, this
« consultation » reaching sometimes about twenty hours of discussion and observation for a
given person. The teams in charge of writing the texbooks that have been analysed
constitute a noticeable, although indirect, extension of this sample.
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We attempted to collect information concerning what the teachers selected and
transformed in their understanding of the instructions describing a given innovation. We
also considered how the textbook writers had interpreted the proposed « music ».
Textbooks indeed may witness teachers’ transforming tendencies in at least in two ways.
First, textbook writers often are, or have been, teachers themselves. Second, they adapt, in
principle, the product to the market.
We also used several indicators of the teachers’ actual practice: what they say they
have done, or used as assessment tasks, and what they actually did when teaching, as
estimated through our videotaped or note-taking observations.
For three of these innovations, the first part of the investigation - on what the teachers
selected and transformed in their understanding of the texts - has been replicated in two
other countries (see Table 1 in General Introduction).
In such a research structure, the question which arises is that of the cross comparison
of the tentative conclusions suggested
- by each data sources for a given innovation,
- by investigations concerning different topics and contexts.
For sake of simplicity, we will call « results » or « findings » such tentative
conclusions, this at various extent of « validation » through cross-checking. Obviously this
wording is to be realistically refered to the frame of data collection we used.
Multiple data sources have been used,
with relatively small samples of teachers;
they have been analysed in a qualitative register.
In all, 171 teachers, from four countries, were consulted, often in depth;
textbooks analysis provides additional information.
Cross comparison between these data sources constitutes a critical basis for our conclusions.

Cross comparison between data sources for a given innovation: the example of
Optics in grade 8
We reconsider hereafter the question of the informative value of our data, taking the
example of one of the innovations for which many data sources have been used in parallel,
Optics in grade 8. This investigation (chapter I) provides:
-some elements of analysis of the textbooks written just after the corresponding
change of syllabus,
-concerning teachers’ practice, interviews ( « what they say they will do, or would
do »), logbooks (« what they say they have done »), video-taped class observation (« what
they do » ).
In all, 40 teachers and five textbook writers (in fact writing teams) have been
involved.
As previously said, the need for a qualitative approach is patent. It would have been
inappropriate to use clear-cut indicators such as counting words in content analysis, for
instance. The meaning ascribed to the collected comments, an appreciation on a given class
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observation or on a task given to pupils, the selection of key aspects in textbooks typically
bring to bear personal appreciation. Moreover, our samples are small. To which extent does
the use of different data sources counterbalance these limiting factors?
In order to evaluate this aspect, we considered our findings about teachers’
transforming trends (see Table 4, Chapter I), in order to see what came out of the different data
sources concerning each of these aspects of teachers’ pratice. The entries used in this table
are at different level of possible transversality, some being clearly attached to the context of
this innovation, at least as they are formulated, others already appearing as less contentdependent. We will come back below on this aspect of greater or lesser generality. Here,
we just discuss the convergence of our indicators.
In the first category -content dependent wording of a trend-, we find for instance the
following aspects.
Diffuse reflection is taught « per se »
In the designer’s intentions, diffuse reflection was to be focused on the story of light, as a phenomenon
which permits vision of ordinary objects. It was suggested to illustrate diffuse reflection with diffusing
coloured screens (lit in white light and colouring a nearby « white » screen). In contrast, some teachers
favour an extensive teaching of the corresponding mechanism, « per se », in particular by stressing the
difference between specular and diffuse reflections.

Colour is taught « per se »
Contrary to the designers’ intentions (see preceding paragraph), and despite the fact that the only
expected competency on colour is to understand that a coloured object sends some coloured light in
the observer’s eye, some teachers favour an extensive teaching of colour, with a classical arsenal of
filters and sprectra, and emphasise the rules of colour mixing.

Filter: seen as effectuating only selective transmission , not diffuse reflection
Although a major focus of the proposed sequence is coherence, or else the idea that « a law is a law »,
a filter is presented as an object which selectively transmits, but does not diffuse, light. If this was true,
it would not be possible to see a filter.

The link between lighting and vision is ignored
A discussion of what an observer sees from behind holes punched in different parts of a screen may be
conducted in relation to the corresponding lighting of the same screen. This is suggested in the official
texts, in order to put in coherence two kinds of observation as well as two concepts. However, this is
practically ignored by the consulted teachers.

In the category of aspects of teacher practice that are stated in a general form, the
following instances can be also found in Table 4, Chapter I:
Planning intellectual activity during practicals: a missing concern
This is the case when a teacher expresses a concern for organising a conceptual path for his/her pupils
in relation to a given experience, in contrast with a mere belief in the merits of observation. Really
addressing pupils’previous ideas would be an aspect of such a conscious management of practicals.

Asking prediction before experiment: never
Asking prediction before experiment is a repeated instruction in the French syllabus. This is presented
as an essential aspect of « reasoned experimentation ».
This item refers to teachers who take-up this instruction (in fact none).

Careless attitudes about images are observed
This is particularly critical concerning the status of lines drawn on images in optics: do they represent
a real object visible from the side (« materialised » rays), are they used to determine limits of zones (as
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to determine which part of a screen is lit), do they illustrate a generic ray, as when illustrating diffuse
reflection? Some instances clearly show that the concerned teacher is not willing to clarify such. In
particular, all the yellow rays and dark cones « of shadow » drawn on textbooks suggest, if not
commented, a realistic status for these modeling elements.

In our cross checking of corresponding data (Table 4, Chapter I), we use numbers of
occurrence , when precise actions are involved and when the data source is relevant.
In other cases, such as deciding that there is a « prevalence of observation », the
existence of very characteristics comments or events is pinpointed, as « remarkable
instance(s) ».
It is observed that:
• some results - such as no « prediction asked before experiment » or no
« planning of intellectual activity during practicals » or « materialised ray shown » but not
« completely explained » - appear quasi unanimously, and this in all the data sources;
• other results concern low but remarkable occurrence, this in several data
sources, of facts that are hardly believable given the insistance of the Official Instructions
on a given point, for instance « path of light to the eye: ignored » whereas this constitutes
the main conducting thread in the official syllabus;
• others correspond to frequencies that are not very homogeneous accross all
the data sources. Such is the case of « the use of direct sighting though lenses », which
might be more favoured as a practical activity (in 7/11 logbooks) than as a topic for
assessment tasks (5/16 teachers), a result to be checked.
Despite the small size of the samples, a remarkable extent of convergence emerges from
this cross comparison.
This is especially true for « extreme results », such as the total absence of the idea of
prediction in teachers’ comments or pedagogical actions, or else of their no less unanimous
lack of planning concerning the intellectual structure of the activity during experimental
sessions.
It is noteworthy that some results do not appear in all the data source because only
one data source is appropriate to pinpointing a given trend. For instance the « see what I
want you to see » syndrome is only observed in direct class observation. In such a case, the
multiplicity of data sources goes with the idea of complementarity rather than of
convergence.
So, working on a list of sixteen relevant aspects of teacher practice, and using seven
different data sources, we practically do not find any contradicion between our different
indicators, beyond the few following remarks.
-In each data source, some general comments in teachers’ speach may seem
contradicted by more detailed and situated statements or actions.
-Regarding the « mitigated results », which concern in fact three cases of use/non use
of a practical device, the partial adoption of a given strategy may appear as fluctuating
according to the data source, although it cannot be claimed that all these fluctuations stem
from real trends. Thus it would be worth investigating further about the possible greater
rigidity of teachers concerning assesment tasks as compared with practical activities in
class, as in the case of direct sighting through lenses.
-The greater conformity of textbooks with the official instructions, as compared to
what we saw of teacher practice, is also worth checking, although only observed
concerning optical bench (avoided in 4/5 textbooks, as recommended, although frequently used by
teachers).
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-Finally the data provided by complementary research studies in Spain and Italy - in
fact 8 interviews before teaching, on French Official Intructions - are in remarkable
accordance with what comes out of the French samples. The only discrepancy bears on the
two phenomena that seem to attract teachers attention as being worth a specific teaching,
per se, whereas the French Official Insructions presented them, respectively, mainly as a
tool (colour, to illustrate the diffuse reflection of light) and as a link in the story of light
(diffuse reflection, to understand what happens to light when it encounters an object which
is visible. The French teachers especially favour an extensive teaching of colour whereas
the Italian and Spanish teachers stress the merits of an in-depth understanding of specular
versus diffuse reflection. This discrepancy might of course be ascribed to cultural contexts,
for instance to what the teachers have themselves been taught. It might be also argued that
in both cases we are confronted to two versions of a same trend: inflation by focusing on a
phenomenon as such -colour or diffuse reflection - , instead of stressing what happens to
light on its way to the observers’ eye, kind of zooming on a local event instead of
emphasising the global coherence of the taught conceptual field.

Cross comparison between different data sources: a remarkable extent of convergence
In the case of Optics in grade 8, working on a list of sixteen relevant aspects of teachers practice, and
using seven different data sources,
-we practically do not find any contradicion between our different indicators;
-several aspects of teachers’ practice appear quasi unanimously in all the relevant data sources;
-others can be unified, beyond surface differences, by assuming an underlying general trend; this is the
case when comparing different national contexts;
-at a more refined level of analysis, some differences might be worth further investigating, such as
differences between what appears through analysing assessment tasks and through observing
practicals, or else differences between teachers from different countries.

This single example strongly suggests that even small samples may permit to identify
possible transforming trends in teachers, and designate various aspects of such tendencies
as topics for further research.
What has just been illustrated in the case of « Optics at grade 8 » is widely
representative of the other investigations, keeping in mind that what is examined here is
cross comparison between data for a given innovation.
For instance, concerning a selective consideration of pupils’ learning difficulties
according to the topic (in Kinematics more than concerning Force), the Italian team
specifies that what they observed with logbooks and tasks was consistent with the results of
the class observations and also with the declared goals, which, referring to learning
difficulties, address the Kinematics area in more detail than the other ones. The lack of
explicit mentioning of the reasoning strategies or of comments on how to perform the
experimental activities is also patent in all their relevant data sources. Concerning the
comparison between samples from different countries, there are some differences that we
comment on below, and that it is obviously tempting to ascribe to different previous
experiences, due to national contexts; as in the case of Optics at grade8, the question posed
is that of the « depth » of such differences.
A similar global convergence between different indicators is observed in the case
studies conducted by the UK team. In particular, what is observed in textbooks strinkingly
meets a trend found in teachers, i.e. using indifferently the wordings « transfer » and
« transformation » for energy, even suggesting contradictory statements such as « transfer
of energy from one form to another ».
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The convergence between data sources illustrated in the case of « optics at grade 8 » is widely
representative of the other investigations.

Transferability of results
Different countries, same topic
As seen in the preceding section, some interviews about the French syllabus in optics
have been conducted in Spain and in Italy, and a similarity is observed between the reaction
of the involved teachers and that of their French colleagues. As explained above, teachers’
comments mainly differ on one aspect , that in fact might be considered accessory.
Whereas the French teachers stress colour as a topic « per se », rather than as a help to
introduce diffuse reflection, their Italian and Spanish colleagues stress the detailed
mechanism of diffuse reflection, in contrast with specular reflection, again at the expense
of the story of light to the observer’s eye. Beyond this difference which may be ascribed to
local contexts and teachers’ previous experience, a common trend towards hypertrophy, by
conflating the old with the new, is similarly observed in the three countries.
This first comparison, between results from three different national contexts for a
given topic, suggests a convergence, beyond the emergence of some local trends, this a far
as a comparison between samples of a few units is meaningful.
The Italian case of the « Motion and Force » Proposal provides another example of
triangular comparison between the same countries: Italy, Spain and France, again with very
small samples.
To a large extent, what is observed is convergence, modulated by national inflections.
For instance, as is the case in the Italian consulted teachers, the « Motion and Force »
Proposal is considered motivating, especially by Spanish interviewees, with addtionnal
comments about the attached difficulties, complications and extra work, a concern
seemingly more accentuated in French teachers.
Or else, eliciting the students’ common language and naive ideas is undervalued in
the three samples. This being said, the focus on the learning difficulties in the whole area
Motion and Force seems weaker for French teachers.
In the three samples, the focus on specific learning difficulties is different for the
three « areas », but, in this respect, it is Kinematics that is favoured by Italian teachers,
whereas the Force area is more resonating to French and Spanish teachers.
The three samples meet again in neglecting the Friction area.
They share the same trend to keeping to generic and vague validation of the
didactical advantages of emblematic paths going from real phenomena to ideal cases.
Along the same lines, the conceptual chain in the proposed activities is weakly refered to in
the three samples.
With regard to the role of MBL, again there is a global and similar underexploitation
of this device as a cognitive tool. For instance the possibilities of addressing some learning
difficulties, especially because transients can be shown, are seldom mentioned. This being
said, there is a difference, this time between French teachers and the Italian/Spanish
teachers. The French teachers tend to consider a real time apparatus just as a new
technicality, with no didactical role, whereas the Spanish teachers seem to understand that
a real time apparatus is not only, for example, quick in performing measures, in
comparison with the traditional experimental apparatus, but has many other didactical
valences. But this difference between countries could be attributed to the total lack of
familiarity with it of the interviewed French teachers, in contrast with the others.
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From such comparisons, it seems reasonable to retain mainly the converging
findings, which are quite impressive.
Concerning the « differences » that have been suspected, it is important not to loose
sight of the size of the samples, obviously inappropriate to establish any « difference » as a
reliable result. This does not prevent one from drawing on such investigations to
hypothesize on the possible, and likely, importance of some factors. Thus the lack of
familiarity with MBL of the French teachers seems not to be counterbalanced by a written
detailed description of its merits.
Another way of considering such possible differences is to wonder to which extent
they matter. Extensively dealing with a phenomenon (colour) or another (diffuse reflection)
as such, in contrast with what is recommended, thus creating inflation by conflating the old
with the new, may be considered as proceeding from the same trend, beyond nationally or
personally grounded fluctuations.
From cross national comparisons, it seems reasonable to retain mainly the converging findings, which
are quite impressive.
The size of the samples is inappropriate to establish any « difference » as a reliable result.
(obviously) Suspected differences can be ascribed to national contexts and/or personal experiences;
they may also be « dissolved » in a more general formulation of an underlying trend.

Different innovations
The process of cross comparison may also involve different innovations. This raises
the point of looking for what the six investigations conducted in different countries on
different topics have to say to each other.
Such a comparison must bear on results which are formulated at a certain level of
generality. It is noteworthy that not all the findings in the different research-studies
correspond themselves to the same possible context-dependency. For instance what
concerns the neglected idea of « prediction » raises a question immediately transferable to
other contexts. By contrast, using or not a new device, such as punched screens in Optics,
may appear as quite contingent.
A « larger size » format of result can also stem from a grouped interpretation of
several findings. Thus Hirn (Hirn 1998, Hirn and Viennot 1999) suggested to group some
observed facts (such as the entries in Table 4, Chapter I ) under larger headings such as a tendency
to link a given set-up to a given phenomenon and to a given teaching strategy.
Or else, the labels ascribed to such and such case studies by the UK team are directly
in terms of general attitudes, themselves to be understood as generating transformations in
the intended message: « welding the new to the old », for instance.
In what follows, we consider such rather general and possibly transversal
transforming trends. Leaving the micro-level of analysis, which is where critical things
happen, we attempt at localising transversal trends. Not surprinsingly, we do not
recapitulate all the findings collected by the four teams, but we illustrate some strong
points on which convergence is patent. Let us envisage some of them in some detail.
Comparing findings about different innovations
We looked for rather general and possibly transversal transforming trends.

« Motivating » is not enough
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A preliminary remark is that it was very frequent to observe in teachers an open
global attitude toward an innovation. « It is very motivating », it was said. Very often, the
active role devoted to learners was emphasized, especially when computers were in play as
with MBL. Optics, Colour, and the part played by everyday life situations in the addressed
contents were positively commented upon, especially by Italian teachers. Sometimes the
motivation seems first that of the teacher, supposedly transferable to the learner. Thus
concerning « Energy and Change », a teacher (« Ivan », see Chapter IV) seems to be very much
in resonance with the innovation proposed, which, he finds, is unifying from a conceptual
viewpoint. The end of this story, however, reveals that this teacher « has not espoused
other equally fundamental characteristics » of this innovation.
This is a very frequent case, in all our investigations, that some important
transformations effectuated by the teachers are not related to a conscious rejection of the
innovation as such.
Motivation
Even if juged « motivating » by a teacher, be it for the pupils or for the teacher her/himself, an
innovation may be transformed to a large extent by this teacher. This may appear at a declarative
level, when the debate is about precise teaching actions, or, still more clearly, when such actions are
observed in the classroom.

Although we do not consider that the « what (to teach) » and the « how(to teach) »
are to be considered separately in characterising an innovation and its transformation, we
present these two faces of a complex reality with different dosages in the following items.

Reconsidering the conceptual paths: rigidity
Important transformations are observed in all our investigations concerning the
respective emphasis on the taught concepts, their mutual relationships, their linkage.
An extreme case is when a whole area of the proposed innovation is neglected, as
Friction in the « Motion and Force » case. Friction is exactly what traditional teaching of
mechanics has always evacuated, the perturbating element which is seen as hindering a
proper illustration of Newton’s laws. It’s rejection by Italian teachers probably needs no
long discussion. The phenomenon, however, is spectacular enough to be acknowledged.
A more partial neglection of a non classical topic can be observed, as in the case of
vision and perception (is it also because vision is at the same time a conceptual target and a
privileged means of observation, its link with perception throwing suspicion on the
conclusions that can be drawn from observation?).
Much more often, we have observed a maintained interest, in teachers, for a topic
which is « crossed » by the innovation without being a target in itself. Such a partial
occultation, in the designers’ wishes, may be due to simple selection, or this topic can be
considered as to be avoided for various reasons: it may be misleading because compatible
with naïve ideas if not thoroughly explained (as the « materialised ray »), or it can lead to
conceptual incoherence according to the designers, as energy « transformation ».
This maintained emphasis on an undesired content is seen, in all the considered
innovations, to be juxtaposed with the take-up of new conceptual elements.
This can intervene at a verbal level, an old vocabulary being mixed with a new one,
as in UK when « energy is (said to be) transferred from one form to another », a major
feature in the teachers’ transforming action for the corresponding innovation.
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This may go with the use of new images, themselves attached to a very specific
understanding of « Energy and Change », after a preliminary classical use of images
representing energy flows, which goes with a real difficulty to reconcile these two views.
The same kind of transformation and difficulies appears in Spanish teachers
confronted with a new conceptualisation of « Energy Degradation », which is incompatible
with maintained allusions to a lost of energy.
Clearly, several things, which are not exclusive, may have happened when such
juxtapositions are observed.
It can be a simple rigidity, a refusal to renounce to a « fundamental » aspect of
knowledge, a view of teaching as if there was a unique path from one notion to another,
with compulsory steps and the need for an extensive teaching at each step. This seems to be
the case for the quasi-unavoidable spectra in teaching colour. The only damages here, but
this can be of consequence, are inflation and lost of sight of a conducting thread.
It may also happen that a conflation of old and new strategies witness a negociation,
supposedly to make the « new » acceptable by the pupils. Often, indeed, it is said that an
innovation is interesting but « difficult » for pupils - or is it so for the teacher himself? A
large proportion of Italian, Spanish and UK teachers are in this case, concerning the four
respective innovations. Hence the fact, for instance, that some teachers recommended to
use « energy transfer » preferably for younger pupils, or for teaching transfers due to
temperature differences, or else to use « energy transformation » for teaching energy
efficiency, so that no teacher confined him/herself to a strict use of « energy transfer ».
It may also happen that the new conceptualisation is not understood by the consulted
teacher, who is not at ease with the content, a fact revealed by the revisited presentation
which is proposed. The topic of Energy is especially propitious to such a destabilisation. Of
course this may be in resonance with the preceding features of teachers’ reaction to
innovation.
Topics dealt with versus what is recommended
Some non traditional topics are neglected, totally (friction) or partly (geometrical condition for vision).
More often, there is a trend to conflate the « new » with the « old ».
This may result in hypertrophy,
and/or incoherence.
This may stems from
a view of teaching as necessarily following a unique (traditional) pattern,
a wish to negociate with the difficulties,
an incomprehension of the (revisited) content.

Links are not put in evidence
This is a major feature of teacher transforming action in all the investigations
reported here.
The Spanish teams noted that promoting the ability to use explanations or
interrelelations of real phenomena from different theoretical models or from different level
of analysis was a goal undervalued by the consulted teachers. The same thing was
observed, concerning the Spanish innovation, about the ability to manage common register,
scientific register, verbal language and mathematical language.
The example of Optics in grade 8 is also instructive. The articulation and chaining
between concepts observed in teachers’ stategies seem particularly far from what the
conceptors suggested. For instance, the questions on delimiting dark and bright areas on a
screen and questions about what is visible from behind such and such a hole in that screen
are simply juxtaposed, and not linked, whereas this was presented by the designers as an
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opportunity for conceptual construction, as well as for differentiation, of two concepts:
rectilinear propagation and geometrical necessary condition for vision.
Other links disappear as if one of the involved concepts should be extensively taught
for itself instead of serving as a tool for the teaching of another concept. This is the case for
colour in « Optics in grade 8 », which a number of teachers separate from diffuse
reflection, whereas it was intended to serve this conceptual goal.
Still concerning colour but regarding the sequence solely devoted to this topic, the
suggested link between the blockage of a coloured light, in the set-up of « coloured
shadows », and a process of absorption of light by a filter is not exploited.
The Italian team also notes that, in the teachers consulted about « Motion and
Force », the different activities are perceived as « flashes » and are addressed one by one
and in isolation. As they say (Chapter III), « a difficulty that all teachers seem to have is how
to organise and integrate the different activities: for instance: - mixing traditional and real
time experiments, - explicitly addressing the connections and conceptual sequencing
between the different activities performed, - connecting data collection and data analysis
etc. »
It is noteworthy that the whole story of links often resides in the consideration of
apparently « small » details. This is quite clear for instance in the case of the investigation
about Colour sequence in France. As explained in Chapter II, the consulted teachers
«neglected to bring to bear some crucial details, such as questioning about light instead of
about tints. Doing this, they missed the point of linking the different phases of their
teaching in the frame of the suggested global rationale, which is focused on the story of
light from the source to the observers’ eye ».
It may also happen that a dramatic change is observed in teacher practice, with
respect to the designers’ intention, due to neglecting the suggested chaining. Thus, in the
« Motion and Force » innovation, a global transformation is detected, resulting in an
overturn of the rationale: the ideal case/model instead of being the end point of a complex
path is taken as the starting point.
Links - between different approaches or languages, between concepts and activities, conceptual paths - are
not put in evidence.
There is a quasi general lack of consideration of links. The recommended order (for instance « from
real to ideal »), can be completely inversed in teacher practice.
Often, concepts are taught, and activities are organised, in isolation;
the fine-grained specification of a chaining between concepts is not taken-up, at the expense of the
global rationale, and of conceptual coherence.

Learners’ previous ideas, language and learning difficulties are not really addressed
The consulted teachers often seem to be aware of the learners’ previous ideas,
language problems and learning difficulties, and may willingly claim that these deserve
attention. For instance, the Italian and Spanish teachers mentioned this point about the
« Force and Motion » Proposal. Or else, the French teachers, concerning « Optics at grade
8 », seemed to be conscious of the difficulties linked to vision. This might well be a first
step of the positive outcomes of research in didactics conducted since twenty five years.
However, as stated by Monroy et al. (1999) in their National Report, for many
teachers, « mentioning is addressing », seemingly. Common language terms were often
simply corrected as « mistakes ». The common-sense knowledge was seldom addressed as
such. As these authors explained, «during the observed sessions none of the teachers
placed attention in eliciting the students’ naive ideas: in the Force part these ideas came up
clearly in the students worksheets, but their discussion and eliciting was postponed to a
later session. Another teacher, using a sharp « ask-answer » approach, never really gave the
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students the possibility to recognise their common sense knowledge and therefore to build
a disciplinary knowledge ». Another clue of this weak addressing of common sense
knowledge and learners’ difficulties is that it appears, regarding the different areas of
« Motion and Force », as content-dependent.
Along the same lines, the careless attitudes that were observed regarding images in
Optics or about Colour clearly witness a lack of consideration for learners’ previous ideas:
drawing a « ray » in yellow and a « shadow cone » in grey is too compatible with the idea
that light is an ordinary object visible from the side not to call for explicit explanation. The
same can be said regarding triades of coloured circles indifferently used to illustrate
additive and subtractive colour mixing (see National Report Chauvet et al. 1999).
In the same way, the « materialised ray » in Optics, is a perfect example of « tempting
the devil » (if the commonsense knowledge was « the devil », which it is not) .
Learners’ previous ideas, language and learning difficulties
These are acknowledged but not actually and consistently addressed.
Problems with teaching materials (texts, images, activities) likely to reinforce these previous
conceptions and learning difficulties are not attended to.

Planning learners’ activity, especially during practicals
The low consideration of learners’ difficulties by the consulted teachers is but an
aspect of a more general trend. It is patent, for instance in the interviews and logbooks
about Optics (Chapter I), that when describing a practical activity, teachers only explain
what will be shown and with which materials. Chauvet also reports about Colour (Chapter
II), that the consulted teachers did not specify in detail how they would organise their
students’ activity during practicals, and she shows, with the example quoted above questioning on the amount of light diffused versus on its tint - how such a detailed planning
matters.
Similarly, the Italian team (Chapter III) comments that, although the conceptual
framing of the experiments is a difficult task and a very important transversal skill that
might be acquired by the students while performing lab activities, it often happened that
only the teacher (or one skilled student) was performing the experiment, while the other
students stood passively in their seats. This is in striking contrast with the fact that the
teachers said, in interview, to appreciate the lab work as « motivating » for the students (see
our first point in this section). What may appear as contradictory in such facts is not so if
the detailed planning of a practical activity is not a relevant concern for teachers, and if, as
commented below, « to see is enough to understand ».
Students’ activity: the intellectual structure of the activity is not planned in the same detail as the practical
aspects.
This point appears, in our investigations, as a major lack.
Quasi unanimously, only global descriptions of activity are stated by teachers,
no fine grained specifications of chainings, links, types of questionning, orientations of debate are
specified.

The following point is not surprising in this context.
The Prediction - Experiment - Comparison cycle is under exploited
Borrowing the Italian formulation (PEC) of a style of working which we consider
critical in constructive learning, we can examine what the teachers have done in this
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respect, this in the three investigations which are especially relevant, because involving
many experimental activities: « Force and Motion » , « Colour » and « Optics at grade 8 ».
Starting with the last one, a very striking result emerged from all the data souces, as
explained above. Athough repeatedly mentioned in the correponding Official Instructions,
the idea of prediction was simply absent from the teachers’ comments and observed
actions. This meets a finding of the Labwork in Science Education European project
(Tiberghien et al. in Séré et al. 1998), where prediction is not one of the component of labwork
activity, according to the analysed worksheets.
The results stemming from the two other investigations are less sharp.
In Italy, what is observed regarding « Motion and Force » is mainly a reduction of the
« PEC » cycle to only prediction. But it happens that « prediction » is intended as
« discovery », an idea which is also stressed by an Italian teacher about Optics at grade 8.
Rather than related to the idea of reasoned experimentation and of debated anticipation, the
reasons for the Italian teachers’ enthusiasm about the proposed observation of
phenomenology seem to be connected to the mere motivation of the students. The
importance of iterating the cycle is undervalued.
Finally, what is observed concerning Colour is remarkably different but it is the
outcome of a particular training. Reasoned prediction before experimenting seems an
integrated idea in the trained teachers.
Prediction, experiment and comparison: an under exploited cycle
The idea of reasoned prediction before experiment is
either totally absent
or envisaged in a limited register: the cycle is not iterated, prediction is not directly followed by any
experiment, or else is practiced in the register of motivating discovery;
an interesting exception is observed concerning Colour, after training.

Quite consistenly with these attitudes, the following trend is observed.
« Seeing is understanding » , (therefore?) « see what I want you to see »
Such a slogan seems to have been widely adopted. The first part - « Seeing is
understanding » - is strinkingly emerging from the investigation about « Optics ». This
fact is corroborated by interviews (before teaching, privileging the demonstrations at the
expense of explanations), logbooks (which only specified what was shown and with which
materials), class observations (where it was also patent that the pupils had to see only what
the teacher wanted them to see). The emblematic « materialised ray » and its cortege of
teacher satisfaction fully illustrates this trend.
The linkage we suggest, between the - « Seeing is understanding » - well known
epistemological slogan (see all the research studies about teachers ideas on science, partly
quoted in General Introduction) and the no less well known « see what I want you to see »
syndrome, is not a very risky assumption. Not surprinsingly, it has not been expressed as
such by any teacher.
Although this might seem paradoxical, this linkage might explain an attitude which
rejects obvervation, at least that of real phenomena.
As recalled above. the Italian team notes, about « Motion and Force », that, contrary
to the instructions, the ideal case/model is taken as a starting point. The « dirty » aspects of
real motions and of artefacts due to the set-up might well be, more or less consciously,
considered as obstacles on the way of this direct connexion between observation and
comprehension. An extreme case of such an attitude might be to renounce to experimenting
because it is definitely too difficult to « clean » experiments properly. This might concur
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with the trend to simply reproduct traditional teaching to explain why, as noted by the
Italian team, textbook study and chalk-and-word lesson are often privileged.
Observation is valued at the expense of explanation.
« Seeing is understanding » seems to be a widely spread slogan.
It might go with the « see what I want you to see » syndrome,
and be related to the following point, among other possible causes.
A wish to start from « cleaned » facts is observed.
This feature is especially striking regarding « Motion and Force »: the suggested conceptual path
« from real to ideal » is reversed, the starting point chosen by teachers excluding, in particular,
friction.

The importance of devices
It has been strongly underlined in the investigation about Optics (Hirn 1998, Hirn and
that a one-to-one linkage seems to orientate teachers’ strategies:
the use of a given device would entail a given didactic approach. Some new devices, being
approved and at least partly understood, appeared as efficient vehicles of new intentions, as
were the punched screens for instance, whereas undesired traditional devices -optical
benches, slits and opaque screens or materialised tracks of light - seemed to drag along
with them their classical - and non recommended - pedagogical use. This is also the case
concerning Colour , teachers often conflating the old with the new, especially through the non recommended - use of a classical set-up such as Newton’s disk or devices for spectral
analysis.
Viennot 1999 and Chapter I)

On the one hand, this kind of tyranny of the devices may be regretted as a very
limitating factor.
Thus when a teacher cannot admit that a filter, traditionnally used to illustrate and
effectuate selective transmission, is also necessarily, if visible, an agent of diffuse
reflection, the blockage of simple coherence is obvious.
Or when the MBL is seen as defining in itself a Proposal, and warranting success by
a simpe effect of motivation, whereas it is underexploited as a cognitive tool, the limitation
of the teachers’ didactic analysis is patent.
One the other hand, it is not deniable that, via MBL, new perpectives on the teaching
of mechanics have been efficiently fostered. If the mere description of the corresponding
innovation in written texts reveals a poor vehicle for the corresponding didactic intentions
(see the weak resonance in the French teachers), an experimental practice of the tool
noticeably favours the take-up of the « Link to perception » , a major wish of the designers.
Couchouron et al. (1996) already underlined the possible interest of focussing the
attention of teachers on a given device or object which was not traditionnally considered
before, this in order to foster the take-up of new didactic intentions. They gave the example
of the connecting wire, which was introduced as a topic in itself in the French syllabus for
grade 8 in 1993 (BOEN 1992) and seemed to have captured the teachers’ attention regarding
the distinction between Tension and Intensity. This first hint is strongly supported by our
investigation.
A one to one linkage between a given device and a given didactic approach is observed
The maintained use of a classical device drag along with it traditional strategies.
The adoption of a new device can foster the - at least partial - take-up of new strategies.
Designers might usefully take such linkages into account, to avoid rigidity and to favour the
implementation of new strategies by backing them up with new devices.
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Global rationale and critical details
As underlined in the French National Report, (Chauvet et a;. 1999, see also Hirn and Viennot
an overall constatation deserves attention. The « critical details » of a didactic
strategy that deeply affect the impact of a teaching sequence seem to be the most difficult
to communicate to teachers. For instance, even if the teachers trained on Colour sequence
widely adopted a conducting thread of reasoning, e.g. the « chain » of events concerning
light, small details, such as asking tints instead of the amount of diffused light, appeared as
stumbling blocks. Or else, dismissing the question by a pupil about the fact that a filter
might - not only transmit but also - diffuse some light may ruin a global strategy focused on
the story of light from primary source to the seer’s eye, this filter being visible. Numerous
other examples have been given in this Transversal Report.
1999),

The « critical details » of a didactic strategy that may deeply affect the impact of a didactic sequence
are also those that are the most difficult to communicate to teachers.
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Teacher transformations of innovative teaching strategies:
a synopsis of our research approach and findings

The framework of WP3 can be summarised in the following Research Questions:
-What specific requirements are expected of teachers in some selected well-defined curriculum
innovations in science?
-How do teachers understand these expectations? How do they act on these understandings in the
classroom? What transforming mechanisms can one conjecture to be involved?
Six innovations were used,
in major fields of physics: mechanics, energy, optics;
two at national level, four at local level;
their selection is inspired by common views on the teaching learning process, especially the decisive
importance of the learner’s conceptual construction and the valuation of coherence.
Multiple data sources have been used,
with relatively small samples of teachers;
they have been analysed in a qualitative register.
In all, 171 teachers, from four countries, were consulted, often in depth;
textbooks analysis provides additional information.
Cross comparison between these data sources constitutes a critical basis for our conclusions.
Cross comparison between different data sources: a remarkable extent of convergence
In the case of Optics in grade 8, working on a list of sixteen relevant aspects of teachers practice, and
using seven different data sources,
-we practically do not find any contradicion between our different indicators;
-several aspects of teachers’ practice appear quasi unanimously in all the relevant data sources;
-others can be unified, beyond surface differences, by assuming an underlying general trend; this is the
case when comparing different national contexts;
-at a more refined level of analysis, some differences might be worth further investigating, such as
differences between what appears through analysing assessment tasks and through observing
practicals, or else differences between teachers from different countries.
The convergence between data sources illustrated in the case of « optics at grade 8 » is widely
representative of the other investigations.
From cross national comparisons, it seems reasonable to retain mainly the converging findings, which
are quite impressive.
The size of the samples is inappropriate to establish any « difference » as a reliable result.
(obviously) Suspected differences can be ascribed to national contexts and/or personal experiences;
they may also be « dissolved » in a more general formulation of an underlying trend.
Comparing findings about different innovations
We looked for rather general and possibly transversal transforming trends.
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Motivation
Even if juged « motivating » by a teacher, be it for the pupils or for the teacher her/himself, an
innovation may be transformed to a large extent by this teacher. This may appear at a declarative
level, when the debate is about precise teaching actions, or, still more clearly, when such actions are
observed in the classroom.
Topics dealt with versus what is recommended
Some non traditional topics are neglected, totally (friction) or partly (geometrical condition for vision).
More often, there is a trend to conflate the « new » with the « old ».
This may result in hypertrophy (phenomena being taught « per se »)
and/or incoherence.
This may stems from
a view of teaching as necessarily following a unique, traditional, pattern,
a wish to negociate with the difficulties,
an incomprehension of the (revisited) content.
Links - between different approaches or languages, between concepts and activities, conceptual paths - are
not put in evidence.
There is a quasi general lack of consideration of links. The recommended order (for instance « from
real to ideal »), can be completely reversed in teacher practice.
Often, concepts are taught, and activities are organised, in isolation;
the fine-grained specification of a chaining between concepts is not taken-up,
at the expense of the global rationale, and of conceptual coherence.
Learners’ previous ideas, language and learning difficulties
These are acknowledged but not actually and consistently addressed.
Problems with teaching materials (texts, images, activities) likely to reinforce these previous
conceptions and learning difficulties are not attended to.
Students’ activity: the intellectual structure of the activity is not planned in the same detail as the practical
aspects.
This point appears, in our investigations, as a major lack.
Quasi unanimously, only global descriptions of activity are stated by teachers,
no fine grained specifications of chainings, links, types of questionning, orientations of debate are
specified.
Prediction, experiment and comparison: an under-exploited cycle
The idea of reasoned prediction before experiment is
either totally absent
or envisaged in a limited register: the cycle is not iterated, prediction is not directly followed by any
experiment, or else is practiced in the register of motivating discovery;
an interesting exception is observed concerning Colour, after training.
Observation is valued at the expense of explanation.
« Seeing is understanding » seems to be a widely spread slogan.
It might go with the « see what I want you to see » syndrome,
and be related to the following point, among other possible causes.
A wish to start from « cleaned » facts is observed.
This feature is especially striking regarding « Motion and Force »: the suggested conceptual path
« from real to ideal » is reversed, the starting point chosen by teachers excluding, in particular,
friction.
A one to one linkage between a given device and a given didactic approach is observed
The maintained use of a classical device drag along with it traditional strategies.
The adoption of a new device can foster the - at least partial - take-up of new strategies.
Designers might usefully take such linkages into account, to avoid rigidity and to favour the
implementation of new strategies by backing them up with new devices.
The « critical details » of a didactic strategy that may deeply affect the impact of a didactic sequence
are also those that are the most difficult to communicate to teachers.
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Concluding comments and perspectives
As Rosalind Driver (1989) wrote: « However productive the research programmes
outlined here might be, their effectiveness in terms of enhancing students’ classroom
learning will be limited if the implications for teaching and learning are not adopted by
teachers ». Ten years later, not much research results were available to address this
question.
This collaborative research study, conducted in four countries and regarding six
innovations, has confirmed the significance of the WP3 research and one of its basic
assumptions: teachers play a key role when an innovation is implemented in the every-day
school practice.
This holds for both the innovations approved at a national level by the Education
Authorities as Energy and Transfer in UK or Optics in France, and the research products
locally implemented as the « Motion and Force » Proposal.
This cannot be ascribed to a mere teachers’ disinterest for their job in general or for
the particular innovation under scrutiny. The consulted teachers, being volunteers to
participate in this research study, were among the most committed to their teaching. In each
investigation, we found a noticeable proportion of teachers who were motivated to
introduce the proposed innovation in their practice, and considered it as very interesting.
But mere acknowledgment of its value was not enough for an appropriate implementation.
This contributes to smoothing the distinction that could be expected between
innovations imposed from the top, at national level, and innovations willingly adopted by
teachers (or schools, which is not the same, as pinpointed by the UK team). In both cases, a
great deal of transformation can be performed, more or less consciously. It is worth
stressing that such a transformation may be « resonant » as well as « dissonant », to take-up
the terminology introduced by the Italian team.
Monroy et al. (1999) especially pinpointed in their conclusion that, in order to
effectuate a « resonant » transformation - a case they actually met - , the teachers are
required both disciplinary and experimental competencies. These teachers also have to be
aware of the cognitive importance of addressing the students' learning difficulties. In order
to exploit efficiently the Prediction/ Experiment/ Comparison cycle, they are required to
support the use of a « variational » approach and to aim at introducing modelling.
Consistently, the teachers have to realise the drawbacks of a traditional teaching
attitude emphasising the declarative presentation of a topic, and to resist the temptation to
go back to chalk/word lessons, this despite what they feel to be strong boundary conditions:
time pressure, practical concerns, institutional contexts, and, as sometimes suggested, « the
level of the pupils ». As explained in the UK National Report (Stylianidou and Ogborn 1999),
the variants adopted in conducting the negociation with all these factors attest that this is
not straightforward. The apparent specialisation of the innovation according to different
contexts or users, which is sometimes observed, might be partly ascribed to the needs of
the negotiation.
In some of the investigations reported here, e.g. concerning Energy, the competencies
concerning the content itself -as far as this can be isolated from the way to teach this
content - seem to play an especially decisive role, some teachers being clearly not in
accordance with the proposed content analysis, a fact which obviously raises the question
of their training about this content. In others cases, the interplay between the understanding
of a content and an awareness of the crucial importance of strategic « details » intervenes
more subtly, so that the difference between « understanding » and « not understanding » a
proposal cannot be considered as clear-cut. The multiplicity of the needed competencies
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and their various dosage in each teacher does not allow a simple categorising of their
« understandings », beyond their declared willingness. Correspondingly, acceptance is
represented by a continuous range from scanty adoption to reject.
Which benefits might be drawn from this collaborative investigation of teacher
transforming trends?
The first reaction in innovation designers, when a research-based teaching sequence
is not implemented as they had intended, is to call for a better training for teachers. The
work presented in this report may be a contribution in this respect.
As it has been so often said concerning pupils’ common ideas, it is useful, when
teaching or training some people, to know as well as possible what these people think,
tend to do, might wish. Awareness is needed- a major theme in didactic research -about
which gaps may exist between the trainee teachers’ ways of thinking and their trainer’s
goals. The teachers themselves might benefit from a good knowledge of their own
transforming trends. Among these tendencies, the linkage between a given set up and a
given didactic approach was not pinpointed as such before Hirn’s investigation (Hirn 1998).
Some others are more familiar or expectable, such as - seeing is believing and believing is
understanding - a trend already observed through studies concerning teachers’ views on
science.
A specific feature in our investigations is that some « crucial details » are pinpointed
in teachers’ common practice. If it was decided to attempt at changing teachers’ views on
science by appropriate training, there would be a risk of a new dogmatism. But discussing
precise examples makes it posssible to realise, for instance, that some strategies of the
« seeing is understanding » type foster not only a empiricist view of science, but also a
misunderstanding of the taught physical concepts.
An a posteriori validation of our research approach, by content-rooted investigations,
is that the detailed specifications of the innovative sequence are also the most difficult to
incorporate into teacher pratice, as it seems.
In our view, such detailed specifications of teaching practice constitute an
essential component of appropriate teacher training. They permit to avoid any
dogmatism and to illustrate the stakes of such and such epistemological, or practical,
position. A global rationale underpins, in well designed innovation, some precise
aspects of teaching strategy and, conversely, some crucial details of practice may
efficiently convey, or ruin, the general message. Integration of a global rationale and
of very precise details of practice is required.
In particular, the observed trend to conflate « the new » with « the old » may
surrepticiously intervene at the level of these critical details. In this respect,
it is at least as important to be conscious of the implications of « the old » ways
of doing as to realise the possible benefits of « new » strategies.
Beyond this concern about teacher training, another viewpoint is worth considering.
If the perspective is no more that of changing teachers’ views but that of
adapting a research based teaching sequence to teachers as well as to pupils, one may
think of using our results in the very design of an innovation, in a « bridging » spirit.
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In this respect, the idea of trying to attach a new device to a new didactic aproach
might be worth it. The example of MBL illustrates one of the possible dangers of a blind
« attachment »: when a didactic Proposal uses an informatic tool, the innovation is often
identified with the presence of this tool, seen as « the remedy » to all the problems. Our
findings show the need for an integrated approach of innovative strategies which
emphasize not only new devices but also the suggested rationale, the revisitated contents,
the suggested activities, in detail. This being said, at first order of approximation, it can not
be denied that MBL is a vehicle for new ideas.
As undeniable is the power of new pictorial supports, as the « chain » diagram for
Colour or as the materials proposed concerning Energy, even if this Work Package (WP3)
confirms that they do not suffice to convey the desired message and need a cortege of
consistent recommendations, a point deeply investigated in Work Package WP2.
Such results and tentative conclusions illustrate at which level the transformations
done by the teachers have to be taken into account when Teacher Education programs
and/or materials are designed.
It is commonplace to consult some experienced teachers when designing a new
syllabus. What we propose here is to complete this quite reasonable habit by a much
more analytical approach, taking into account the teachers’ reactions to the global
rationale as well as to the critical details of the innovation, and searching to which
extent an integrated understanding of all these elements can be reached.
The materials subsequently designed for teachers’ training, and teacher trainer
training, will all the more fit the needs for optimized implementation, that is « resonant »
transformation, of innovations. It is the aim of the workpackage WP4 to illustrate this
point.

More generally, what is aimed in such a perspective is maximized ability to
integrate newness in a changing society.
As stated in the Italian National Report, « rather differently from what was usual to
the previous generation, today the basic scientific education happens in a very complex
scenario, where many dimensions interact. (...). In this complex space
the introduction and maintenance of an educationally well sound innovation is a
significant process, both from a cultural and a social point of view.
This aspect of our reflection will be developed in the synthesis (WP4) of the three
workpackages WP1, WP2, WP3.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Guidelines for interviews about optics at grade 8 in France
This interview is in two parts:
1-A general part on the official instructions for teaching optics in grade 8
2-A part which bears on three particular points of these official instructions.
1. General aspects
1.1. What is your general impression on these new official instructions?
1.2. Concerning the contents to be taught
1.2.1. What are the differences with respect to the preceding official instructions?
1.2.2. Are there in these contents
things that are difficult to teach?
things that are difficult to understand?
1.2.3. Are there in these contents
things that are difficult/interesting to teach?
things that are interesting for pupîls?
1.3. Concerning the presentation these official instructions, two specific headings are used:
1.3.1. “ expected competencies (or in process of learning) ”: will this listing of
competencies change the way you are going to organise your teaching and, if so, how?
1.3.2. “ back-up activities ”: will they change the way you are going to organise
your teaching and, if so, how?
1.4. With respect to the preceding official instructions what-more, less or similar -suggestion
can be made for ways of working ?
2. What follows concerns three particular points of the official instructions, relating to
the back-up activities
2.1. Lighting of coloured screens near a white screen
2.1.1. What is the interest of such an activity
with respect to what the pupils know?
with respect to what will follow in teaching?
2.1.2 Can one benefit from this activity
without having analysed the part played by the eye?
without having specified that light propagates in straight line
2.1.3. Concerning the phenomenon of diffuse reflection, do the instructions
suggest enough elements, approriate elements, according to you? Do you intend to complete
these or to put different emphasis on some of them? How?
2.1.4. To which pupils’ competency can this activity be related? Are there other
competencies that you wish to develop with this activity?
2.2. Predicting and checking what is visible through a series of punched screens or in
line with pins
2.2.1. What is the interest of such an activity
with respect to pupils’ conceptions?
with respect to the logic of the instructions :
what precedes (sources of light and rectilinear propagation)
what follows (principle of image formation)?
(Show an image as in fig. 2)
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2.2.2 Concerning the topic of vision (in its geometrical aspects), do the
instructions suggest enough elements according to you? Do you intend to complete these?
How?
2.2.3. In the preceding official instructions concerning optics, the model of a ray
of light and rectilinear propagation of light were also present. Here, the chaining of these
notions is different. Do you think that it is
more relevant?
less relevant?
why?
2.2.4. How can this activity be organised in class?
2.3. Analysing paths of pencils of light by direct sight and drawings on a real scale, in
order to localise the image
2.3.1. What is different in this activity as compared to the usual ways of localising
images? Does this process seem more rigorous? less rigorous? Why?
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire about colour mixing representation

Questionnaire Tb
1- A student was presented the following document

Red

Magenta

Yellow

Yellow

White
Cyan
Blue

Green

Red
Black

Green

a) Additive colour mixing

Magenta

Blue

Cyan

b) Subtractive colour mixing

2- This student gave the following comment
"The additive mixing consists of superimposing red, green and blue filters to have white
at the place where the colours cross each others."
3- Questions
a) comment this answer by specifying to what extent, according to you, it is a correct
one or it reveals difficulties.

b) In the last case, for which reasons, according to you, do these difficulties appear†?
Underline in particular all that seems you to possibly come from a misreading of the
image.
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Appendix 3. The Quasi-Official Instructions for the « Motion and Force »
Proposal
Proposal for Kinematics
Educational research and teachers’ experiences indicate that various
teaching/learning difficulties are present in the study of kinematics; these are linked to
problems of disciplinary knowledge and familiarity with conceptual nodes. The
Proposal described here is intended as a rÈsumÈ of concepts already studied and
presented within other didactic methods: the aim is to address some of the difficulties
that cannot be solved through the traditional way of teaching .
Objectives:

a. to summarise some basic concepts of one-dimensional kinematics that have already
been taught in a traditional way. The emphasis is put on the qualitative and
quantitative observation of common-life phenomena by real-time measurements of:
1) students' regular walking 2) cart motions on inclined and horizontal tracks;
b. to become familiar with real-time experiments by measuring motions through an
ultrasonic motion sensor (sonar)1
c. to learn the inter-relationships among time graphs of position, velocity and
acceleration derived from the same motion;
d. to research mathematical functions that fit simple experimental trends of position,
velocity and acceleration versus time, as a first introduction to modelling;
e. to elicit the students’ common-sense knowledge about kinematics quantities, so that
they become aware of its agreements and disagreements with respect to disciplinary
scientific knowledge.
Time schedule.

About ten hours: six hours of lab-work and four hours of homework.
A learning environment is proposed in which it is possible for the students to
work in small groups: four or five students for each experimental apparatus. The
described activities can also be done with a single apparatus that is used in turn by small
groups of students, ensuring that each gets a chance to participate actively .
Proposal’s rationale and activities
1) Become familiar with the MBL
apparatus for the study of motion
(Activity 0)
2) By means of MBL motion
experiments, link one’s perception of
motion to the corresponding abstract
representations of motion in terms of
real-time graphs of position, velocity
and acceleration (Activity 1, first part)

1

Skills that the students should acquire
Learn to use an innovative computer
tool
-

elicit intuitive knowledge
link the description of motion in
normal wording to disciplinary
definitions and representations
- read and interpret graphs of
functions versus time
- elicit the difference between the
position vs. time function and the

In Proposal we refer to the MBL (Microcomputer Based Laboratory) system; the hardware and
software have been developed at the Center for Mathematics and Science Teaching, Tufts University,
Medford, MA, USA.
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3) Study of students' motions in front of the sonar (standing still, regular
walking, moving away or toward the
sonar, doing the same type of walking
with different initial conditions)
(Activity 1, second part).
-

-

4) Study of ìuniformî motions of a cart
on an almost frictionless horizontal
track under various initial conditions
(Activity 2)

-

5) Study of constant acceleration
motions: up and down motion of a cart
on a almost frictionless ramp (Activity
3).

-

During this activity it is possible to
compare the motion performed in
Activity 2 with these more complex
motions and try to address the
conceptual nodes that emerge in
dynamics regarding the role of
acceleration, of forces and of transient
phenomena.

-

-

-

trajectory
locate the origin of the reference
system used and the direction of axis
recognise the sign of velocity when
moving away or toward the sonar
perform various motions to observe
what happens when the experimental
conditions are changed
compute the average velocity from
two different couples of data (s,t) and
from the slope of s(t)
represent the inversion of motion in
v(t) and s(t) graphs
organise learning sequences based
on the iteration of the ìPredictionExperiment-Comparisonî learning
cycle
extrapolate regularities from the
performed motions and propose
hypotheses for their mathematical
representations
comparison between complex
human walking and an almost regular
motion of a rigid body
identification of the analytical
representation of the position vs.
time graph of a one-dimension
motion with constant velocity
through a later analysis of collected
data
introduction to modelling:
capabilities and limits of a model
learn about the inter-relationships
among the three graphs: s(t), v(t) and
a(t)
compute the average velocity from
two sets of data in v(t)
learn about the sign of acceleration
distinguish the transient phenomena
(due to fast kicks) from the stationary
phenomena
estimate gravity acceleration
analyse qualitatively or
quantitatively the quadratic trend of
position vs. time graph

Comments

The approach to the study of kinematics differs greatly from traditional teaching,
starting as it does from common-life knowledge and from experiments about the
students’ walks in front of the sonar. Starting with ìthe motion of a point-like object on
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a frictionless one-dimensional trajectoryî requires a well-developed abstraction
capability, a skill that young students do not usually possess. In addition, this starting
point leaves the students with the feeling that what happens in real life is different from
what is studied in physics. As a first step, we propose linking perception of the motion
with the abstract representations of the graphs of position, velocity and acceleration as a
function of time. The motion of the point-like frictionless object becomes the ideal case
that is eventually obtained at the end of a complex path; the proposed MBL experiments
comprise the first part of the path, while during the continuation the aim is to minimise
dissipative effects.
This approach makes it possible to:
a) clarify the meaning of the origin of the reference system and the direction
of motion;
b) elicit the difference between the position vs. time graph and the trajectory.
Different motions can be performed on the same rectilinear trajectory (the sonar
ìseesî the motion only within an angle of about 15 degrees, i.e. basically onedimensional movements) with very different position versus time graphs;
c) recognise the sign of velocity and acceleration during a motion moving
away or toward the sonar and the relationships between the signs of v(t) and s(t) in
the inversion of motion;
d) perform various movements to see what happens under different
experimental conditions and to clarify the role of the initial conditions;
e) identify simple position vs. time laws through the analysis of collected
data;
f) organise learning paths based on the iteration of the ìpredictionexperiment-comparisonî learning cycle;
g) introduce the themes of the extrapolation of regularities in complex
phenomena and the descriptive capabilities and limits of a model.
Proposal for Introduction to Force and Force and Motion.
The concept of force and the principles of dynamics are and have been the subject
of various research projects in the framework of the didactics of physics. The
mechanical world is the phenomenological field with which we are familiar from the
first years of life. The comparison between naive and disciplinary conceptions of
mechanics is therefore stimulating, and has an emblematic role in investigating the links
between misconceptions, preconceptions, alternative ideas, etc. on the one hand and
affirmed and shared disciplinary concepts on the other. No wonder that in no other area
of physics are there so many studies on learning/teaching difficulties, on different ways
to introduce concepts and on curricula proposals.
Goals

- To construct on the basis of Common-sense and intuitive ideas.
- To learn how to transform in qualitative and/or qualitative experiments real
life acts concerning deformations, equilibrium, motion and so on in the framework of
the interactions among systems
- To learn how to define, compare and measure forces with different
apparatuses
- To correlate force to kinematics quantities (acceleration, velocity,
position)using graphs and mathematical relationships.
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- To learn how to compare phenomenological rules to the principles and
laws of the theory.
- To acquire awareness and capability in the structure of Newtonian
mechanics.
- To learn how to construct experiments drawing on different skills:
exploring, testing ideas and hypotheses, collecting experimental data to be expressed
by mathematical relationships.
Time schedule

Eight hours of lab-work and six hours of homework.
The Proposal has been elaborated to introduce some key concepts at a preliminary
stage. It is advisable that kinematics be proposed with MBL experiments.
Proposal’s rationale and contents
1) The words. Write and analyse
sentences containing the words ìforce,
stress, labour, fatigue, work, energyî.

Skills to be acquired
Think over the language used in
physics and to learn to use the word
force correctly.

2) Exploration with different materials.
Experimental activities to explore the
behaviour of rigid materials, linearly
elastic deformable materials and
inelastic materials.
3) Exploration of the rules.
Experimental activities on the
interactions among systems, studying
the link between the interaction and the
motion characteristic.
4) Comparison of forces. Experimental
activities on the comparison of the
values of forces, which may be the
expression of different interactions but
produce equal, greater or smaller
deformations.
5) Force and deformation. Three
different experimental activities (spring
and small weights, elastic and small
weights, magnet and small weights) to
explore different means of measuring
forces.
6) Calibration of the force-meter
(dynamometer). Analysis of the
previous experiments with a discussion
on the calibration of a meter.
7) Introduction to the force-sensor and
its calibration. Use of a sensor in realtime, calibration of the sensor , study of
the graph resulting from an activity in
which the sensor is subject to a range of
different pulls and pushes are given on

Observe deformation characteristics
deriving from the interaction among
systems. To learn to generalise, classify
and abstract material behaviour.
Discover the rule linking force and
motion.

Compare forces by measuring the
deformation of a spring. To learn that
the same deformation can arise from
different interaction.
Recognise the meaning of the acts that
lead to an operative definition of force.

Utilise a dynamometer correctly.

Read and interpret real-time graphs of
forces.
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the sensor.
8) Third principle of Dynamics.
Experimental activities to illustrate the
action-reaction principle.
9) Exploration with the force-sensor.
Experimental activities (some free,
some guided) on phenomena of
common life, with analysis of the
corresponding real-time graphs.
10) The concept of force. Homework on
a worksheet to reconstruct the meaning
of all the experimental activities done
up to this stage.
11) Motion in the presence of friction:
friction force. Pulls and pushes on
objects on a plane with friction using
the dynamometer and springs.
12) Force and velocity in the presence
of friction. Pulls and pushes on objects
on a plane with friction using the
dynamometer and springs, in order to
analyse the link between the friction
force and the velocity.
13) Force and velocity in the presence
of negligible friction Experiments in
Points 11 and 12 performed with a cab
on an almost frictionless track
14) Variable force: velocity and
acceleration on a horizontal track. The
previous experiments performed using
the distance and force sensors force
connected to the computer..
15) Constant force: velocity and
acceleration on a horizontal track. MBL
experiment on the second principle with
a cab driven by a constant force on an
almost frictionless track. Qualitative and
quantitative exploration (changing the
ratio between the cab mass and the
value of the force) to make the
relationship among mass, force and
acceleration plausible. Illustration of the
second principle.
16) Conclusions. Homework (or class
work) to think over the generalisations
of the experimental work done.

Compare phenomenological rules to
the principles. To recognise the
principles present in the acts of daily
life
Qualitative analysis of phenomena to
be examined in greater detail later.

Think over the operations which allow
construction of the physical concept of
force based on Common-sense
knowledge.
Recognise the link between friction
force and normal force and identify,
through the friction, pairs of materials
in contact.
Learn that in the presence of friction a
constant force is required to move an
object with constant velocity.

13)&14) Make the distinction between
the friction force and the force
necessary to put an object in motion,
even without the presence of friction.
To link the force to acceleration,
velocity and distance.

Recognise, in a quite complex system,
the force in action and the mass moving
with almost constant acceleration.
.Recognise the role of the friction force.

Correlate experiments and theory.
Learn how to utilise textbooks. Think
over the link between real phenomena
and models.
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Comments

The learning/teaching difficulties in mechanics are well known and one can affirm
that there is widespread agreement on the results obtained in the framework of research
in didactics of physics. Of course there are a number of different strategies and paths for
tackling these difficulties. The Proposal is characterised by the following features:
a) The starting point is Common-sense and natural language, and the aim is to
guide the students towards the understanding of concepts and correct use of
definitions in physics. The procedure is like following a spiral path. At the
beginning, the definitions and observations are temporary and then become more
rigorous as the operative abilities in doing experiments and interpreting phenomena
develop;
b) Deep understanding of the concept of force as an indicator of the
interaction among systems is strongly linked to the capability of recognising
regularities in the observed phenomena and studying the mathematical relationships
that describe the observations. One important objective is to achieve the capability of
interpreting and correlating real-time graphs of force, distance, velocity and
acceleration;
c) Experiments with common materials and with MBL sensors are conducted
to construct competencies pertaining to the operative definition of force and the
illustration and clarification of central aspects of the force-acceleration relationship;
d) The Third Principle of Dynamics is presented earlier than in the traditional
curricula, in order to help students recognise force as a indicator of the interaction
among systems and to make it easier to schematise the forces acting on a body using
force diagrams;
e) The three Principles of Dynamics are introduced as generalisations of the
observations and rules pertaining to a single experiment and to a set of experiments.
Proposal for Friction
The subject ìfrictionî has been chosen for the following reasons:
- The conceptual nodes for friction are tightly linked to the more general
ones in the framework of Dynamics;
- The most common difficulty is understanding the nature of friction
phenomena and describing them in a proper way;
- The first difficulty lies in recognising friction as a force: friction is often
considered a kind of condition of the observed phenomenon that is not seen as a
force during examination of its effect on the system’s dynamics (it has to be pointed
out however that little space is given to this phenomenon in textbooks and in class
work)
- One important learning node pertains to recognition of the dependence of
the friction force on the different factors characterise the interaction through the
contact surfaces: for instance, there are difficulties in believing in the independence
of the friction force from the extension of the contact surface.
- Finally, the direction of the friction force: the difficulty lies in the
consideration that, when saying that the friction forces are opposite to the direction
of motion, the motion that is considered is the relative motion among the surfaces.
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In the following, two proposals are put forward; they are considered as two
different options. Proposal A is based on the use of MBL apparatus, whereas the
Proposal B is based on the use of MBL and of the Interactive Physics simulation tool.
Proposal A (Approach with MBL)
The experimental activities proposed here are the same as those proposed for
studying Kinematics and Introduction to Force and Force and Motion, but in this case
the objective is to understand the phenomenological rules in the framework of friction.
Time schedule and prerequisites

About eight hours of lab work.
The required prerequisites are the knowledge and capabilities that are the
objectives of the Proposal on Kinematics and Introduction to Force and Force and
Motion: to read and produce graphs and to understand a time graph; kinematic
quantities; rectilinear uniform motion and motion with constant acceleration; the
principles of Dynamics; evaluation of the average acceleration in a given time interval
starting from the velocity graph versus time; static and dynamical equilibrium;
constraints; polynomial interpolation of experimental data; analysis of the forces acting
on a system; and capability of recognising the static and dynamical equilibrium and the
constraints.
Objectives:

- Distinguish between static and dynamic friction and knowledge of the
threshold value that characterises friction phenomena;
- Recognise the dependence of the threshold value of static and dynamic
friction on the nature of the two touching surfaces. Use of the principles of Dynamics
to measure friction forces;
- Manage the on-line apparatus to analyse a physical system;
- Evaluate the friction force using kinematic and dynamic data from tables
and time graphs;
- Recognise the dependence of the friction force on the different physical,
geometrical and dynamic factors.
Contents
1) Time dependence of the pull force
applied to a body by the force sensor.
Exploration of friction forces when one
is pushing or pulling a block
(parallelepiped, cube) which is on a
horizontal track; analysis of the time
graphs of the force applied to the block.

Skills to be acquired
To learn how to distinguish between
static and dynamic friction. To
reconstruct the meaning of the
experimental operations that make it
possible to define static force as
opposed to dynamic force. To
recognise the threshold value of friction
among solids and that friction is
ìpassive forceî.
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2) Experimental analysis of the friction
when acting with a traction force that is
adjustable and measurable. The
previously performed experiments are
now done using an adjustable and
measurable weight force, namely a
bucket of water that acts on the body
lying on a horizontal surface. The
simultaneous use of the motion and
force sensors allows correlation between
the kinematics and dynamic graphs.
3) The threshold value of the static
friction when changing the experimental
conditions. Analysis of the (dynamic
and static) behaviour of the system
described in Point 2 when the external
force, the touching surfaces, the normal
force on the body and the friction
coefficient are changed.
4) Dynamic sliding friction when the
experimental conditions are changed..
Analysis of the (dynamic and static)
behaviour of the system described in
Point 2 when the external force, the
friction coefficient, the normal force on
the body and the sliding velocity are
changed.
5) Friction during the motion of a cart
on a inclined track. MBL experiment
using the motion sensor: the cart goes
up and down the inclined track and the
friction force is calculated from the
differences between the acceleration
going up and going down.

To learn how to design experiments
which allow the measurement of the
friction force. Recognise the
consequences of the principles of
Dynamics in experiments on friction.

3)&4) To reconstruct fairly accurately
the meaning of the phenomenological
laws governing friction among solids :
friction does not depend on the
touching areas; is proportional to the
normal force acting on a body; does not
depend on relative sliding velocity; and
is proportional to the friction
coefficient.

To recognise, in a motion with almost
constant acceleration, the role of
friction force using the kinematics
graphs.

Comments

The didactic strategy is based mainly on the experimental exploration of friction
phenomena studied in various situations. Starting from observation of the phenomenon,
the students perform the successive phases of the exploration and conceptual
construction by analysing data, formulating and verifying hypotheses, and interpreting
what they see in order to reach the final summary of the collected results.
The proposed situations are very simple but representative of the basic
phenomenology of friction among solids. By directly exploring them, students are able
to recognise some of the main characteristics of friction, including: the threshold value
of static friction force, which implies the distinction between static and dynamic
friction; and the dependence on factors like the nature of the touching surfaces, their
area and the constraints they are normally subject to.
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The activities involve a number of different steps: observation and description of
results, qualitative and qualitative analysis, hypothesis and verification, summary and
generalisation.
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Proposal B (Approach with MBL and Interactive Physics)
The modelling of friction phenomena requires the active participation of the
learner. Performing observations, measurements, and even partial interpretations, the
learner is required to classify and coherently organise experimental actions, for the most
part linked to facts of daily life, so that he/she may be in a position to define a few
phenomenological laws and correctly use the principles of Dynamics. The integration of
different instruments and research methods (MBL experiments and use of modelling
simulations) can strengthen the understanding of the basic concepts and the ability to
develop models.
Objectives

To recognise friction as a force.
To recognise the phenomena characterised by a threshold and to learn to consider
friction force as the response to active traction forces and to movement.
To learn how to perform experiments.
To learn how to use animations and simulation systems to explore, foresee and
analyse.
To learn the use of vector representation.
To learn the phenomenological laws of friction among solids.
To learn to use correctly the principles of Dynamics in situations with friction.
Time schedule and prerequisites

Ten hours of lab work in laboratory or in class.
About five hours of homework are required, consisting in a critical revision of the
students’ worksheets produced during the class activities.
Knowledge of the principles of Dynamics is required, together with previous
familiarisation with MBL experiments on Introduction to Force and Force and Motion.
Contents
1) Introduction to Interactive Physics
(IP). Familiarisation with IP, which
makes it possible to reproduce (in a
virtual environment) systems,
animations, and simulations governed
by Newtonian mechanics. Analysis of
the basic functionalities of IP with free
and guided explorations.

Skills to be acquired
Perform simple experiments in
animation and simulation
environments.

2) MBL explorations of friction.
Experiments, initially in the form of
observations and later measurements,
performed by acting with an external
force on a block lying on a horizontal
surface with friction. The experiments
are first performed pushing and pulling
by hand and then with an adjustable and
measurable force; both the motion and
force sensors are used.

Recognise that friction among solids
has a threshold value. Recognise that
before the motion begins, the friction
between the surface and the block lying
on it alters when the external force is
changed. Distinguish between static
and sliding situations; learning the
correct use of the F = ma equation by
analysing MBL data.
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3) IP animation and simulation of
Physical System 1: a block on a
horizontal surface acted upon by an
external force. Analysis of the
(kinematic and dynamic) behaviour of
the system when changing the external
force, the touching surfaces, the normal
forces, and the friction coefficients.
4) IP animation and simulation of
Physical System 2: two blocks, one
lying on top of the other, on a horizontal
surface, with an external force acting
upon the lower block .
5) Analysis of the (kinematic and
dynamic) behaviour of the system when
changing the external force, the
touching surfaces, the normal forces,
and the friction coefficients.
6) IP animation and simulation of
Physical System 3: two blocks leaning
against each other. One is positioned on
a horizontal track and is acted upon by
an external force. Analysis of the
(kinematic and dynamic) behaviour of
the system when changing the external
force, the friction between the two
blocks, and the force pushing the lateral
block.

Learn to recognise the
phenomenological laws of friction in
animations, vectorial representations,
graphs and so on. Analyse the
considered physical system in order to
learn the correlations among the
physical quantities that characterise that
system.
4)&5)&6) Learn how to analyse
interacting systems when the
experimental condition are changed.
Recognise that relative motion is
impeded by friction. Recognise the
consequences of the principles of
Dynamics when various systems are
interacting. Elicit the ability to
generalise, extrapolate and abstract
when passing from situations with
friction to situations without it.

Comments

Study of friction phenomena presents various learning/teaching difficulties. The
most pressing of these are the use of language, the fact that friction forces change in
response to change in the external active force, recognition of the consequences of the
principles of mechanics for various interacting systems, the correct representation of
vectorial diagrams, and so on. Sometimes friction phenomena are overlooked when
passing rapidly to ideal frictionless situations. In so doing, the students do not have the
possibility to analyse real phenomena linked to daily life situations, and the study of
physics thus becomes less motivating.
The main features characterising this proposal are the following:
- Students are put in problematic situations in an effort to stimulate
explorative and experimental attitudes and to get them to set themselves questions
and seek answers in situations where friction plays a role that is not directly or
intuitively foreseeable.
- Various didactic environments are integrated together, i.e. experiments
with common objects, MBL experiments, IP simulations and animations. Studying
the same phenomena with different instruments and methods encourages a critical
attitude towards observation and interpretation.
- The integration of different instruments and methods encourages
phenomenological study and modelling. In particular, analysis of the behaviour of
physical systems that students perform in a virtual environment (starting from
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situations already explored in a real environment) favours the recognition of
regularities. This gives a meaning to abstract representations (graphs, vectors) and
mathematical relationships (models), allowing detailed analysis of friction
phenomena that are usually studied in more advanced courses.
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Appendix 4. Two emblematic paths for the « Motion and Force » Proposal
Introduction to Force and Motion and Force
The learning difficulties in this area are among the best studied ones (Carmichael
M. et al., 1993; Pfundt, H. and Duit, R. 1994; Viennot, 1996); also our groups
investigated the force and motion conception of students at the end of secondary school
(Guidoni et al., 1995) and real-time approaches have been studied (Thornton R.K. and
Sokoloff D.R., 1997). The first proposed path starts from the common language used by
students, through eliciting and discussion of written sentences containing words as
ìforce, effort, work, energy, ..î . It proceeds by exploring how different common
materials behave under elastic and anelastic deformations and by recognising the
regularities in the deformations of a spring produced by forces of various nature. It
proceeds to recognise the procedures needed for the operational definition of force; a
spring-mass system is introduced as a suitable force meter and the calibration of an
home-made dynamometer is performed.
The force sensor of the used real-time system is therefore introduced; how it
works is less transparent than the (apparently simple) dynamometer but it has the unique
capability of measuring and displaying how the force applied to the sensor depends on
time. Since the beginning, the use of the force sensor allows to familiarise with time
graphs of forces and to easily address the meaning of the usual conventions for the force
sign.
Another path aims at recognising the relation between force and acceleration in a
rather complex system as a cart which moves on a low-friction horizontal track when
acted upon by a constant weight. One of the goals of this path is to address some
common mental representations in Dynamics:- that force is a property of the moving
body (is contained in it) and does not derive from the interaction with other systems; the interpretation of the initial velocity of a moving body as some form of force
contained in the body and which will be consumed during the motion. Among the goals
of this path is the clarification of the relation among impulsive forces (short pushes and
pulls) exerted on a body and its acceleration .
Friction
One of the emblematic path develops in this way: the starting point is the
observation of common, familiar phenomena as the sliding of a block when pushed or
pulled by hand on a table. This type of experiment, when repeated with different types
of surfaces, adjustable and measurable applied forces (as the weight of a water filled
small bucket) using both motion and force sensors, allows to grasp the main
characteristic of the sliding friction forces. In the figure below is shown a typical time
graph of the force which has to be applied by hand to a block lying on an smooth table
in order to have it move with quasi constant velocity. Until the block remains still the
friction force is self-adjusting to the force pulling it; the threshold of static friction is
easily seen together with the quasi-constant value of the force needed to keep the block
in motion with constant velocity.
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Time graph of the force applied to a still block which starts sliding on a table.
An estimate of the difference between the static and dynamic friction coefficient
can be easily obtained from the difference between the force peak corresponding to the
verge of motion and the force plateau.
The students can be guided to become aware that the rules about friction are not
laws of very general validity but phenomenological regularities, depending on the
specific context and status of the contact surfaces. Moreover also the teachers are shown
that as far as friction is concerned, not a unique simple model is agreed upon in the
physics community.
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Appendix 5: Guidelines for interviewing the teachers on ìMotion And Forceî
Proposal

General Questions
a) Questions about teachers' ideas on the whole Proposal
a.1) Is the written description of the Proposal appropriate?
a.2) Is it sufficient?
a.3) Globally, what do you think of the Proposal?
a.4) In your experience, are the proposed topics and activities appropriate
for the chosen school age? If so, why? If not, why?
a.5) According to you, why is it important to innovate the teaching of
those ìMotion and Forceî contents that are addressed in the Proposal?
b) Questions about: - comparison with the teaching approach used up to now by
the teacher; the teacher's awareness of the innovative characteristics of the Proposal
b.1) Comparing the approach you have used up to now for teaching the
Proposal's contents with the approach presented here, what differences do you
find?
b.2) Do you think that some features of the Proposal are particularly
innovative? If so, which ones?
b.3) Do you think that some parts of the Proposal are too difficult? Too
simple? Which ones?
b.4) Do you think that the Proposal is motivating for the students?
b.5) Do you think that this approach is appropriate for addressing some
learning/teaching difficulties? If so, which ones? If not, why not?
c) Questions about ìMotion-Forceî in relation to the teacher’s specific practice
The Proposal is divided into three parts:
Kinematics
Introduction to Force and Force and Motion
Friction
These three parts do not completely cover the usual Mechanics syllabus for the
class; they are only three syllabus "areas".
Please ask the following questions for each of the three "areas" of the Proposal.
c.1) How do you usually teach this "area" of the syllabus? On average,
how much time do you spend on it? What types of activities do you set your
students?
c.2) Can the Proposal be carried out practically in your class? Is it
possible? Is it difficult?
c.3) Would you adopt the Proposal? If so, why? If not, why not?
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c.4) Do you think that the Proposal should be modified to meet your class's
needs? How?
c.5) If you think you will adopt the Proposal, how do you plan to integrate
the parts proposed in the class syllabus?
Description of time schedule, if there is first a traditional lesson, if only the
provided worksheets are used, if notÖ
d) Questions about the role of phenomenological observations and experimental
activities
d.1) Do you usually set experimental activities? If so, what are they? In
what context? (Logistics, organisation)
d.2) About the real-time experiments: Drawing on your experience,
describe the main difficulties that may be found by a teacher who is planning to
do this type of laboratory work.
d.3) How do you think the students will react to such experimental
activities?
Specific questions about the three ìareasî of the Proposal
Kinematics
1. A part of the Kinematics didactic path addresses the transition from a complex
movement (regular human walking) to the quasi-uniform movement of a cart on an
smooth horizontal track (Points 2 – 4 of the Program): by contrast, the "conceptual
chain" usually presented in textbooks addresses the opposite transition from the "ideal
"case (motion of a point-like mass on a friction-less track) to more complex motions.
 Do you think that this Proposal is more valid from an educational point of
view? Why?
 Or do you think it is less valid from an educational point of view? Why?
2. One of the activities suggested in Point 5 of the Program is to study the
constant acceleration motions of a cart on a smooth track. Amongst other goals, this
activity seeks to help students acquire the capability of recognising transient phenomena
and distinguish them from regime ones (this can be done with real-time experiments).
 Do you think it is important for the students to acquire this capability? If
so, why? If not, why not?
Introduction to Force and Force and Motion
1. The proposed conceptual path starts from Common-sense knowledge about
forces and real/familiar situations and moves to the construction of a force meter (Points
1 – 7 of the Program).
 Do you think such an introduction to Force is appropriate? Why?
 Do you think it is sufficient? Why?
 Would you like to suggest some modifications? If so, what are they?
2. The phenomenological approach, together with the search for rules and
mathematical relationships in describing Mechanical experiments, requires special
attention in generalisation and in explaining the three Principles of Dynamics.
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What do you think of such an approach?

Friction
(this part follows Introduction to Force and Force and Motion): the friction
forces had already been addressed‘; now the topic is addressed again for further study)
1. Two Proposals are presented:
A.
MBL (Microcomputer Based Laboratory): real-time experiments and
initial modelling of friction; the MBL activity is aimed at going deeper into the
friction study, at measuring in order to search for rules and relationships.
B.
B. MBL and Interactive Physics approach: fewer MBL experiments
and more modelling with Interactive Physics (IP); using the modelling and
animation environment, IP exploration activities are first suggested, then a more
systematic study of more complex situations is introduced.
 Which approach do you think would be more interesting for your class?
Why?
 Would you agree that the topic of friction is rarely addressed in depth? If
so, how do you explain this?
Let’s first look at Proposal a) " MBL and initial modelling of friction"
2. Analysis of MBL time graphs describing the pulling force on a block helps to
identify the threshold trend of the friction force and the difference between static and
dynamic friction).
 Do you find this interesting? In what way?
 How do you think the students would react to such a presentation?
 What difficulties do you think they might encounter?
Let’s now look at Proposal b) " less MBL and more modelling with Interactive
Physics"
 Do you think that simulation and animation activities with IP can be
motivating for the students? If so, why? If not, why not?
 In this Proposal the computer is used more for modelling and simulation
than for experiments. What advantages do you see in such an approach? What
disadvantages

